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Polyoma transformed B M  2l/013 cells and some of their variants were 
used during these investigations*
The variants had previously been derived from BBK 21/013 cells by 
selection for resistance to several purine and pyrimidine analogues in tissue 
culture, The behaviour of these cells was cojnporad in several ways. The 
levels of resistance bf the cells to some purine and pyrimidine analogues 
were determined. The variants when exposed to an analogue to which they 
were resistant continued to grow at more than one hundred times the 
concentration at which the majority of wild iiyp© cells were killed. The 
variants generally survived no better than the wild type in the presence 
of those purine and pyrimidine analogues for which resistance had not been 
selected. The growth curves of the wild type and the variants under non- 
restrictive conditions were identical. The isscbrporation of radioactively 
labelled purines and pyrimidines from the growth medium was determined using 
both scintillation counting and autoradiography, Wild type cells incorpo­
rated each of the nucleic acid precursors used in large amounts. In most 
oases the variants were no longer capable of incorporating significant 
quantities of radioactive bases or nucleosides to whose £ina3.ogues they 
were resistant.
The phenomenon of metabolic cowpperation is well established. It 
occurs between cells in contact at light microscopic level and causes an 
alteration in the phenotype of a co-operating variant cell to that of the 
cell with wMoh it is in contact. Metabolic co-operation requires a donor- 
recipient relationship between at least two cells, with the cell exhibiting 
the ensyme activity being the donor. The technique of double label 
autoradiography was used to distinguish between two types of cell in a 
Mxture after one had been prelabolled with I4-0 thymidine. Metabolic
11.
co-operation coiild be studiod at tho level of the inclividual ooll.
The effeote of metabolic eo-operatioh were investigated using cells 
growing under selective conditions, Dndor conditions in which the cells 
were auxotrophic for a purine source metabolic co-operation Influenced the 
selection. Tariants were capable of growing when present as a mixture under 
conditions in which they would not be able to survive alone. This effect 
of îuetabolic co-operation îias been termed "the kiss of life". Metabolic 
co-operation has implications both for the selection of variant cells in 
culture and also for the diagnosis and possible treatment of inboxvi errors 
of metabolism*
The biochemical basis of metabolic co-operation was investigated,
The phenotypic alteration was found to have a short half life wMch is 
compatible with there being an exchange of labelled material* possibly 
nucleotides* between cells* Metabolic co-operation may be suitable as 
an in vitro model of differentiating systems based on the setting up of 
concentration gradients of low molecular weight diffusible substances between 
cells.
. The reactivation of ' chicken eiythrocyte nucleii was followed after 
fusion with the BÎIK 2l/GX3/fyf cell variants. Sendai virus was grown up 
in ombryonated eggs* inactivated with j3-propriolao’bone and used to fuse 
the cells in suspension* The reactivation process followed the pattern 
described in other cells* the reactivating nucleus undergoing enlargement* 
synthesising BIA* MA* forming a nucleolus and finally directing the 
synthesis of cïdck specified proteins* The process of reactivation pro­
gressed more rapidly within the hamster cells than the mouse A9 cells used 
by other workers. A variant selected for resistance to four purine analogues 
offered the possibility of following the reactivation of four enzyme 
activities simultaneously within a single type of cell. The time course of 
the appearance of all four was the same and correlated imll with the appearance 
of a functional nucleolus within the reactivated erythrocyte nucleus.
ill
FREFAGE
The iatroduotlon describes the way in wMch the principles of genetic 
variation md selection were first appi^ eoiated. These may he used in the 
analysis of mammalian cells gmwi^ig in tissue cultuz’e* which occasionally 
undergo changes to produce cells termed "variants". Variants differ in 
their behaviour from the tdld type colla and may in some cases be 
separated from them when grom under selective conditions* Chapter 1 
outlines the biochemical basis of the selective système involving the puriîie 
salvage pathways* which have been mmh used to select mammalian cell variants. 
In Chapter Z the selection of variant mammalian cells is described and 
discussed, Come approaches to the investigation of Kiommalian cells 
involving the use of variants and the transfer of genetic material between 
cells are described in Ghapter 3.
The remainder of the thesis describes my own work using BHK 21/G13 
coll variants resistant to several purine and pyrimidine analogues*
immDUGTim
Biological materiel le plastic and adapts to suit the prevailing 
environmental condition©*
Charles Darwin (1359)* after studying variation in living organisms* 
deduced the principle of natural selection* He reêillmd it was a meohanlsm 
whereby advantageous changes could be encouraged to remain within the 
population once they had appeared#
Darwin founded 'the principle of natural soleotion on three 
observationsÎ
1* Offspring are initially present in greater numbers 
than their parents#
2# Under normal circumstances the numbers of a given 
speoiea remain constant#
3# Variation continually appears within members of a 
species*
From the first two observations he drew the conclusion that there was com­
petition for survival* which with the third observation led to the principle 
of natural selection. If there is a continual struggle for existence and 
not all individual© are alike* those exhibiting favourable characteristics 
will have a greater chance of survival than those with unfavourable characterise 
tics* If variation is transmissible to the offspring* differential survival 
will gradually tend to accumulate advantageous oharaoters within the 
population#
Despite the fact that the detail© of the transmission of characters 
to the next generation were not understood in Darwin's time* his theories 
remain intact. During the fifty years after the publication of "The 
Origin of Species"* enough information accumulated to explain the mechanics 
of inheritance and to establish genetics as an experimental science# Using
2the pea, 14endel (1865) showed the way in which simple characters could be 
distributed to the progeny during sexual reproduction by segregation and 
recombination, Later, chromosomes were recognised, together with the facts 
that they usually remain constant in number in the cells of any one species 
and reproduce by longitudinal splitting (Flemming, 1879 and van Beneden,
1884). VJoismann (1885) first made the clear distinction between the somatic 
cells of the body which are not involved in reproduction, and the germplasm 
which alone contains the information transmitted to the offspring. The 
inheritance of acquired characteristics, as postu3.at0d by Lamarck (1815), 
fell from favour because of the difficulty in understanding how the genetic 
Information for the adaptation could be added to the germ cells, Dover!
(189Ô) and others observed the reduction in chromosome number during meiosis, 
Gliromoaomes behave as if they carry the characters studied by l#ndel. 
Segregation occurs during meiosis, the homologous pairs of chromosomes 
passing to different cells. Recombination taJcos place at fortiliaation, 
both paternal and matemal sets of chromosomes being present in the fertilised 
ovum, do Vries (I9OO), while studying the evening primrose, coined the 
term mutation to describe new types arising at a single step from their 
parents. The term mutation is now reserved to describe ehs.nges that 
occasionally take place in part of the genetic material of an individual 
which produce an alteration in the characteristic potentially specified.
In fact, do Vries was not observing mutation, but aberrant segregation from 
translocation polyploids.
Those studies, when viewed as a whole, provide an explanation of 
the mechanisms of inheritance and the production of variation, but it is 
incomplete. Mutation is a rare event and the new cha.motor may, far from 
being of survival value, be deleterious to the individual possessing it.
Much of the observed variation is produced by the association of existing 
characters in novel ways. Characters behaving in a true Mendelion fashion 
are unusual, what is apparently a single character may be the result of a
complex Intez^ otlon between a partleular genetic eempoeition and the 
environmental conditions.
In all epeolee there appear to be a large number of metabolic dieordere 
caused by the preeence of abnormal genes, Garrod (1909) first appreciated 
the nature of tWse cHeeaeee m d  termed them jjubora error© of metaboliem,
Hie ideae were based on the study of alkaptonuria* a dieeaae of man in whioh 
large quantities of homogentiaic acid are produced in the urine, Alkap- 
tonuries are usually asymptomatic, but their urine turns black on standing* 
providing an eaeily noted eharaoterlstiQ* Garrod noted that homogentisio 
aoid Was readily mtabolieed by nomal eubjeots but lAen fed to alkaptonuries 
quantitatively exereted in their urine* He also showed that its excretion 
in alkaptonurios m s  augoented by inoreaeing the dietary protein due to the 
presence of the aromatic amim acids phenylalanine and tyrosine* Garrod 
made two deductions from this evidence* Firstly that homogentieic acid 
is a normal intermediate in the catabolism of the aromatic amino acids, though 
he could not detect its presence in normal individuals. Secondly that, in 
alkaptonurica the lack of m  engyme leads to a break in the degradative 
path and the accumulation of large quantities of metabolic intemediates*
It la now possible to assay the relevant ensymes and show that there is an* 
inability to convert homogentisio acid to aaleylacetoacetio acid in 
allcaptonurics (ha Du, Zannoni, haster m d  Seegmiller, 1958)*
Garrod also noted a oharaoteristio familial distribution of alkaptonuria 
and concluded that the disease was due to a hereditary defect caused by a 
rare recessive factor* A corollary to this was that the presence of the 
normal factor was needed for the formation of ensyme activity, Indicating 
that some genetic factors exert their effects on the organism by directing 
the synthesis of ensymep. The term gene is now used to describe these 
factors* Thus at the dawn of genetics, long before biochemistry had developed 
any understanding of the mechanisms involved, the study of a disorder of man 
provided evidence of a mechanism of gene expression.
4It is now Imoim that one structural geno specifies one polypeptide
chain* One protein, for example myoglobin, may be composed of a single
polypeptide chain. î-feny proteins are made up of two or more chains. The
chains may be identical, as in the case of peptidase A1 wMch is composed 
1
of twooc chains. They may however be different: haemaglobin A has four 
cMins, two identioaloc. and two identical j?*
The genetic information of an individual consists of a largo number 
of genes arranged in a linear faslrlon along the chromosomes. Each gene has 
a particular position termed a locus* At any one locus there may exist a 
whole series of alternatives termed alleles* Different alleles of a structural 
gene determine different versions of the polypeptide chain specified at 
that locus* Mojïimals are diploid organisms so each allele usually exists 
in duplicate, one on each of the homologous pairs of chromosomes. When the 
sam allele is present at both loci, the organism is homozygous for that 
character. If different alleles are present, the organism is heterozygous. 
Alleles which are expressed in the heterozygous state are described as being 
dominant. Alleles that fail to be expressed in tho heterozygous state are 
termed recessive, those carried on autosomes are only expressed when present 
in the homozygous state. Recessive alleles of X-linlced genes are expressed 
under different conditions* Females heterozygous for an X-linlcod recessive 
allele may ©scpresB the character in cells whose X-ohromosome carrying the 
dominant allele is inactivated (Lyon 1961), A recessive allele on this 
region in a male, for example tlnat resulting in haemophilia, is unpaired 
and expressed whenever present.
The total genetic information available to an individual, whether 
expressed or not, is described as the genotype* The actual appearance of the 
individual is termed the phenotype. If the organism is homozygous for an allele, 
the phenotypo vrill reflect the genotype* If the organism is heterozygous and one 
of the alleles is dominant, tlrls alone will be expressed and the phenotype 
will differ from the genotype. In some cases neither allele is dominant,
and both continue to b# in the heterozygote, roeuXtlug in a
phenotype intermediate to that of the two homozygotes.
Different aXleXes of the same gone result from mutational events which 
took place in bygone gonerations» â large number of mutant alleles may 
be present in different members of the epeoles, though lndlvidual]y most 
of them are veiy m m .  Two eXasee© of mutations remit from altering the 
mqumc# of purim and pyri#dlne baoe pairs In the D #  of a gene# In tho 
first olase base Is oxohanged for another, termed a slnÿLe base olmngo. 
Most single base changes are capable of reversal by baek-mutatlon. In tho 
second class, one or mom bases are added to or removed from the gene* 
Mutations involving the loss of nucleotides are termed deletions, and those 
involving the gain of nuoXeotidas insertions. Sometimes a long sequence 
of nucleotides or even whol© gems may be lost* Baok-muta'bion to the normal 
sequence is Impossible for large deletions and hi^lly unlikely even in the 
ease of the deletion of a single base. The phenotypic alteration from 
mutant to wild type produced by baok-mutations is termed a reversion*
There are a great number of variant forms of haemoglobin à that have 
been identified in man, (Wiman and GarelX, 1969)* Over one hundred of these 
have been sequenced and the majority differ by only one amino acid from 
normal haemoglobin A* Each of these differences can be accounted for 
by a single base ohmge in the D #  of the gene. There are also home 
haemoglobin variants in which there is absence of on©:or, a sequence of amino 
acids# These are caused by deletions within the structural gene* Different 
spectra of amino acid substitutions wiH no doubt be shorn to occur in every 
protein* bometimos a mutation may affect a region of the protein which 
is not essentiel for its function leaving the phenotype unchanged. In 
many cases a mutation will resâlt in the production of a malfunctioning 
protein. When the function of a protein vital for survival is seriously 
affected, the mutation may be lethal. If the protein functions poorly, or 
is non-funotional but not essential for survival, the mutation may manifest
6its e lf as an inborn, erm r of maiia1>oXisra*
Most of the inborn error© of mtabolism are inherited as autoeomaX 
reoossivo charaoteristiee. Though the diseases themselvoe may be rare, 
the atoormai elielee earning them met be very mmh more common, occurring 
in the majority of cases in heterozygous carriers whiob show no eymptome.
A dieeaae present in 1 in 100,000 birth© may be due to a gene present in 
the heterozygous form in 1 in 160 individuals# Fresh mutations are oontlnuaHy 
arising at mndom, W t  eii%ee the gme i^iX on average only be transmitted 
to half the children of the individual who possesses it there is a distinct 
chance that it will not be transmitted to the next generation* Disregarding 
selection, the majority of new mutant genes are likely to be eliminated 
in a random manner during the course of 10 to 20 generations. By chance 
however some persist end spread, a phenomenon which hm been celled random 
genetic drift* One special example is termed the founder effect* A small 
number of individuals may form an Isolated new comimity* If one of the 
founder members is heterozygous for a rare mutant gene, tliis might happen 
to have a high frequency among the descendants of the original colonists*
For example hereditary tyroslnaemia is very common in an isolated FrenoW 
Oanadian community living In Quebec* Even though an individual carrying a 
mutation may not be at a selective disadvantage, the likelihood is that the 
mutant character will be elimimted within a few generations, Raturai 
selection is superi%oscd on these random phenomena. If individuals carrying 
a Biutation are at a selective disadvantage with respect to the wild type, 
producing fewer offspring, the elimination will be hastened. If the mutation 
produces individuals which are better adapted to the environment and produce 
more offspring, it \jX11 be mbre likely to be conserved,
The variation that is the essentiel prerequisite for selection is 
produced In two ways* Firstly there Is a continuous process of mutation 
producing fresh alleles. BecondLy tWre is reassortment of the alleles 
carried by members of a species during sexual reproduction. Both processes
tend to produce a population containing individual© differing In their fitneee 
to survive and raproduoo* Raturai ©eleotiou oneouragoa the peraletenoe of 
charaeterietica in oombinatlona loading to the development of Individuals 
moat suited to the environmental oonditioaa prevailing.
The prlneiplea of genetic variation and aeleotion have been deaoribed 
in the context in whlah they were first appreoiated, They are equally 
applicable to mammalian celle in tissue culture. One of the problems of 
dealing with all biological material is its variability and capacity to adapt 
to new conditions. Genetics makes use of the variability to investigate 
how organisms function, Gialturad mammalian cells may be regarded as 
orgmims, and their variability mkea them amenable to genetic study.
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1. SCTEMS iMVoifVim w  mmm salvage paths
Maimnalima cqIIb. are aomall^ alDle both to utiliKiQ perforiuod purine 
hao08 or nuoXooBldea from tho growth medium and also to ojmtheeiso purineo 
de mvo^ Figure 1* MiXliame and Buchanan (3-953) first dmioxmtrated the 
phosphoribosyltraaeferraBe reaction hy lihieh free purine bases condense 
with g^phoephorlboeyi l-pyrophoephato (BKPP) to form ribonucleotides. They 
showed that inosinic acid was formed from hyposEOiathine, ATP and ribose 
^-phoaphato without the fomation of inoeino as an intermediate. Ensyinea 
catalysing this reaction were chfaracterisod in bacteria (Kornbergi Lieberman 
and SiîiimSÿ 1955* end Korn* Hesiy* Wasilojko and Buchanan* 1955) and iUi 
mamialimi tissue (Flaks* Bmin and Buchsnan* 1957). Two separate 
pyrophosphor^lases Wtve been described in mammalian cells. One is specific 
for adenine* adenosine monophosphate pyrophosphate phosphoribosyl transferrase 
(APF* adenine phosphoribosyltransforras©* AFliT) EÎ.O, 2.4#2,7, The other is 
specific both for lOToxantM,no and guanine* inosine monophosphate pyrophosphate 
phosphoribosyl tmnsferras© .(IFF* Iriypoxanthine/guaniino phosphoiibosyltransfer* 
rase* HGPET) 1.0* 2.4# ^#8. The equilibria of the reactions favom? nuo3.eotide 
synthesis and the pyrophosphorylases have been considered to form a salvage 
pathway for the réutilisation of free purines (Kornberg* 1957).
The lack of IFF sictivity is inherited as an' X#linked recessive trait 
in man (ï^ ieogmiller* Bosenbloom and Kelley* 1967). It is associated with a 
prpfound disturbance of purine metabolism with increased d@ novo synthesis 
and hyperuricaeraia* presenting clinically as mental retardation* spastic 
cerebral palsy* ohoreoathetosls and behavioural disturbance Imown as the 
Loschf#Hyhan syndrome (Leech and Hyhan* 1964)# Since the absence of IFF 
causes such profound disturbances in purino metabolism* the term salvage 
pathway* wMoh implies a non-essential fmrction* is not satisfactory#
However* tliis nomenclature will be retained.
An alterm'îilve salvage path for the formation of ril^ onuolootides exists. 
Free base may be converted to the ribonucleoside by nucleoside phosphorylaso.
9The ribonucleoside m y  subsequently be phosphorylated to the ribonucleotide 
by a kinase* Figure 1. toimalian cells studied to date all lack a nucleoside 
phosphorylase acting on adenine (Krenitsky* Elion* Henderson and Hitchings* 
1968)# The presence of a kinase specific for inosine and guanosine has 
only been reported in a few maimalian cells (Qadd and Henderson, 1970, and 
Edwards, 1970), There is ovidonc© to suggest that specific permeases may 
exist in the cell membrane of BHK 21/013/PyI cells facilitating the entry 
of purine nucleosides from the growth medium (Edwards, 1970)*
Each of the mononucleotides can be acted on by a, 5*-nucleotidase to 
form the corresponding nucleoside* Adenosine may then either be deaminated 
to inosine or rephosphorylated to A kinase acting on inosine or
guanosine is rare in mammalian systems, but unlike adenosine, these nucleosides 
can be converted to free bases by a i^ horphorylaso#
Purine bases are oatabolised via xantMne to end products which 
differ between species* Hric acid is produced in primates, birds mid some 
reptiles, but a further oxidised product, sllantoin, in mammals other than 
primates*
The do novo pathway izill not be discussed in detail* There are two 
stops, both of which require folic acid, that are of importance as far as 
the selective systems are concerned* In the first glycinamide ribonucleotide 
is converted to formylglycinamid© ribonucleotide* In the second amidoimidasolo 
carboxamide ribonucleotide is converted to formyl axidnoimidaaole carboxamide 
ribonucleotide* The two steps are blocked by folic acid antagonists, 
converting normal cells to purine-requiring auxotrophs* Cell survival 
under these conditions requires both an external purine source and an intact 
purine salvage pathway capable of utilising the external source of purines.
Inosine monophosphate (IMP) is the first nucleotide synthesised on 
the do novo path, and is interconvertible with the other mononucleotides. 
Adenosine raonophos|>hate (AMP) is formed in two stages oatalyssed by adenylo­
succinate synthetase and adonyLosuccinate lyase via the intermediate adonylo- 
succihate* Oonvorsion to guanosine monophosphate aJ,so takes place in two
10
steps, the first forms xanthnsino monophosphate (XI^ P) by IMP deliydrogenase,
the seoond guanoslno monophosphate (GMP) 1)y IMF aïmlnaso* In each case the
reverse reactions take place in a single step catalysed by #1? deaminase
and GMP reductase respectively* Since all nucleotides are interconvertible,
the total purine reciuirements of the cell can be met by providing a single
purine source after the de novo path is blocked by a folic acid antagonist*
The do novo synthesis of thymidine and glycine is also affected by the folic 
\
acid antagonist, and these compounds have to be provided in the medium 
in addition to a purine source. Hakola (1957), Littlefield (1964) and many 
other workers have used selective systems based on the block of de novo 
synthesis of purines and thymidine by a folic acid antagonist* Depending 
on the external supply of precursors, different phenotypes can be selected* 
Oommonly hypoxanthlne and thymidine have been supplied, selecting for cells 
expressing IPP and thymidine kinase (TK), This medium has been termed HAT* 
Adenine has also been used as a pwlne source, selecting for cells expressing 
APP and TK*
Kidder and Dewey (1949) postulated that purine analogues would be found 
j-Tioorporated into the nuoJ^ oio acids of sensitive cells after having been 
converted to the nucleotide derivatives* Confirmation of this was obtained 
by BeaQT and Smith (1957) whb demonstrated that APP was able to use the 
analogue 2,6 diominopurino as a substrate* It was also shomi that IPP could 
use 6«mercaptOpiubne (Lukens and Herrington, 1957) <md 8-aaaguanine (Way 
and Parks, 1958) as substrates* Structural analogues of a normal metabolite 
wMch interfei*© with its function or use are terjiied antimetabolites. îtoy 
have been developed with a view 'k> the ehomothempy of bacterial, viral and • 
malignant diseases* Among these have been a large number of purine analogues, 
some of wMch have also been used 'bo develop rasist^mt cells in vitro*
Purine analogues are non-toxic as the base or nucleoside, only after metabolism 
to the nucleotides are they able to exert an inhibitory effect on tho cell*
XI
Peters (1952) Ims temod tills lethal - synthesis. Huoleotidoa are unable to 
enter oalle from the medium in significant quan'tXties (Idobman and 
Holdolbergar, 1955)• Huoleotid© analogues are therefore of no value for 
use as antimetabolites.
Huoleotide analogues produced witldn a sensitive coll may exert their 
inhibitory effects in several ways (fby-Burman, 1970).
1. They may bind to the active site of an ensyma a%id joimic the
normal inotabolite. The type of iïEdbition may be competitive or non-competitive, 
depending on the affinity of the inhibitor for the active site. An analogue 
that is converted to sever&Cl different derivatives may produce iidilbitory 
effects on several different enzymes.
2. After incorporation into MA, some analogues may cause errors in 
the process by whileh the M A  replicates, resulting in an increased mutation 
frequency. The defective DMA will also increase the errors in M A  trans­
cription causing abnomsilitios in ail species of BBA.
3. The analogue may interfere with cellular control mechanisms.
A derivative of an inlûbitor may acauaiulate in a cell, or cause acoiuriuXation 
of normal metabolic intermediates, and activate a control system of feedback 
inliibition or st;UtiUlation thi'ough allosteric effects or I'eprossor mechanisms.
A single analogue may bo metabolised to several different abnormal products 
and affect the activity of a number of different onsymos by feedback effects*
Cells selected for resistance to purine analogues are often found to 
lack puiine pyrophosphorylase enaymos, For example S-asaguanino resistance 
has been found to correlate with loss of IPP activity in several mammalian 
cell lines (Brockman, Kelley, Stutts and Oopeland, 1961, Davidsqn, Bradley,
Boosa and haw, 1962 end Littlefield, 1963). Such cells avoid the effects 
following lethal synthesis of nucleotide analogues and survive in the presence 
of the nonmtoxic base analogue# Littlefield (1963) was able to correlate 
the level of resistance of mouse fibroblasts to 8-asaguanine with their 
content of IPP activity. SESybalsld,, Bssybalska and Bagrdl (1962) howevor
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obtained a partially resistant lima of D98 colla in which tho IFF activity 
was unchanged in cocipariaon with tho wild type# It was auggoatod that there 
Blight he a reduction in the permeability of the partially résistant D/98 
cells to 8-asaguaalne.
The emergence of a drug-reaiataat cells takes place by the selection 
of a variant individual from a heterogeneous population, The variant celle 
Rioy pre-exist within the population, or arise during the course of selection 
by mutation or adaptation. Independently isolated variants may escape the 
inhibitory effects of a particular set of selective conditions in different 
ways. Theoretically, a resistant cell could utilise one or more than on© 
of the following mechanisms to enable it to survive under selective conditions*
1. Decreased conversion of the inhibitor to an active form.
2* Increased degradation of the inhibitor to an inactive compound.
3. Increased synthesis of the inhibited ensym©.
4. Modification of the ensyme,
5. Decreased permeability to the inhibitor,
6. The emergence of alternate pathways to bypass the metabolic block.
7* Increased synthesis of the normal metabolite to compete out the
Inhibitor.
Different sets of selective conditions^  the presence of purine analogues 
or folic acid antagonists for example, will favour various mechanisms of 
resistance being used by the surviving cells. Purine analogues are metabolised 
to compounds capable of exerting WdLbitory effects at more than one site# 
é-Thioguaniïi© (TO) is converted to its active metabolite 6-tliioguanylic acid 
(TdMP) by the ensyme IPP. T## hm been quoted as inhibiting three encymcs 
(Boy-Burmon, 1970), phosphoribosyXpyrophosphat© amidotransferrase which 
catalyses the first step in the do novo pathway of purine synthesis, IÎ4F 
dehydrogenase and a nucleotide monophosphokinase specific for the 
phosphorylation of to GDP. TGMP is also incorporated in small amounts
i,vi3b
into both. and^MA via the deoxyrifeonualeotid© triphosphates, where it
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may exert deleterious effects, Lethal synthesis of TŒ4? may he prevented 
by a solitary modification at eitlisr of two steps, Entry of TG into the 
cell could be blocked, or there could be a decreased conversion of the 
inhibitor to the active form by a reduction in the activity of IFF# After 
lethal synthesis has taken place, adaptation by a cell to avoid Inhibition 
would entail overcoming all the separate inhibitory effects simultaneously. 
It is more likely tiiat a single modification leading to the development 
of resistance would occur than several. Colls resistant to purine analogues 
would thus bo expected to have adapted in ways that prevent lethal synthesis 
taking place. This is found to be the case, a single lino of BHK 237013/%! 
cells resistant to both TG and 6-thioguanosino (TGK) lacks IPP activity and 
appears to lack a specific permease for TGE (Edwards, 1970),
Folic acid in the reduced form is necessary, among other things, for 
tho do novo synthesis of purines, Aminoptorin and amethopterin, folic acid 
analogues, inhibit one ensyme, dihydrofolate reductase, preventing the 
synthesis of reduced folio acid. No lethal synthesis is required, the folic 
acid analogue itself beingi the inliibitor. ïlakala, Eakrsewski and Nichol 
(1961) reported that two amethopterin resistant lines of sarcoma. 160 cells 
in culture contained increased amounts of dihydrofolate reductase. The 
properties of the ensymos were unchanged with respect to kinetic characteris­
tics, molecular weight, electrophoretic mobility and the rate of reaction.
It was suggested that the excess diîiydrofolat© reductase immobilized intra­
cellular omethopteriu by binding it tightly. Since the amethopterin could 
only enter the cells slowly, enougli dihydrofolato reductase remained free 
within the cell to maintain the levels of reduced folic acid, allowing the 
cells to survive.
The above examples demonstrate diametrically opposite adaptations 
being used by variant cells selected for growth in different conditions.
In one case an enzyme activity was lacking, in the other an enzyme activity 
was increased.
u2. BIOCIMIGALLI mUMT mWéLXm CELLS
The icleas outlined in tho introduction wore developed In an atteaipt to 
ox'plaln the alterations tlia.t had taken place within species during their 
evolution and the variations that wore observed between individuals of a 
single species* They have since been tested on biological inateriai under 
controlled conditions within the laboratory and form a cornerstone of present 
attempts to understeuid living organisms. Ideally, m  organism to be used 
for genetic analysis shou3.d haves
1# A short generation time,
2. The capacity to grow in a chemically defined medium,
3, A Imploid genome.
4* The ability to yield mmiex’ous nutritional mutants.
5. The capability of being Mndled in large nmabers in the 
laboratory*
6. Mechanisms by which genetic material can be ©xclvmged between 
different individuals.
7. A simple structure.
Bacteria and viruses approach these ideals most closely. ¥mi.j of the most 
draiiiatic advances in the field of genetics have been made using these as 
esqperimental material. Mammals satisfy few of the ideals. In particular, 
the diploid nature of their genomes oompHoates the genetic Einslysis, The 
pbbnotype of a diploid individual may not reflect the genotype. Only 
eif ber studying 'bho pedigree, and if necessary performing breeding exporiments, 
may the genotype of a diploid orgmilem be determined* Most experimental 
genetics using higher organisms has been carried out using Drosophila or 
the mouse as experimental material. Genetic studies on iiian are difficiflt, 
due both to a long generation time mid tho impossibility of carrying out 
defined breeding programmes. However, a largo amount of information has 
accumulated during the study of inherited abnormalities and a good deal is
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mow kaowm about W m m  genetloo*
The study of mammBl&aB geaatiOB will be facilitated by the wee of 
aowat&G oelle gpow&ag la oUlture* Theee oaa oow be obtained In large n&mbere
and amlymd aelng approaoheai developed during the investigation of the 
genetioe of micro-orgamiems, Moweverg while it may be useful to formulate 
eacperlmeats on the b&aie of ra suite obtained during the study of mloro** 
organismsÿ there e%let great differences In oomplmclty and organisation 
between these and mmmlian oella.
In at least one ease the somatic celle of a higher organism have been 
shown to carry all the information needed to epooif j a complete individual* 
#rdon (1962) and Surdon and Uehlinger (1966) showed that after the transfer 
of nueleii from the intestinal epithelial cells of Sanopus feeding tadpoles 
to enucleated eggs* norml individuals could be obtained* The retention 
of the complete genetic information by somatic celle after differentiation 
is probably a general state of affaire in higher organlame* Only part of 
tills information ie expressed at my one time by a cell within the organism 
or growing la vitro# Cell lines in culture exhibit few epeoialiaed features* 
Occasionally a cell line continues to express some of the differentiated 
oharacterletlcG of the tissue from which it was derived# One example is a 
melanoma cell line capable of producing pigment (Moore, 19&4)# Transplantation 
antigens In general continue to be expressed in cultured celle* h cells 
have all the specificities of I'Wk in the 03H mice from which they were 
derived more than 25 years ago ((lamgaly 1966)# Tissue specific antigens 
however quickly disappear after explantation# Weller (1959) showed that 
Icidney specific antigens were absent from primary kidney cells two days 
after their establishment in culture*
The mechanisms which control the expression of differentiated oharaoterls' 
tics are not fully understood* There are isolated examples of onsyin© Indue# 
tion* In a hepatoma cell line the ensyma tyz^ osine aminotransfcrrase (TAT) 
is induced by steroid Wrmones (Tomkins, Thompson, HayasM, Oelehrter,
Granner, Peterkofsky, 1966)* Interaction between cells 1ms been shown to
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bo necessary for diffofontiation to take place In some systems* Orobstein 
(1961) using mlXllpor© filters of varying sisea showed that Induction of 
kidney tubules by mesenchyme or dorsal spinal cord inducer took place even 
though the cell surfaces wore separated by up to 50p* The substanca{s) 
causing Induction appeared to be maoimoleeular because their effects wore
Q
:lmpeded by a millipore filter with a pore si so of 100 A and blocked by 
cellophane. Bxtraqollular material, part of trklch was muoopolysaccMîlde, 
was present in the gap between the cells and may have been important in 
the transmission of information during induction*
The state of differentiation of an established cell line in tissue 
culture is imoerbaln. The common inability of an established cell line 
to express differentiated characteristics may be the result of:
1* Irreversible loss of the capability to express differentiated 
characteristics during adaptation to tissue culture conditions#
2* Growth in an luisuitable onvironmont* The cells remain capable 
of redifferentiation on exposure to the correct conditions.
Weiss (1939) has termed 'this modulation.
3. The selection of non#differentiated cells pre-existing within 
the explanted tissue* Those cells groifing out to form the 
cell line may never have been differentiated^  being derived 
from stem cells#
Whatever the situation, it is clear that memmlian cells in tissue culture 
imv© genetic infomation potentially available to them which is greatly 
in excess of what is required for their survival and growth in tissue 
culture* An alteration, in their environment, for example exposure to selective 
conditions, may result jui the expzxassion of nev/ characteristics or the 
suppression of characteristics previously expressed. A change in the \iay 
a cell expresses its genetic information is termed epigenetic. The induction 
of TAT by steroid hormones is one example. At the present time it is 
impossible to determine for certain whether a phenotypically cMnged maminalian
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eell has mutated or undergone a permanent epigenetic change. Epigenetic 
changes are very likely to be involved If the phenotype of all the cells 
rapidly returns to normal on removal of the selective conditions. Mammalian 
cells in culture that are phenotypioally different to the parental stock 
will be termed variants. The nonspecific nomenclature emphasises that the 
basis of the alteration is unlaaovn*
Primary cell cultures of differentiated cells are short-lived, but there 
is outgrowth of cells which are usually fibroblastic in type. The outgrowing 
cells divide and may become established in culture and passaged for months.
They are often referred to as diploid cell lines because their karyotype 
usually resembles that of the animal from which they were derived# In most 
cases diploid cell lines die out after fifty or more generations (hayfliok 
and Moorhead, I96I). Barely, cells of a diploid line become altered in such 
a way as to permit indefinite grovïth in vitro* The modified cells are termed 
an established cell line* The ch&hgo may be rapid, which is called trans­
formation, or take place gradually over many generations* In some cases 
transfonmtion appears to take place spontaneously, in others it may be 
caused by a virus or a chemical carcinogen.
Bîlil 21/OlS cells transformed by polyoma virus undergo several alterations. 
Transformed cells grow on a solid substrata in a random manner to form a 
monolayer many cells thidii. Hon-transfomod cells cease dividing at much 
lower densities and are arranged in parallel arrays* Transformed calls 
grow in suspension in an agar rnediurfi containing 10^ calf serum but non- 
transformed cells do not* If 10^ swine serum is used instead of calf serum, 
both transformed and non-transformed cells are capable of growing in suspension 
in agar (Otsuka, 1972). Transformed cells have an increased plating efficiency 
and rate of glycolysis compared to non#transformed cells. Transformed cells 
can be subjected to selective procedures and biochemical variants obtained. 
After transformation, Bim 21/013 cells have a greatly increased capability 
to produce tumours after injection into hamsters. Transformed cells also
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carry an Increased surface charge and a new surface antigen, the T antigen# 
After transformation, the karyotype alters from diploid to aneuploid#
It is not known how the alterations in the behaviour of transformed colls 
are brought about# Changea in the cell membrane and in the response of the 
cells to factors in serum may play a part# Some established cell lines 
do not exhibit all of the altered characteristics of BMC 2l/013 cells 
after transformation by polyoma virus,
Biochemioally variant mammalian cell lines m y  be obtained either by 
initiating a cell line from a genetically defective individual or by selecting 
a ph©notypio0lly variant cell line from wild type cells already established 
in culture. The range of genetic defects capable of being studied in vitro 
is restricted to those of characteristics that continue to be expressed by 
wild type cells in culture# Krooth (1970) has listed some spontaneous genetic 
abnormalities affecting specific molecules present in cultured human cells# 
Cell lines initiated from individuals suffering from these dlseasea^are 
genetically defective. Cells derived from patients with the Leach-Iyhaa 
syndrome lack IP? activity for example. Suoh cell lines will initially 
be diploid# Techniques have been developed which select Moohemlcal variants 
from many transformed cell lines. It has proved very much more difficult 
to obtain biochemical variants of diploid cell lines by subjecting them to 
selective procedums. This difference between diploid and transformed 
cell lines may be linked in some way with the altered in vitro growth charac­
teristics of transformed cells, but is not fully understood*
In intermediate situation exists between growth In vivo and in vitro# 
bines of tumour cells may be passaged within animal populations, on© example 
is the Khrlich ascites tumour of mice# These systems have commonly been 
used to test drugs thought potentially useful for cancer cheraotherapy# - 
Drug treatment of malignant disease is not usually ©atiefaotory, and though 
a temporary remission may be achieved, the tumour usually recurs, Many 
factors are involved in tumour racurrence, but one of importance is the
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development of resistance to the drug being used* Many of the drugs are 
analogues of vitamins imd nuololc acid components* The rationale of their 
uoe has been described in the previous chapter* The development of resistant 
colls witMn a tumour was first described by Burchenal, Bobinson, Johnston 
and llushida (1950) during the use of folic acid antagonists* Initially 
the tumour, a transplan table acute lymphocytic leukaemia of mace, was 
sensitive to the drug* After serial trajisfers :ln animals treated with 
Ênaothopterln, sublines of the tumour developed where survival of the animals 
after inoculation was not prolonged by treatment* Law (1951) produced 
resistant variants of a mouse lymphoid leukaemia after treatment witî^  the 
purine analogue 8-a.Kaguanlvxe* Many other e^ samples have been described*
It is not clear from those studios whether the rosistanoe pre-exists within 
the population of cells or arises during soledtlon.
Klein (1959) investigated the acquisition of mnethopterin resistance 
using ceils derived from a tumour grown from three L-1210 cells, a mouse 
lymphocytic leulmemia* Tmuour cells were inoculated into a series of mice 
treated with aaethoptorin* A rapid and uniform resistance developed* 
Reconstruction eixperiments were carried out by mixing wild type and sensitive 
cells prior to inoculation* The survival time of the mice after inoci&atlon 
was reduced at the first passage even when one resistant cell i-jas inoculated 
wl'bh a mi3^ 1ioa sensitive cells* The incidence of resistant variants pro- 
existing within the w;lld type population must thez*efore be less than one 
in a m:i*lIion* TJrais low incidence is difficult to equate with the rapid and 
uniform resistance developed by cells passaged in the presence of the drug.
It could he explained by a Mgh reversion rate or the i*apid production of 
resistant cells poorly adapted to the conditions of growth under non-selective 
'conditions* There was no evidence for the existence of a high revers3.on 
rate and resistant cells persisted for fourteen generations under non- 
selective conditions when mixed with wild type cells* Alternative suggestions
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have been offered by Hersenbert (196a)# Several olmnges may Imve to take 
place elmultmwously within a single cell for it to become re ©is tant, or 
the changes leading to resistance may be epigenetic#
Reversion of resistant cells to a sensitive state was first reported 
by Potter and Law (1917)* They noted the progressive loss of resistance 
of a plasma cell tuiaour to aaassrin© on removal of selective conditions.
In oases where reversion takes place it is likely that the underlying change 
producing the phenotypic alteration is epigenetic in nature* If a mutation 
is the cause it is almost certainly a single base change. Some reversible 
epigenetic changes may be part of the normal physiology of the cell* In 
these cases a high proportion of the variants will be able to revert after 
removal of the selective conditions# Baok-mutations are chance events 
and appear at low frequencies in occasional individuals* Borne epigenetic 
changes may themfcre he distinguishable from mutations by having high 
reversion rates#
Drug resistant cells often show cross-resistance to structurally related 
compounds# Law (1956) showed that a mouse leukaemia cell line resistant to 
amethopterin was also resistant to analogues of pteroylglutamic acid but 
remained sensitive to other inhibitors, for example purine analogues#
Sometimes cross-resistance to structurally unrelated compounds is present# 
Subak-Bharpe (1965) reported that BHK 2l/Gl3/fyY variants selected for 
resistance to actinomycin D gained some resistance to puromyc:ln# They had 
not previously been exposed to puromyoin# The biochemical basis of thiS '- 
unexpected cross-resistance is uncertain, but there may be an alteration 
in the permeability of the variant cells reducing the entry of both puronycin 
and aotinomyoin D#
As has been described, much of the early wrk on resistant mammalian 
cells was carried out using tumour cells growing in experimental animals.
This is less satisfactory than systems using cells in tissue culture which
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the recent advance© in equipment and'techniques have made available to a 
large number of workers# The growth medium for rnatmnalian cells in tissue 
cu3,ture is chemically defined, apart from the need to add serum proteins#
A wide variety of selective procedures can be employed to isolate cells 
with varying phenotypes in tissue culture# Mammalian cells can be cloned 
in vitro (Banford, 1948# end Puck, 1955) enabling a population originating 
from a single cell to be grown up and used for genetic and biochemical studies. 
However# cells in tissue culture are existing in an artificial environment 
and their behaviour must be regarded as only a model of that in the intact 
organism* Every step in the handling of cells is a selective procedure 
favouring the growth of some Wt not others* Many factors exert continuous, 
cyclic or short term selection and will have long term effects on the 
behaviour of the cells# If cells are passaged as monolayers in bottles, 
at each passage the cells in suspension being discarded, only toose cells 
that stick to glass remain in the population# It is often possible to 
convert a cell line from gmdng as a monolayer to suspension culture by 
passaging only those cells free in the medium# Many selective factors are 
not rigorously controlled during the growth of cells in tissue culture*
The variation between batches of the serum added to the growth medium is one 
example# Selective conditions created intentionally are superimposed on 
this continual background of selection#
Several different approaches Imvo been used to derive variant cells 
in cultures
1# A metabolite not normally utilised by the cells may be substituted 
for a normal metabolito#
2. The testing of large numbers of clones isolated at random from 
wild type cells without selection for the variant phenotype 
desired#
3# The isolation of drug-resistant cells#
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4* The isolation of aincotrophs*
5* The isolation of gonoral conditional lethal variants*
The first approach was used hy Ghang (195?) who substituted D-xylooo 
for D-gluoooo and obtained HeLa cells able to use D-xyloso as a carbohydrate 
source*
Very few variant nmmialian cells have been obtained vfithout using a 
selective procedure* A great deal of work is needed because it is probable
that many clones of cells have to be tested individually before one having
the required phenotype is obtained* It is a most important approach to use 
because epigenetic modifications caused by the selective conditions are 
eliminated as a cause of the variant phenoty^ DQ# Thompson, Mankowita, Balcor, 
Bright, Till, Biminovitoh and Miitniore (1971) have obtained temperature- 
sensitive variants of mouse L-cells, using this method*
Drug resistance has been much used as a selective system for obtaining 
mammalian coll variants* The biochemical adaptations that imy take place 
during acquisition of drug resistance have been indicated in the previous 
chapter* The first reports of drug resistant cells being obtained in vitro 
were by Ssybalski end Smith (1959&) using S-asaguanina and Lieberman and 
Ove (1959) using puromyoin* These variants were selected by exposing 
wild type cells to toxic levels of the drug and growing up the survivors.
Many different diugs have been used to isolate variants in this wayi some 
of them are listed in Table 1.
The details of the conditions used for selection are highly important 
in determining the properties of the variant cell produced* Some variants 
have been isolated using a single-step proeeduzw by one exposure of a large 
number of colls to the iaihibitor at a high concentration* In other cases 
cells were ©scposed to increasing levels of the inhibitor in a series of 
selective procedures gradually raising the level of resistance. A single 
stage selective procedure is most likely to isolato variants whose resistance 
is caused by a single phenotypic change, A gradual selection procedure will
ÏABLE I .  SOKE EXM'Œ’tËS OF DBUO HESISÏAMT Ml®iW[,IJa3 CELLS DEiaTfiD IM VITIiO ,
Soleotlon fo r
Folic acid antaaonists Parental cell resistance tot
Vogt 1959 HelA Aminopterin
Arnow 1959 mouse fibroblasts Amethopterin
Harris & Ruddle I960 PK-15 Aminopterin
Bakala ot al*' 1961 mouse fibroblasts Amethopterin
Antiïïurinea
Bsybalski & &nith 1959a D 98 8-azaguanin©
Harris & Ruddle I960 PK-15 2:6 diaminopurine, 
6-azaguanine
Toraizawa & Armw I960 mouse fibroblasts 6-meroaptopurino
Brockman ot al* 1961 human epidermoid carcinoma 6-mercaptopurine
Szybalski ot al* 1962 D 98 6-mercaptopurine
8-azahypoxantbine
Davidson ot al. 1962 P-3B8 o-azaguanino
Littlefield 1963 L 8-aaaguanlne
Bubak-Bharpo 1964 BIK 2l/C13/ïyï 6-thioguonine 
8-azaadenin© 
6-thioguono sine
Albortini & DoMars 1970 human fibroblasts 8-azaguanlne
Arlott & Hotter 1971 Ohinese hamster cells 8-azaguanine
Ant|Dyrlmidine p.
Pasternak et al* 19 61 L-5178I 6-aaauridino
Roosa ot al* 1962 P-3S8 5-fluorouridino
Kit ot al* 1963 L 5-bccmodooxyuridine
Kit et al* 1966 Hela 5-bromodeOxyuridino
Bubak-Sharps et al* 1972 BHK 2l/C13/PyX 5-brpraodeoxyuî'idine 
cytosine arabinoside
Amino acid analogues
Harris & Ruddle I960 HC-15 allylglyo:lno
TABLE I. (continued)
ÂQtinomvoin D 
Bubak-Sharpe 1964 BHK 2l/013/îyï
Liobman & Ove 
Metsgar 
Subalc-Sharpe 
Harris
1959 LÎ
1963a itoCt'O
1964 Bint 2l/Gl3/i^ï
1967 pig îcidney calls
puromyoin
streptomycin
puromyoin
puromyoin
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encourage the production of cell© depending on multiple change© for 
resistance. Each new change increases the level of resistance further.
Some mammalian cells iii tissue culture are capable of interacting.
One type of interaction is metabolic co-operation and it is particularly 
relevant to the selection of drug-i'osistant cells in vitro. Metabolic 
co-operation was originally demonstrated using BM 2l/ûl3/Hyï coll variants 
(Bubak-ShaipOp BÜrk, and Pitts, 1966, Bürk, Pitts and Bubak-Sharpe, 1963, 
Subak-SharpOp Bthic and Pitts, 1969 and Pubak-Bharpo, 1969). 'Am different 
variant cell l:lnos wei'o used. One was resistant to both S-azaadenino and 
8-aaaadenosine and did not incorporate adenine from the growth modimn into 
nucleic acid when grown alone# The other, resistant to both 6-thioguanine 
and 6-thioguanosine, was unable to incorporate hypoxanthine from the growth 
medium into nucleic acid when grown alone# HMle in contact with a cell 
capable of incorporating a radioaotively labelled purine base supplied in 
tM medluia, the phenotypes of the variants were changed. They both became 
wild type with respect to purine ^corporation. This was termed metabolic 
co-operation# Variant cells in the same preparation but not in contact with 
cells capable of incorporating the base retained their variant phenotype*
Cell contact during the procedures used to select variants of 
BHK 21/013/PyY cells was avoided by exposing a thinly seeded monodisperse 
layer of wild type cells to the selective conditions# Since there was no 
cell contact, metabolic co-operation did not inf3.uence the selection process. 
During’ selection in dense culture, a potential variant cell would arise while 
in contact with a vdld type coll. The phenotype of the potential variant lould 
continue to be %d.ld type by virbue of metabolic co-operation# The cell v;ould 
therefore remain susceptible to the effects of the analogue and be killed*
To arise under dense culture conditions, a BHK 2l/013/PyY cell variant resistant 
to a purine analogue would have to both prevent lethal synthesis and be unable
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to talce part in motabollc co-op©ration# Alternative ways of avoiding cell 
contact and overcoiain^ ç the effects of metabolic co-operation during selection 
exist. The t;ild ty%)e cells may be exposed to the selective conditions either 
during growth in liquid suspension culture or suspended in agar* Hot all 
cells are capable of participating in metabolic co-operation* The A9 variant 
of mouse L colls resistant to 8-azaguanino (Littlefield, 1963) is unable to 
co-operate either with wild type L cells or with wild type Biîlt cells (Fitts, 
1971).
Several systems have been developed for the isolation of aujcotrophic 
mammalian colls* The technique of Isolation is to place wild type cells 
in a mediujii lacking the metabolite for which amcotrophy is desired. Auxo­
trophic cells are unable to grow under these conditions, while wild type 
cells continue to divide* An agent to kill dividing cells is then added 
to the culture, either tritiated thymidine or 5-bromodeoxyuridine with 
exposure to visible light have Wen used (Fuck emd Kao, 1967)* Only auxotro]phs 
survive this treatment and can be isolated f-fos), the culture by first removing 
the lethal agent and then adding back the metabolite for which auxotrophy 
has boon selected* BeHars and Hooper (i960) isolated Heha cells auxotrophic 
for glutamine. £hck and his collaborators have isolated Chinese hamster 
cells with a i&de spectrum of amcotrophic requirements, glycine, hypoxanthine, 
Inositol and thymidine (Kao and Fuck, 1968, 1969). Ohu, Brimer, Jacobson 
and Mcrrium (1969) have isolated a hamster ? 79 cell auxotropldc for glutamine. 
These typos of variants have boon used for the study of metabolic pathways 
and their control.
There remains a class of variants derived in vitro which are generally 
referred to as general conditional lethal©* Gonoral conditional lethal© 
of mammalian cells isolated to date have all been tempez'ature-sensitive*
The configuration of a polypeptide chain may be affected by changes in 
temperature* VHien the function of a protein is altered by such a change.
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it is temperature-sensitive* Mutation© causing its function to become 
temperature-sensitive may affect any protein* The polypeptide chain affected 
by the tempei'*ature-sensitive mutation functions normally at one temperature 
(termed the pennissive temperature) but afonoriftally at a second temperature 
(termed the non-permissive temperature)* If the behaviour of a polypeptide 
chain is very severely altered at the non-permissive temperature and the 
noz’mal function is essential for liability, the temperature-sensitive 
mutation will be a conditional lethal# Growth of the cells will take place 
at the permissive temperature taut they will be unable to grow at the non- 
permisalve temperature* Most manmjalian cells are normally capable of growth 
over a temperatuz*© range of 6 or enabling the permissive and non- 
permissive temperatures to differ by up to this amount*
Temperature-sensitive conditional lethal mutations of mammalian cells 
provide flexibility not available using other phenotypic variants* Stocks 
of cells can he produced under permissive conditions but studied under non- 
permissive conditions* Proteins carrying out essential functions can therefore 
b© investigated. Initial selection of conditional lethal cells does not 
require prior knowledge of the nature of the function selected for as is 
' the case with selection for auxotrophs* Cells growing under the permissive 
conditions supply a good control for experiments carried out on the same 
cells under non-permissive conditions* There have been reports from two groups 
of temperature-sensitive mammalian cells being obtained in tissue culture.
Haha has obtained tempemture-sensitive laojtoy kidnoy cells (1969, 1970).
The defect was in some way able to prevent D M  incorporation by the nucleolus 
at the non-permissivo temperature* Thompson, Ifenlcovita, Baker, Till, 
Biminovitoh and Whitmore (1970, 1971) obtained temperature-sensitive L cells 
by selective killing of the wild type cells at the non-permissive temperature 
by growth in tritiated thymidine and cytosine arabinoside. The non-pormissive 
temperature used was 38*5^ 0. and the permissive temperature 34*0^ 0.
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All these variant cell© are derived from anauploid established cell 
lines, but there are advantages in using diploid cells* The use of primazy 
cell lines derived from individuals having g#i%etio defects, despite the 
difficulties in thoii’ cultivation, will provide much information which will 
oojïiploment tlzat obtained usiiig aneuploid cells. There have however been 
two recent reports of the derivation of variants from diploid cells in 
ouiturn, human fibroblasts (Albortini and De Mars, 1970) and near diploid 
Oîîines© hamster cells (Ohu, 1969)* If more diploid variants could be 
obtained by selection in tissue culture the gap that exists between diploid 
cell and aneuploid colls would be filled.
The diploid nature of ' mammalian cells maltes thoir genetic analysis 
difficult* To be phenotypically expressed, a mutu'tion must be either a 
dominant, a homozygous autosomal rreeessive, a recessive present on the 
X chromosome of a male coll, or a recessive present on the non-inactivated 
X chromosome of a female cell* Phenotypes obtained by selective procedures 
in vitro are probably usually due to the prosenoe of recessive alleles or 
largo deletions* In the majority of oases the locus will bo carried on an 
autosome. At least two independent genetic events would therefore bo 
nocoBsary before the recessive phenotype could be expressed. It may 
eventually be possible to isolate cell lines monosomie for different 
chromosomes by promoting non-disjunction, and perhaps also to obtain 
monosomie human linos from abortfcms with such anomalies. Ilaploid human 
cell linos may be obtainablo by the manipulation of the genetic material 
within ova or sperm. Freed and Kezgor-Froed (1970) and Mezger-ï’reed (1972) 
have zoportod the isolation of stable haploid cell linos from frog embryos. 
The study of mutation rates and inversion rates in those cells do not show 
the expected difforonoos between them and diploid colls, though karyotype 
analysis confirms their haploid chromosome complement* Investigation of 
this discrepancy m y  throw light on the nature of the changes that underly
a?
the development of resistance.
The analysis of variant cells ie made difficult by tlie fact that 
they interact in the culture. This perha%3S best demonstrated by the phenomenon 
of metabolic co-operation which has already been mentioned. Metagar and 
Moskowitz (1963 (a)(b)) using mouse cells resistant to streptomycin 
demonstrated that after mixing wild type and resistant colls in a single 
culture, all were sensitive to the drug* Harris (1967) used clonal lines 
of pig îddîaoy cells to analyze the variation in the exproeslon of puromyoin 
resistance with cell density at the population level* Any genetic variation 
present was obscured by nongonetic fe,otors that increased with the cell 
density* Largo colonies or clumps of sensitive cells grow in concentrations of 
purorrycin that destroyed all the cells when osqzosed to the drug in a dispersed 
form* Tills data casts doubt on the estimations of "mutation rates" of 
mammalian cells in culturs (Lieberman and Ove 1959, Bzybolski, 1959)*
Conflicting reports exist in the literature on the use of mutagens 
%'îMle selecting cell variants. Szybalski and Smith (1959b) reported that 
pre-treatment of D 98 cells with ultraviolet light depressed the rate of 
appearance of variants resistant to 8-azaguanine, Ohu and Mailing (1968) 
quantitated the frequencies with which variants of Clulnose hamster colls 
were obtained after treatmont %&th the mutagens etloyl methane sulphonate, 
methyl methane sulphonato and H-mothyl-H*-nitroso-guanidine* Clones were 
isolated under conditions selecting either for resistance to 6-azaguanine 
or auxotrophy for L-glutamino, Î4itagen pro-treatment increased tho frequency 
with which both variants were obtained, however the yield varied with the 
conditions of the experiment* There was an inverse re3,ationship between 
the number of cells resistant to 8-azaguanine and the cell density during 
selection* The mutation expression time, the interva], between tho removal 
of the mutagen and the application of selective conditions, also affected 
the yield* If the selective agent 8-azaguanino was added immediately after 
treatment with the mutagen there was no increase in the frequency with which
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varianlo wore produced* After delaying the addition of the selective agent, 
allowing the cell© to grow and divide, the frequency with which variants 
appeared increased with time up to 4-2 hours. The cause of this effect is 
probably a phenotypic lag during tho time taken for the variant phenotype 
to bo expressed* At 54 hours there was a decline, perhaps due to the cells 
becoming crowded* It was also found that, as the concentration of B-azaguanine 
used to select the variants was increased, the yield of variants declined* 
Differences between the cell lines used end the selective conditions may 
explain these opposing findings. The presence or absence of metabolic 
co-operation during selection is a highly important factor influencing the 
yield of variants obtained* It is highly probable tlmt metabolic co-operation 
was the cause of the inverse relationship betimen the cell density and yield 
of 8*^ aaaguanino resistant Chinese hamster cells*
The effects of y'-irradiation on mammalian cells have been investigated 
in detail* Much of the vjork has centered on cell survival kinetics because 
of the relevance to cancer therapy* Two observations throw light on the 
problems of mutagonising mammalian cells in culture to produce variants.
The first described bylElkind and Smith (i960) is the split dose effect*
The same total quantity of y-irradiation produces a much greatoz* effect when 
given as a single dose than when given as two separate doses an hour or 
two apart* It has been suggested that there is a repair mechanism in the 
mammalian cell that enables it to repair sublothal daimge* Confirmation 
of this hypothesis was obtained from the observation that the "mutation 
curve" for mammalian cells is biphasic* Higher doses of irradiation are more 
efficient at producing variants than lower doses (Arlott and Potter 1971)* The 
second observation was that the sensitivity of OhJaioso hamster cells to 
y**ixTadlatlon is dependent on ‘to position they are at in the cell cycle 
(Sinclair and Morton, 1965)* Cells in G2 are most sensitive, those in G1 inters, 
mediate and those in B least sensitive* Perhaps the repair mechanism differs in
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It© offîclency with the stage the cells are at in their cycle. These 
observations are without parallel in bacterial systems and emphasise the 
care that must be taken wWn extrapolating from these to mamma],ion cells,
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3. TUB TRâNSFBR OF ai»TIO BBAÆEH m m A L I #  OBLLS IB VITRO
The ability to ti‘ansfor gonotio information botweon individuals in 
a controllabLe fashion has boon important in allowing rapid advancos to bo 
mado in tho gonotio analysis of bacteria and viruses. Tho transfer of 
genetic information between genbtyfpiosilly different individuals results in 
recombination* Three general methods of transfer ave available in bacterial 
transformation, transduction and conjugation. Mammalian cells in tissue 
culture may now in some cases be investigated in on analogous manner*
Transformation describes the permanent modification of an individual 
by the incorporation and genetic expression of exogenously supplied purified 
nucleic acid. The term is used :ln a totally different sense both to describe 
the change of a diploid cell line into an established cell line and also 
the stimulation of lymphocytes to enter mitosis* There have been several 
claims to have transformed drug-resistant cells in vitro with DBA from ijild 
type cells (Szybalska end Ssybalski, 1962| Bradley, Roosa dnd Law, 1962 and 
Fox, Fox and Ayad, 1969 are examples). Many workers have had difficulty 
in repeating these e^ qzeriments. At present the evidence that the DBA has 
been integrated and its genetic information expressed is unconvincing.
It is certain that the nucleic acid can enter the coll in some cases, but 
much appears to become rapidly degraded (Ayad and I^ ox, 1968), A recent report 
of transformation using a IWs sarcoma genome as a marker is the most definite 
(Rill and Hiliova, 1972), DHA from a line of rat cells transformed by 
Rous sarcoma virus (R8V) was extracted and purified. These cells were unable 
to produce any infectious virus. The purified D M  was used to treatChicken 
fibroblasts. (If infected with intact RSV particles some chicken cells 
would become transformed and allow the production of infectious R6V progeny, ) 
The DM-treated chicken fibroblasts were assayed for the production of RSV, 
Rome were found to produce RSV particles of the strain originally used to 
infect and transform the rat cells. Protreatment with DNAse abolished the
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ability of the purified D M  to oause the produotion of liSV* Tliis result 
requires the entry of a D M  copy of the H&V genome into the chicken fibro­
blasts and the full expression of its genetic information leaciing to the 
free replication of the viral gonpmo and the production of infectious virus 
particles,
Transduction describes the transfer between cells of cellular genetic 
ixiformation contained witliin bacteriophages or viruses. A single report 
exists of the successful transduction of a mammalian cell by a bacteriophage 
(Merrill Goier and Petricciani| 1971), Human fibroblasts from a patient 
with galactosaomia were infected with one of two types of bacteriophage A. * 
GalaCtosaemia is the result of an autosomally transmitted processive inborn 
OiTor of metabolism. In homozygous individuals them is absence of 
oC-D-galactose-l-phosphato uridyl (GPD) transferase activity. One of the 
transducing typos of contained an Intact galactose operon capable of 
specifying GPU transferase activity, The second type of A contained a 
galactose operon with a mutation rendering the traaisferase inactive. Only 
after infecting tW genetically defective cells with the type of bacterio­
phage capable of specifying GFU transferase was this enzyme activity 
detectable# Infected cell cultures were assayed through repeated subcultures 
and enzyme activity was found to remain relatively constant at tho level 
aoMeved four days after infection. The 1 genome was therefore not rapidly 
lost by segregation. It was suggested that perhaps the bacteriophage D M  
may be preserved within the human cell by one of the following mechanisms: 
integration into the host genome * plasmid-like oxistenoo in the cytoplasm, 
interaction vdth the mitochondrial or pferMpa in some totally unknown manner.
Cells infected with polyoma virua produce particles containing cellular 
DM| termed pseudovirionS| at low frequencies. Preparations of polyoma 
virus may be enriched for psoudovirions using density-gradiont centrifugation, 
Infection with pseudovirions is a potential method of transducing marmiialian
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cells. Mo report of successful transduction using this technique has been
published^  though tho DMA has been Bhom. to enter socio colls (Quasba and Aposhiani
1971)• The frequency of successful transduction ojcpected may bo estimated.
The genomes of polyoma virus and rnammalian cells differ in size by about 
6a factor of 10 • Tho molecular weight of the DMA contained within ammalian
12 ’cells being about 10 and that of tho DMA contained within a polyoma virion 
about 10 , If transformation is examined with respect to one cliaracteristio,
£ind assuming random packaging of the cellular DMA within psoudovirions, 
the chance that any single pseudovirion will contain the genetic information 
for the charaoteristic will be ItlO^ * A single cell may be infected with 
IQ^ ’ virus particles of wiiioh 10^ may be pseudovirions» Much of the viral 
DMA is lüiown to be degraded, there may therefore be only a 1% chance of 
the DMA of any one pseudovirion being integrated. On the basis of these 
assumptions there will, be a lilO*^  probability tîaat an infected cell will 
be successfully transduced for the character being examined. Even if 
successful transduction using polyoma pseudovirions is achieved it will 
be only a rare event that allows transduction of tho information for any 
particular cimraoteristio*
The fusion of somatic jîiammallan cells results in two or more genomes 
being contained within a single cell membrane. Tho situation is analagous 
to bacterial conjugation. Oell fusion mkes a parasexual cycle available 
for the study of cells in tissue culture. The applications of tMs technique 
are far-reaching and a groat deal of present-day work using masmalian cells 
in tissue culture involves its use. Pontecorvo (1959) worked with filiamentous 
fungi which lack a sexual cycle in some eases but which havw a parasoxual 
cycle. He showed that the parasexual cycle could be used for genetic 
anelysis. The complete cycle is as follows:
1. Fusion of two unlilce haploid nucleli in a hetarokaryon giving a 
diploid heterozygous nucleus. Occasionally a liypha containing tiiis nucleus
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may separate from the heterokaryotic liypha that formed it and produce 
heterozygous diploid hyphao^
2* Occasional mitotic crossing over may talce place during the 
multiplication of the diploid auoleii.
3, Haploidizatiou of the diploid nuclei! may rarely take place* 
Crossing over describes this process of exchange of genetic material 
between homologous chromosomes» Grossing over may result in reassortment 
after Imploidization occurs and allow linlmge studies to be carried out# 
hinlcage of recessive characters can be studied after haploidization«
The hetarokaryon formed after the fusion of maminalian cells, which are 
initially diploid, is tetraploid# The term heterokaryon is used to 
describe a cell i^ ith more than one separate nucleus and synkaryon for a 
multinucleato cell in which the nuclei! have fusedA. to form a single nucleus, 
A homosyulcaryon contains nucleli originally derived fi'om the same kind of 
cells and a he tore synkaryon nuclei! derived from different Icinds of cells 
(Harris and Watlcins, 1965)*
Multinucleato mammalian cells ar*e produced in a variety of situations# 
Some exist within the body under normal conditions, striated muscle, osteo­
clasts mid the synoyt/iotrophoblast are examples# ■ Pathological conditions 
can often give rise to multinuoloate celle# Foreign body giant cells, some 
tuiiiours, tuberculous tissue £-md the inflammtoiy lesions caused by some 
viruses are all exemples# These liave been reviewed by Harris (1970) and 
Poste (1970)*
Multinucleate cells may also be formed in tissue culture, the first 
report was that of Lambert (1912)# Fell and Hughes (1948) observBd tlm 
synchronous mitosis of binucleato mouse cells in culture# All the chromo­
somes from both nuclei! collected along a single equatorial plate and, 
after cell division, produced two mononucleate daughter cells with large 
nuclei!# Endors and Peebles (1954) showed that measles virus caused the 
formation of multinuoloate cells in tissue culture# Vmiy other viruses have
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similar effoots, these Imvo Wea roviowod by Posts (1970)* Tho virus that 
has been moot used for coll fusion stwlloo is tho HaeraoXytic Virus of Japan 
(MVJ) I othemlsa Imoim as virus* It is a parainfluenza type I virus
and its ability to fuse cells was first studied by Oicada (1958, 1962)*
Prior to the widespread use of oell fusion induced by Sendai virus, 
several e:camples of spontaneous fusion in tissue culture were reported*
Bareld, Sorieul and GoBifert (i960, 1961) found that after oo-cultlvating two 
different lines of mouse cells for prolonged periods, a new cell type arose 
which overgrew the original cells* The new coll type had a dlffo#nt .morphology 
and contained the characteristic chromosomal eomplomente of both parental 
cells* It was postulated that tho new cells m m  hybrids formed by the fusion 
of two different parental cells, not caused by autopolyploidization* 
iPerhaps cell fusion continually occurs within cell cultures, but only in the 
unusual event of the hybrid having a selective advantage and outgrowing the 
parents is this apparent. lîot-rever, the above celle wore later found to 
be carrying SVg virus which can induce cell fusion (Bareld, 1968)* Ephrussi 
(1962) also observed the production of Iiybrld cells after the co-cultivation 
of two mouse oell lines* Littlefield (3,964) used HAT selective medium and 
two différent biochemically defective parental cells in an attempt to induce 
controlled fusion. Phono typically wild typo liybrid cells were soloeted 
due to complementation after spontaneous fusion between two of the different 
parental cells had taken place* A generally applicable technique for 
producing hybrid mamialian cells was still not available#
Harris and Watkins (1965) provided such a teelmique by using ultraviolet 
inactivated Sendai virus to fuse Ehrlich ascites cells and HeLa cells, 
producing heteroîçaryons containing both mouse and human nucleli* The 
heterokaryons were shown to be able to synthesise protein, BIA mid DMA 
and continued to grow for long periods, in addition nuclear fusion was observed* 
Harris then extended the study to differentiated cells (1965). ■ Okada (1970) 
and Harris (1970) have reviewed what is known of tho mechanism of cell 
fusion. The fusing ability of the virus lies in the viral envelope and not
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in tW nueleio acid# The RHA may be inactivated by ultraviolet light 
(Okada and Tadokoro, 1962 and Harris and Watkins, 1965) or )3-propriolactone 
(Hcff and Bhdors, 1966) at doses which have little effect on the fusing 
ability. In the closely related Newcastle disease virus the important 
component of the viral particle for oell fusion lies in the viral 
envelope (Kohn, 1965)# The fusion ability is resistant to trypsin but removed 
by lipid solvents and sensitive to the action of phospholipase# Sondai 
virus propagated in mouse lung cells (Matsumoto and Masno, 1962) or pig 
colls (Hosaka, 1962) lacked its fusion ability# This was regained after 
the virus was propagated again in eggs# The host-specified lipid component 
of tho virus is therefore important in the process of cell fusion# Okada 
has produced a model of the process intended to be descriptive rather than 
mechanistically correct*
1. Virus is absorbed to the surface of the cells causing them to 
agglutinate# This may talce p.lace either at or 37^ 0*
2# The presence of the virus alters the cell membrane in some way#
This alteration may be a local or a general effect# Okada imagined the virus 
punching holes in the membrane#
3# The cell then ropsiirs the disrupted site requiring energy# If 
two such sites on different cells are in contact durixig the repair process 
the membranes of the two cells may fuse locally#
4* Finally' the o,rbent of fusion increases to form a heterokaryon#
Hone of the last three steps can take place at 4^ 0* They occur at 37^ 0.
The details of the process of cell fusion are still not clear* It may 
ovontually become possible to induce controllable cell fusion chemically# 
Fusion of cells using lysolethecin has been reported, but the hybrids wore 
not viable and tW process was difficult to control (Poole, Howel]. and 
Lucy, 1970 and Lucy, 1970),
Harris (1970) has reviewed the results obtained utilising the process 
of cell fusion* A comprehensive review will not be attempted here# Only
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work on the expression of genetic information by higher organisms and on 
mammalian cell genetics will be discussed*
Avian ©rybhrooytes, unlike those of mammals, remain nucleated when 
mature* Mature avian erythiocyte nuoleii are norsially dormant with respect 
to RNAj DMA and proterln synthesis (Gameron and Prescott, 1963, and Fraser, 
1964)* The reactivation of avian erythrocyte nucleli after their fusion 
with a metabolically active cell was first observed by Harris (1965). 
Erythrocytes from adult hens and older embryos undergo haemolysis after 
treatment with fondai virus at the concentrations required to produce cell 
fusion# Fusion therefore takes place between an erythrocyte ghost and the 
other cell, (Schneeberger and Harris, 1966), Little if any erythrocyte 
cytoplasm is present within the heterokaryon during the reactivation process* 
Frog erybkcocyte nucleli.have also been demonstrated to undergo reactivation 
after fusion with HeLa cells (%rris 1966)* The reactivation of inactive 
©rythrocyte nucleii allows the study of control mechaaiisms involved in the 
replication and transcription of DMA in higher organisms#
The avian erythrocyte has undergone reactivation In all dividing 
cells studied to date* The voluune of tho erythrocyte nucleus increased 
.at least 20- to 30-fold during reactivation (Harris, 1967 and Bolmid, 
lUngerta end Harris, 1969)* The condensed chromatin of the ©rytln'ocyte 
nucleii became dispersed as the volume increased (Harris, 1967}* The ability 
of the reactivating chromatin to bind the intercalating dyes ethidium-broiiiide 
and acridine orange increased during reacdxlvation* ■The increase in binding 
was initiated prior to coimenoement of DMA replication* The melting profile 
of the chromatin also changed during reactivation, there being an increase 
in the susceptibility of the DMA to thermal dénaturation# There was a 
5-B fold increase in the dry mass of the reactivated orytlirocyte nucleii*
The jjicrease in da^ y mass occurred largely prior to DMA replication and was 
considered to be due to the entry of proteins from the cytoplasm (Bolund 
et al,*, 1969) * Reactivating orybhrocyte nucleii replicated their DMA*
By 24 hours after fusion 15?& of the erythrocyte nucleii were incorporating
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thyrtdclino In formed between HoLa goIX© and adult hon erythïooytee
(Harris, 1965 and Iferris, Matkins, Ford and BohoefX, 1966')# The Foulgen-BMA 
value of many reactivated erythrocyte nucleii increased to the totraploid 
level by 48 hours after fusion, indicating timt they had completely i^ eplicated 
their DMA (holund et al*, 1969)* DMA synthesis in the two sets of nucleii 
within the heterokaryons rapidly became synchi’onous (Johnson and Harris, 1969), 
The initial cytochemical and morphoXogicai changes and increase in dry 
mass also occurred in nucleii from erythrocytes that had been U-U irradiated 
prior to fusion, U-V irradiated nucleii had a greatly reduced ability to 
synthesise HWA and replicate their DMA, It was considered that very little, 
if einy, oldck^spooified protein could fee produced in such heterokaryons 
(Harris, 1967 and Bolund, Darzynkiewtcz and Rlngertz, 1969)# The increase 
in dry mass during reactivation of the erythrocyte nucleii was therefore 
duo to the entry of proteins from the foreign eytoplassi that sui'rounded them. 
Ghlck orythroeyiio nucleii have been shown to • incorporate human proteins during 
their reactivation within HoLa cells (Eingertz, Carlsæn, Ege and Bolund, 1971), 
An increase in acridino-orang© and etMdlum bromide binding, an 
altered melting profile and a change in staining W.th the FeuXgon teclmique 
were also demonstrable in the nucleii of intact erythrocytes and isolated 
cry thro cyb© nucleii after wasJiing in serim-free salt solutions (Blngerts 
and Bolund, 1969),
The enlargement of erythrocyte nucleii was temperatum dependent, it 
ceased after the heterokaryons were transferred to a temperature of 26^0 
(Harris, 1967)# The reactivation process took place aiore rapidly when 
cmbryoxdc erythTOoytes were used (Harris ot al, 1969# Harris, 1970),
Tho complete reactivation process did not take place after fusion 
of erythrocytes with rabbit macrophages. Macrophages are normally capable 
of synthesising Mk but not DMA, Inactivating erythrocytes within macrephages 
enlarged and synthesised RMA but did not synthesise D M  (Harris et al, 1966),
The erythrocyte nucleus therefore responded to the environment within 
a foreign cell in a co-ordinated and apparently normal way. The behaviour
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of bho Grythiooyto ama&ell wa& ooatrollea by that of the met&bolioally 
aot&ve o&llw D0& replloatloaim the e$yth#o@yte a&olewe wam observe^ only 
efte# fusion %ith a oell normally oapable of divleloa.
Two general ôdaelWBloBG oa& be drgwa from thle work* Firstly the 
beli8%KloiMP CÜ& (& aü&oüksua» jmayr 1*5 eüLtawpGdlk SeGoaullar, 1üb8 mecdbaEdLGBiG
tgr %Aiic]b EWicOUaodp cMfGarbG (&%%& 3j%gl*&&%wW9gi 8%%) %W)t jbij^ bljr 8%%3(dLeeh#8%x)GjL:Cix) guiü
away in eome oaeea bo nonapeoifio* Ohangea in the itxaio environment of the
chromatin pl&y an important part In determining ite GonfiguratloB and aleo 
the expreeelon of the genetig l&#ormatio& oarried by it, The entry of 
foreign proteina into the reactivating nwdleua appears aleo to be important
In the proceag*
g&e cidlityof the reactivated erythrooyte nudeli to eapreee their 
genetic information hea been Investigated* Beterokaryone formed between 
%*irradiated IP? deficient mowee A9 cell# (Littlefield* 19&3) and a reactivated 
chicken erythrocyte nucleus are able to eyntheeiee chicken surface antigen 
(Barrie, Bidebottom, Grace and Bramwell, 1969) dbicken IPP (Barrie and 
Cqok, 1969 and Cook, 19?0) and become Beneitive to the affecta of diphtheria 
tcwin (Dendy^ 19?&), The appearance of chiqk@n*GpQcified functione h&a 
been correlated with the presence of a functional nudleoluB in the 
reactivated erythrocyte nuoleue (Barria et al* 19&9* Gidebottom and Barrie, 
1969, Barrie and Cook, 1969 and Deâk, Bidebottom and Barria, 1978)#
hererok&ryone formed from ^ 9 celle and chicken erythrocyte nuolell 
have also been need for long term studies* Mhem moueo nudeii within 
each a heterokaryon undergo mitoeie the erythrocyte nucleue was commohly 
fragmented by & prooe&e which h&e been termed wohromoBome pulverigation" 
or "premature chrome some condensation'* (Johnson and Bao, 1970)* The nucleii 
can undergo fusion but much of the chicken chromatin may be lost* 80me eyn* 
karyonG continue to grow after thie prooeaa. Sohwart#, Book end Barrie (1971)
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obtained such a line of cells after selection in BAT medium tioat could 
synthesise oMokon XPP but not chicken surface antigen, Ho chicken ohiomo- 
sorties could be found in these cells. Presumably a small piece of genetic 
material from the erythrocyte nucleus was present either as an episome or 
integrated into one of the mouse chromosomes. The chicken genetic material 
carried the gene for IPP but not that for surface antigen, This technique 
potentially allows high resolution linkage studies to be carried out on 
mammalian colls.
Segregation of characters is an essential prerequisite for the study 
of any system using genetics# In filiamontous fungi segregation could be 
effected through the occurrence of natural haploidisation* In mammalian 
cell iiybrids the phenomenon of chromosome loss produces segregation of 
characters. In some intra^speoies Isybrids one parental set of chromosomes 
is lost pioferentiolly, A preferential loss of rat marker chromosomes was 
observed from rat^ mottse hybrid cells (Weiss and Elphrusei, 1966), Human 
chromosomes were shown to be lost preferentially from mon-mouse hybrids 
(Weiss and Graen, 1967), A system was then available that permitted the 
genetic analysis of human somatic cells. The gene controlling thymidhie 
kinase production was assigned to an E group chromosome (Migeon and Miller,
196b, and Matsuya, Green and Basilico, 1968), Genes controlling the production 
of lactate dehydrogenase B and Peptidase A wore shown to be linked ( Bantichiara, 
Habhols, Miggiano, Darlington and Bodmer, 1970 and Buddie, Chapman, Chen 
and îÜ.obo, 1970), Chinese hainstor^ -humon coll hybrids also lose human 
chromosomes and have been used for genetic analysis (Kao and Puck, 1970), 
Chromosome loss in both these intra-spooios hybrids, although confined to 
the human chromosomes, was not controllable. Cells with a greatly reduced 
number of human chromosomes suitabLe for linkage studies were spontaneously 
produced at random during prolonged passage. The c&iromosome loss may bo 
influenced by growth of the hybrids in selective medium. Growth in HAT 
selects for the retention of loci enabling IIP to be produced (Bngel, McGee
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m d  Harris, 1969 and Oooli^ Maera Kahn, 8him and Sinisealoo, 1971) •
The general factors governing the set of ciiromosomes from which loss occurs 
in any particular intra-species hybrid are imloiown* Kao at al, (1970) suggested 
that the chromosomes of the more slowly growing parental cell may be preferen­
tially eliminated* This is not universally found however, %brid colls 
formed between GMnoso hamster cells resistant to 8*^ asagu©nine and mouse 
cells resistant to f)-bromodeoxyurldine (BHdE) wore grown in HAT, Preferential 
loss of the OhinosQ hamster chromosomes was found and those cells had the 
longer doubling time (Handmalcer, 1971)# Pontocorvo (1971) suggested that 
pro treatment of one of the parents of a hybrid coll with X-irradiation, 
I-irradiation ox’ BlIdE may induce preferential loss from that sot of 
chromosomes*
The mechanisms involved in cell differentiation can be investigated 
using cell fusion, The pattern of differentiation of the avian orytlirooyte 
is changed after fusion with a motabolicolly active cell and has already 
been disdussed. It is an example of a function being reactivated that 
had been switched off# Specialised functions continue to be carried out 
in tissue culture by some cells retaining a moasure of differentiation.
Initial esiporiments suggested that differentiated oharactors ceased to be 
expressed after fusion with an undifferentiated coll# Davidson* Ephrussi 
and Yamamoto (1966) fused pigmented melanoma cells with nonpigmented fibro­
blasts, the lybrids were nonpigmented. There are more recent reports of 
the continued expression of differentiated characters after fusion with 
undifferentiated cells, elootrophysiologieal properties (ï'Umm, Nelson,
Peacock, Glaser and Nirenberg, 1971) albumin production (Peterson and 
Weiss, 1972) and immunoglobulin kappa chains (MolELt and Fan, 1971) for 
exmaple. The situation is thus not reducible to simple terms. Each 
combination of cells needs to bo examined individually* Perhaps when more 
data are available general rules governing the expression of differentiated 
characters in vitro will be ©stablished# These will undoubtedly tlirow
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light on the mechanisms by which cells differentiate in vivo# One factor 
tliat is knoim to he of importance in some cases is gene dosage, Davidôon 
and Benda (1970) observed that while the induoifoility of glycerol-1-phospîiate 
dehydrogenase by hydrocortisone was lost in Is glial cells after hybridisation 
with fibroblasts, there was some inducibility in hybrids between 2s glial 
cells and fibroblasts# Davidson (1972) showed that if near-tetraploid 
pigmented Byrian hamster cells were fused with impigmented mouse fibroblasts, 
half of the hybrids formed were pigmented# All of the other hybrids involving 
diploid pigmented cells and nonpigmented colls failed to express the 
pigmented ohraoteristics#
Much information on the behaviour of mmmalian cells has rapidly 
been obtained by reasserting their genetic material# The controlled fusion 
of somatic cells in culture in particular has enabled critical experiments 
to be carried out# Further fidvances are required if the tecluiique of cell 
fusion is to be utilised to its full e:ctont, A wider spectrum of biochemically 
variant msmima3,ian cells should be selected, particularly of dip3,oid cell 
lines# A generally applicable method of inducing controlled chromosome 
loss from hybrids is essential for genetic analysis# Lastly, culture con­
ditions are needed which allow the continued expression of more differentiated 
characters by cell lines in culture#
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Mild type and biDcbamieaXly variant polyoma transformed baby hamster 
kidney cells wore used tl-jroughout* OidginalXy derived from Syrian baby 
hamster kidney oelle (Stoker and Maopherson, 1964) the BHK 21/013 line ie 
widely used for many purposes* BEIC 2l/CX3 caHs can fee transformed by 
polyoma virus to proeduce wlmt will be termed BHI 2l/013/%% cello (Py%), 
ïyi colle are euitable for use in bioohomloal eolection prooedurea end 
have boon eoXeoted for roeistoaco to a nUiBber of InMbitore and metabolic 
analogues (SubWi-Sharpe 1966, 1%9# m d  Sufeaîî>Sharpe, Gentry and Jamiomn, 
197a)#
The celle were grotm ae monolayere on glam# Clones of celle growing 
out of a culture exposed to selective conditions were giown up and retained 
the favourable growth properties of the parent# Many linea of celle have 
been eequexitially and independently selected for resistance to purine 
analogues in various combination, producing mtCLtiply msirked ealls# The 
biochemically marked variants are identified by letters denoting the inhibitors 
used in the initial eoleotion pmqedure# When a cell is re Distant to more 
than one analogue, the abbreviations are added In the order that selection 
took place* For example, Py% M/AAK was originally selected using 
8-aDaad©nino, initially producing a variant resistant to B-asaadenim termed 
PyY AA* Tlds variant was then subjected to a second aelectivo procedure 
by 030)0sure to B-aaaadenoaine, producing a variant resistant to both 
8*asaadenine and B-asaadenosine termed Pyl M/MB# Many of the systems 
became rovertmrb-variant mxtm’os if cul'tured for long periods In the 
absence of the analogues to which they m m  resistant* At Intervals during 
the passage the cells were exposed to the analogues to remove any revortants 
present*
FIGüPJS II
The structures of the purine bases, nucleosides 
end their analogues that have been used to select 
variants of BHK 2l/C15/Py”f oellsc
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staining for mycoplasma was carried out by the method of 
PochyJ. and Fooh»H, (lp64, Proo. Soo. Bxp&l. Blol-é and 
Medicine 11% 899**9Ql)* 1 have pleasure in thanking
Ml8a E•McKay, Mr# ¥#K#Tliomson and the staff the 
Cytology laboratory for carrying out this test#
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ïha colX variants ueeâ in this study werei
%rl (WIM type) 
lyy M/MIl 
TC/TCm 
ryY M/Mî/TQ/ïGR 
TC/Oaz/m#.
Table III (opposite page -S4) liste the levels of Inhibitor at which 
eâih of the variants used fortaed a oonflaent sheet of cells» The 
abbreviations stand for#
AA OMmadenine
M E OMsaadcnosine
TO 6-*Thioguanine
TGE 6^Thioguanoalne
T # Ympcasaadenosine
Oar Cytosine araMnoside
EUdE Bromodeoxyurldlna*
The structures of the purine basee^  moXeosides and their analogues are 
shorn in figure II» 8*4lsaadenosine is now no longer available» Tubercidin, 
also an aixaloguo of adenosine, m s  used instead* As the cells used were 
originally selected for resistance to 0-asaadenosine| the symbol M E  has been 
retained in their nomenclature#
Initially each of the variants were cloned in agar and stocks grown 
up end stored as aliquots at «70^ 0, In storage medium» (See page 44*)
Fresh stock could be recovered at will when required»
All cells being grown were periodically t sated for contamination by 
mycoplasma# Contaminated stock was discarded* Bacterial contamination 
was screened for by plating osshaustod medium onto blood agar plates and
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Incubating aerobically overnight* Any stock found contaminated was 
discarded.
Gall Passage
Cells being used for experimental purposes were passaged for long 
periods. Cell splitting was performed in an enclosed cubicle with positive 
pressure ventilation. To minimise the risk of cross contamination between 
different colls each variant was fcpLit alone* The cubicle was left vacant 
for ten minutes or more with an ultraviolet larôp on before use with a further 
cell type. Cells were removed from the glass with either 0*25^ » trypsin in 
tris buffer# or a li4 mixture of trypsin and 0.02% BDTA in pH 7,^ 5 phosphate 
buffer. The cells were then resuspended in growth medium to noutraliae 
excess trypsin# coimted in a haemocytometer if necessary, inoculated in the 
required numbers to bottles containing growth medium and gassed with a 5% 
mixture of GO  ^in air* The usual procedure for continuous propagation in 
8 OS. bottles was a l/lO split twice a week. Class baby feeding bottles 
were used during the application of selective procedures. Baby bottles 
provided a flat surface on which the cells grew unifomXy exposed to the 
inhibitor* lo cells grew on the steeply sloping walls of the bottles as 
happened when they were gromi in medicine bottles. At intervals the plating 
■ efficiency of the cells was determined (page 47).
Cell Storage
Cell linos were stored fro sen at -70^0 in vials. A confluent bottle
6of cells was trypsinised and re suspended at 1 x 10 /ml, in a storage medium 
containing 5% glycerol# 25% fOotal calf serum and 70% Eagles medium# 1 ml. 
aliquots of the medium were then added to 5 ml. sorew*eap vials. The cells 
were then cooled to ##70^ 0. at the rate of one degree a minute. During 
reoovoiy of the cells thawing was rapid.
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Brythrocybos were obtained from oggs of "varying ages and from adult 
tons* The shell over the air sao was removed# the allantoic vessels cut 
and the embryo allowed to bleed# The allantoic fluid was then harvested, 
spun at 1000 rpm, for five minutes to pellet the orytJirooytes wkloh were 
then resuspended in PBS# This was then repeated and the erythrocytes I’o-" 
suspended At the, concentration required# Adult erythrocytes were obtained 
by venepuncture from.a wiïig vein# The blood was heparinised to prevent 
• clotting#
Inhibitors were prepared in stock solutions in distilled water#
Poorly soluble inliibitors when required at Mgh concentrations were prepared 
in alkaline solution by the additioai of small quantities of ION NaOH*
After preparation, the solutions were filtered using a sterile Bwinny adaptor 
and stored at *20°0, The inhibitor was added to the gjx^ wth medium in the 
ratio of 0#1 ml# inhibitor to 10 ml# medium, a l/lOO dilution of inhibitor* 
Usually inhibitors were Eidded after the cells Imd become established in baby 
bottles# If the solution of inhibitor was vary alkaline it was necessary 
"bo bring the pH of the medium back to about 7*2 by gassing with 5% 
in air# The selection procedure lasted for one week, during which no 
fresh inhibitor was added and 'the medium was not changed#
Cells were grown as monolayers in medimi consisting of 9 parts of 
Glasgow modified Eagles medium (containing twice the normal concentration 
of amino acids and vitamins) and one part of unheated cEslf serum# Usually 
foetal calf serum was used, obtained either from Flow laboratories or Biocult,
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However when large quantities of oolls were required, neonatal bovine 
serum was usod,#. For cloning, an initially slightly concentrated medium 
was used, Eagles 1*3, By the time the agar and inhibitors were added, 
the medium was diluted to its nomol concentration.
PyX cells and their variants may be cloned in agar# The cloning 
procedure was as follows;
1# 2*5% agar was molted in a bottle in a boi].ing watorbath.
2. 6 ml* of Eagles 1*3, 1 ml. each of foetal calf sorum^  InMbitor
and distilled water to 1 ml. wore mixed^Ph^
3. 2 ml. of this mixture was then placed in a universal container 
and put in a wa'fcorbath at
4. 2/3 agar was made up using 10 parts of the melted 2*5% agar and
5 parts of distilled water and placed in the watorbath at
45°C.
5. (6-#v) 1.5 m].* of the molten 2*5% agar was added to the second
(ii^ )
part of the mixture /#ated to a 5 cm. petri dish and allowed to 
solidify# This acted as the bottom layer.
6. 0.1 ml* of the appropriate cell suspension was mixed with 2 ml, 
of the mixture from the wateTbath and 0*5 ml. of the 2/3 agar end 
quiclcly plated onto the solid bottom agar and allowed to solidify,
7* The plates wore incubated for up to two weeks in a moist incubator
gassed with 5% 00^ in air.
B, After incubation, clones were picked using a finely drawn pipette,
trypsinisod to disaggregate the cells, and then grom up in a 
bottle containing liquid growth medium.
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Elating Efficiencv
3
10 cells were iaoeulated into a glass petri dish In 10 ml, of gmrth 
medium* The plates were incubated for* two weeks undisturbed* After incu­
bation, the growth medium was removed and colonies present fricod and stained 
in a single step by adding neat Oiomsa* The number of colonies was counted. 
Healthy cells in good medium gave plating efficiencies of 20-30%, This is 
a critical teeiinlque for cell grot'jth and was used to detect deficiencies 
in the medium of cells and to check that conditions were satisfactory*
The use of clean coveralips increased the plating offioienoy of cells 
on them, 13 imii, diameter Chance No* 1 coverslips were used. They were 
first degreased by boiling in ll20 OhXoros and then allowed to soalu overnight. 
After soaking, they were washed well in tap water before being rinsed twice 
with distilled water and once with absolute ethanol before being air-dried.
The coverslips were sterilised by dry heat.
Cells were plated into 5 cm. Nunc plastic petri dishes having up to
9 X 13 ami, coverslips on the bottom* After the addition of cells and
medium the coverslips were pressed onto the Wttom of the dish with a
pipette* The coverslips adiiored to the plastic held by surface tension*
The petri dishes were then gently transferred to an incubator, gassed with
5% COg in air an.d incubated at 37^ 0* until required* Ooverslips with an
oven covering of colls were obtained by this procedure. The density of
the inoculum was varied according to the requirements of the experiment,
5An inoculum of 1 x 10*^  cells per plate produced a monodisperse layer in 
v?hich very few cells touched. One of 1 x 10^ cells per pla'be produced a 
coïifluent monolayer of cells*
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Fixation
The fixative used during the Initial experiments was 10% formol saline. 
This, though satisfactory in many respects, did not allow Giemsa-Î4ay-Orunwald 
stain to differentiate the nuclei! and cytoplasm. For later experiments 
absolute methanol was used, allowing good differentiation to be achieved.
The coverslips wore rinsed twice in Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) and then placed in racks in the fixative.
Various staining procedures were tried, the best proved to be 
Giemsa-14ay^ Grunwald, The stain was made up freshly before use in 0,1M. 
phosphate buffer pH 6,8 as 90 parts buffer, 10 parts Giemsa and 1 part 
ï'ïay-Orunwald* The tiiae required for staining varied between preparations,
Barrio act iye precursors
Tritiated nucleic acid precursors were obtained from the Radiochemical 
Oentre, Amersham, The specific activities varied slightly from batch to 
batch, but,were always in the same range for each precursor. The following 
were typical;
Adenine A Specific activity 4,3 Ci/mM 
Adenosine AE " ” 12,6 "
Hypoxaiathine H " " 0,435 "
Guano sine GR " " 13,0 "
Thymidine T " *' 18,4 "
Uridine U » » 24,0 "
1/'^0 labelled thymidine was used for the double label experiments, also 
obtained from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, at a specific activity 
of 430 mOl/mM, The isotopes were generally used at a final concentration
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of I pOi/mil. in momal growth modium* They were stored at 4 C^* (Diluted 
to 100 if possible, In order to reduce dégradation by self-irradiation
to a minimum*)
Celle on coverslips were pulsed with radioaetively labelled px\ecursors, 
The pulse was ueuo3.1y oara^ ied out about one day after the cells were plated, 
the standard length of the pulse being 4 hours, after which the cells ifere 
fisced without chase, Depending on the number of ooverslips required, either 
10 ^ iCi of the labelled precursor was added to a 5 cm* petri dish containing 
10 ml. of medium and up to nine coveralips, or the ooverslips were treuàsferred 
to 3 cm. dishes, which could contsiin up to 3 % 13 mm. ooverslips, and fresh 
jaedimi containing 1 jiGi/ml. of the isotope added. The quantity of the 
label incorporated per coversllp is proportional to;
1, The duration of the pulse, Figure IlIA, The plot is linear up 
to five hours. The line does not pass through the origin. Initial incor- 
poz'ation of label was slow because of the time required both for the cells 
to recover after being troî.'isferract to fresh modima and for the labelled 
precursor to enter the intracellular pools of nucleic acid precursors.
One hour after Inltisiti ng the pulse the incorporation rate of labelled 
precursor into macromolecules had stabilised because these points sit on 
the line.
2, The number of cells on the ooversllp, Figure Ï1XB.
3, The quantity of labelled material added. Figure XIXG.
The radioaotively labelled precursors wore made up to 2,10'^ M^. with cold 
carrier. 10 mM unlabelled hypoxonthine or inosine l'osp^ ectively were added 
to the medium during pulsing with adenine or adenosine to compete out any 
incorporation of labelled precursor after deamination had taken place.
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0^Extraotioa
M'toa? tho pul^od eoverplipp ringed In tap mtor at
4*^ 0 and the aeid poIuKle Diat$rlal oxtnaoted by two washes with 
trie^ilomeetle acid (TCâ) at 4^ 0, $hey were then rinsed in rumoing tap 
v?ater overnight before being air dried from ethanol#
The ooverslips were counted intact in a liquid scintillation counting 
system# Each was placed individually In a vial and % ml# of scintillation 
fluid added (toluene with 4*0 (^ 1 PR) and 0*0^  (%/l FOPOP). The quantity of 
radioactive material incorporated was detemimd using either an Riter* 
technique ABAO g640 or a luclear Chicago Mark X scintillation counter*
Since all the sanrpXes were identical n-rlth respect to their geometry  ^self 
absorption and quenching^  no corrections were made# Oounts are expressed 
throughout as DFM# This method is sensitive^  repa?oducible and the covorsllps 
can be auto radiographed after the scintillation counting#
Ooverslips that had been immersed in toluene for scintillation 
counting and were required for autoradiograpiiy were removed frora the 
scintillation vial and rinsed in ethanol twice before being dried# They 
were then treated as usuaJ. for mounting on 3 % 1 inch slides# The ooverslips 
a^re mounted individually, colls up, using BoPeX mounting medium. If 
needed, a total of seven coverslips could be mounted on one of these 
slides for autoradiography as a single unit*
Two methods of autoradiography were used, one based on stripping film
the other on dipping emulsion* Both will be dosoribed*
1* Stripping Film
Kodak AR 10 stripping film was used with a safelight made from 
a Kodak Eratten Series 1 red filter and a 20 watt bulb* This light was 
not totally safe so care was taken to expose the film only when nocessai^ ?-#
The film was floated onto distilled water at 20^ C* in a white sandwich box,
the surface of the water was kept free of dust* For exposures lasting a 
long time the addition of suciose Z% and potassium bromide 0*001)1 to the 
distilled water reduced the background (0, 0*Callaghan, Stevens and Wood, 
1969)* The stripping layer was cut aroupcl the margin of the plate ifith a 
scalpel blade* The film was then out to produce strips of a suitable sise 
to cover the coverslip, usually six or eight strips could be obtained from 
on© plate# With clean forceps the mafgin of the film was lifted, gently 
stripped off the glass backing and placed emulsion side down on the surface 
of the water# The temperature and humidity of the darkroom were critical 
for this step* If the temper&tui'e was too high the film stretched and tore 
rather than stripping smoothly# In too low a humidity the film curled off 
in an uncontrollable fashion, producing many ^ parks du© to static electricity, 
resultiïig in a high background* As it lay on the surface the film swelled 
by absorbing water* During this process, the film first erinlded aiïd then 
stretched out tight and flat* Streaks on the film indicated that stripping 
had Wen too violent* A high background would have accumulated in the region 
of the strealm# After the film had expanded fully it was left for three 
minutes before being lifted off the water onto the slide# The slide was 
hold at 30^ to the horizontal under the water and gradually lifted so that 
the edge touched the emulsion first and then slowly raised from the water#
The emulsion draped itself smoothly over the surface of the slide and the
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excess water drained off into the trough# While the film was still wet, 
minor adjustments could he made to its position end any crinld.es removed.
The slide was then rested at an angle in the dark to drain and dry fully 
before being placed in a slide box in a light-tight container to expose 
in the presence of dry silica gel. The exposure took place at 4^ C, for 
an appropriate time. The silica gel was changed after the first day of 
exposure to ensure a low humidity during eiqposure, A high humidity resulted 
in latent image fading and reduced the number of grains produced,
2, Dipping
Ilford K2 emulsion was used for tritium, and G5 for carbon 14# 
iC2 is less sensitive and has a smaller grain sise than Q5, Both emulsions 
were handled under an Ilford saf©light# The ©mu3.sion required was molted
by placing in ei container and stiarred gently in a watorbath at 43^ G# The 
molten emulsion was then d:Uiited l/3 with distilled water containing 2% 
gLycei'ol, The addition of glycerol reduced the stress background caused 
by contraction of the gelatin during drying# The diluted emulsion was 
ready for use after thorough mixing and removing all bubbles from the 
surface* The emulsion was maintained at a temperature of 43^ D, in the wator­
bath during dipping, Each slide was :immersed in the emulsion individually, 
allowed to drain briefly and the back wiped with tissue# To gel the emulsion 
quickly the slides were cooled by being placed emulsion side up on the bottom 
of an inverted metal tray containing ice. After the emulsion had gelled 
the slides were transferred to a cool place and allowed to dry in the dark. 
When dry, the slides were placed in a slide box in the dark for two days 
during wh3.ch latent image fading reduced the background produced dur:mg 
the dipping procedure# At the end of tMs period, silica gel was added 
to lower the humidity and allow the exposure to begin# Very low backgrounds 
could be produced by this procsduie#
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3* Double label autoradiograpiiy
Double label autoradiography involves the use of two isotopes 
proeduoing particles having different energy diatrlbutione* The conditions 
for autoradiography are adjusted to distinguish between the disintegrations 
produced by the two isotoped# The two isotopes used in these experiments 
were oarhon-14 (O-I4) and tritiua (3-H), both oould be detected independently 
in the same preparation* The G-14 was used as thymidine, the 3-H as either 
adenine, lypoxantliine or thymidine* The p particles originating from the 
tritium have initial energies in the range of 0 to 18 IfeV, those from the 
Q-I4 in most eases have higher energies in the range of 0 to 105 keV* Both 
isotopes give off p particles in the range up to 18 keV and there is no way 
of determining which isotope was the source of the disintegration in this 
energy range* However 80# of the particles from tlia 0-I4 have energies 
above 18 keV* These high energy particles can be shown to be present under 
condition^ that exclude any particles originating from the 3-H* The presence 
of trltiiiiîi can be demonstrated only by detecting the presence of an excess 
of particles having energies of 18 keV or less than is expected from the 
amount of C-14 present*
One approach to double label autoradiography has been to use a single 
thick layer of emulsion* This is an Inflexible technique and does not 
produce good results*
The double exposure method originally developed by Baserga (1962) 
is much more flexible and allows exploitation of the main relevant variables 
which are*
1* Quantity of 3-*H
2# Quantity of G*14
3* Type and thickness of first emulsion,
4* Type and thickness of second ©muXslon
5# Expoiuro time of first emulsion
%6, Exposure time of second emulsion 
7* ThloknoBS of inert material separating the eimlsion 
8# Different developing and fixing procedures can he 
used for the two emulsions#
Double label autoradiography involved two separate autoradiographic 
procedures carried out sequent!elly oh the same preparation# The first 
procedure was to autoradiograph the specimen using Itodak AR 10 stripping 
film. The autoradiograph iras developed and stained as usual, A 'biiin layer 
of oelloidin was then placed over the autoradiograph by dipping the slide 
in a mixture of celloidin, ether and alcohol (iJlil), Excess oelloidin 
was shaken off and the remainder allowed to dry as a thin layer over the 
preparation# The oelloidin layer was impermeable to amter and protected 
the first autoradiograph during the second procedure. The slide was then 
dipped in Ilford Q5 emulsion, exposed and processed in the usual ifay#
The low energy p particles only produce grains in the first layer of 
emulsion# Their energy is insufficient to allow them to pass through and 
roach the second layer# The first layer therefore records all the 3-H 
and 10# of the 0-14 disintegrations (those having energies within the 3-H 
range). The high energy particles pass straight through the first emu3,sion 
leaving very few grains# Their energy is sufficient to a3.1ow them to penetrate 
to the second layer where they produce grains# Grains in the second layer 
can only have been caused by particles originating from 14**0, The energy 
of 3-H p particles is sucli that they only cause solitary grains# The energy 
of most 14-0 p particles is much Mgher and causes a series of grains along 
their paths termed tracks# Where the energy is high, at the start of the 
track, the grains are widely spaced# Towards the end of its track when much 
energy has been lost, the grains are hlosely packed together# The initial 
part of the track is within the first layer of emulsion, the final part 
in the second ©mu3.sion# The distribution of grains along the track tends 
to produce few in the first emulsion and the majority in the second emulsion.
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The difforentiaX grain production can be increased by using different 
emulsions, AR 10 is sensitive to low energy particles but insensitive to 
I'dgh energy p particles and it therefore records 3-H very efficiently, but 
the energetic 14-0 disintegrations poorly. The second emulsion, Ilford Q5, 
is sensitive to high energy p particles. Another way of increasing the 
discrimination. between the two isotopes is to adjust the conditions So 
that there is a high ratio of 3-H to 0-14* lu this situation the contri­
bution of grains caused by 'bhe 15% of 14-G p particles of low energy 
in relation to the number of grains due to the 3-H p particles becomes 
insignificant. These conditions can be achieved in two ways* Firstly the 
pulsing conditions are adjusted so that the cells incorporate a great deal 
of 3-H labelled material and the Mnimujn quantity of 14-O labelled material. 
Only enough 14-0 labelled material need be incorporated to produce grains 
in the second layer after a reasonable length of time* The second way of 
increasing the dlsexlmina.tion is to adjust the ratio of exposure times 
of the two emulsions, Tho first e%|.)osur8 should be as short as possible 
to reduce tho spillover from the I4-G label* The second exposure time is 
only limited by the rate of accumulation of background and the patience of 
the experimenter.
The last advantage of using the two emulsion technique is that the
emulsions can bo chosen to have different grain sises* This is the case
tfith AR 10 and 05* However, in practice distinguishing between grains 
in the two emulsions was not a problem because under oil/ft«miC^ ion when one 
sot of grains wore in focus the other could not be seen.
The variant to be I4-C labelled was grown for 24 hours in I4-G thymidine
of specific activity at 430 mOi/mî4 at a final concentration of 0,05 
During this period almost all the cells passed through B phase at least once 
and incorporated the label. The labelled cells wore then suspended by 
trypsin!sation, washed in warm growth medium twice and rosuspended at the 
required concentration in growth medium. They were then mixed as required
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with the uniabeilecl variant and plated as usual into petri dishes containing 
ooverslips. After 16 to 20 Iiours, the ooverslips were removed md pulsed 
for 4 hours with the required 3-H labelled material at 10 juCi/ml, The 
ooverslips were then processed as usual.
One difficulty encountered was that the resolution of the 14-0 grains, 
wlrlle being satisfactory for use with li^tly seeded preparations, was not 
enough to use for dense cultui'O of cells. The gra;lns spread over a wider 
radius than that of the cell from which they originated# It might be 
possible to improve this by having the second layer of emulsion nearer to 
tlie specimen, Attempts were made to use K2 dipping film instead of tW 
AE 10 wliieh (ms a 10^ thick backing of gelatin on the sensitive emulsion.
To date these have not been successful#
Each experiment involving autoradiography was planned to include a 
positive control to show that the autoradiographic technique had been satis­
factory, usually thymidine or uridine wore used for this purpose. The time 
of exposure was controlled by exposing a duplicate of one of the expori- 
iïîontal slides wîiich was developed after a suitable exposure * The eijqpori- 
montal slides could then be developed if tho exposure was satisfactory.
The experimental slides were developed later if a further exposure was 
required. The covorsllps were mounted in batches on a single slide to 
achieve similar conditions of exposure and to save work# If the covorsllps 
comprising one experiment had to be mounted on several slides all were 
exposed in the sarao box and developed 'bogethor to minimise differences duo 
to variations in exposure conditions and processing,
Tho development procoduro was similar for both techniques. The 
slides were developed in Ilford Î) 19 for 0 minutes in the case on the AE 10 
and 2 minutes in the case of the dipping film# They wore then rinsed in 
tap water and fixed in Amfix diluted li4 with tap water for twice tho clearing 
time, about 2 minutes in tho case of the dipping film end 5 minutes in the 
case of tho stripping film. The slides were then washed in running tap
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water for five minute 8 and dried# They were stained with Giemsa-May-Qrunwald# 
fijendai Virus
Sendai virus was obtained from Dr# H# G. Pereira,' National Institute 
for Medical Research, Mill Dill* The virus was inoculated into 10 day old 
embryonated eggs and grown for three days# The allantoic fluid was then 
harvested after the eggs had been chilled by lea.vlng at 4^ 0# for four hours. 
The crude allantoic fluid was spun at 1000 rpm for 10 minutes to remove 
debris* The supernatant was then spun at 18,000 rpm for an hour, the 
supernatant was discarded and the virus pellet resuspended In Dulbecoo's 
PB8 to %  of the original volume* The titre of the virus was determined 
haemagglutination# Serial doubling dilutions of the virus were prepared 
in 0*5 #* volumes in WHO Oolk Imemagglutination trays using PBS as 
diluent* To all cups 4 drops of 2$ guinea pig red cells wore added, thd 
tray sîmken to mix and then left at room temperature for the red cells to 
settle* After about 2 hours the last cup to show complete haemagglutination 
was tolcon as containing 1 haemagglutination unit (Hâü) of the virus*
Usually the final concentrate contained 20,000 HAU of the virus por ml*
The active virus was either stored as crude allantoic fluid or as the 
concentrate rapidly fro sen to 7^0°C. The infeotivlty of the virus was 
well retained up to 18 months after freezing.
Ipactivation of the Sendai virus
For the purposes of cell fusion the infeotivlty of the virus could 
be abolished without affecting its ability to fuse cells by treati).ig with 
betapropriolactono (BPh), (Neff and ISnders, 1968)* A 10^ solution of DPL 
in distilled water was prepared imrAodiatoly before use* The X0% solution 
was then diluted to a concentration of 0.6% in a saline bicarbonate solution , 
(1.68 G* of MaHGO^ and 0*5 ml# of 4% phenol red solution were added to 100 ral. 
of isotonic NaOl solution*)
FIGL^ IÎS IV
a> üendai virus fixed with 4;. ammonium molybdate.
The particle is intact showing the envelope with 
its surface covered "by small projections surrounding 
tVve coiled rihonucleoprotein core.
by Sendai virus fixed with phosphotungstic acid.
The ^.article is disrupted and the helicrl structure 
of tiie core shown.
m
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Diluted was added the p%"oportlom of X part to 9 parte of the Sendai 
virus concentrate to make a final conoentration of 0*06% BPh* All the 
dilution procédures were carried out quidcly at 4^0 in pro cooled glassware*
The mixture of BPL and Sendai virus waa shaken tightly in a closed container 
for 10 minutea at 4^ 0* to mix completely before placing at 37^ 0* for two 
hours i^th intemittont mixing* The miJctUTO was then cooled to 4^ B« mû 
kept overnight to totally liydiolyse the BPh to betapx^ oprionlo acid which 
has no effect on the virus or the cells* The dilutions were prepared quickly 
to paiwent premature liydrol^ /sis of the BEt* There are reports that BPL 
is oncogenic, so care was telmn to ensure complete hydrolysis before disposal* 
Bach batch of inactivated viriis was tested for infeotivlty in fertile 10 
day old eggs. Serial ten^fold dilutions of noninactivated and inactivated 
virus ware prepared and inoculated as 0*1 ml* aliquots into pairs of eggs* 
These were incubated for a further two days and the allantoic fluid IWrvested, 
The neat fluid was then tested for îmemaggliitinating activity* The results 
shown in Table X^are typical. The untreated virus i%ifected all the eggs 
at every dilution until 10**^  lîhen one egg was Imemagglution negative* The 
original fluid therefore contained about 10^ 50% egg infecting doses/ml.
The BFh treated vii*us however caused haemagglutination only in one of the 
eggs infected with neat virus. This Memagglutination may have been due 
to the virus of the original inoculum rather tïm its groifth# The BEC, 
troatffiont abolished the infeotivlty of the virus* Inactivated virus was 
also tested for haemagglutination* Usually the haemagglutination titre 
dropped after inactivation by up to a.factor of two, but never mo3?Q.
FigureI? shows two electron micrographs of the Sendai used* The 
particles consist of a lipoprotein envelope suz'rounding a coiled ribonucloo*^  
protein core* The BFB treatment abolished the inf activity of the virus but at 
the concentrations used Inû little effect on the ability of the envelope 'W 
promote cell fusicxi* Inactivated batches of virus were rapidlÿ^  froaen 
in aliquots and retained fusing ability for at least IS months*
ÏABLÏÜ I, TITRATION OR Tîffi INFROTIVITÏ OF M D A I VIRUS IN FGGS
Dog Dilution Untreated BFD treated
Neat W 4 #
-1 m
#*2 + 4 W# mm
4 4 m mm
4 4
**5 4' 4
«,6 4 #*
-7
+ îiaemagglutination poeitivo allantoic fltdd 
Haemagglutination negative allantoic fluid 
ND Not Done 
0*1 ml* volumeB
Two eg'gB por dilution por treatment*
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Tho toclmique of ooll fusion was Basically that of Barrio and
Watkins (1965) but modified to suit the hajïister variant cells* It was
necessary to obtain fusion of or more of the hamster cells with
erythrocyte nucloii* but reduce the fusion between the hamster cells to
a minimum* To achieve tlnis^  a ratio of 100 erythrocytes to one hamster cell
was used* The cells wore removed from the glass with trypsin alone, the
presence of BDTA, a chelating agent, reduced the efficiency of cell fusion*
6The cells were washed and resuspended in BBS at a concentration of 5 10
8 ohamster cells and 5 10 erybhrocytes per ml* and placed at 4' G* The
inactivated Sendai virus was then added and the mixture given a brief shake 
to ensure mixing* Usually the addition of 0*1 ml* of Sendai virus containing 
1000 HAU produced satisfactory fusion of the above number of cells* There 
was massive agglutination of the cells as soon as the virus was added*
The mixture was loft at 4^ 6. for 15 minutes* It was then warmed to 37^ 0* 
for 15 fiiinutos, before the addition of growth mediwn to dilute the cells 
to the concentration required# The heterokaryons plated normslly and were 
fully spread within 12 hours of plating in most cases# In some experiments 
the medium was changed at one day after plating in order to remove unfused 
erythrocytes, cell debris and the remaining Sendai virus* This produced 
cleaner preparations, but did not appear to increase coll survival* The 
degree of fusion produced varied from esjperiment to experiment* The presence 
of serum in the fusion mixture appeared to reduce cell fusion, as did shaking 
of the cell mixture after addition of the virus* In general, the more 
virus added the better was the fusion# In particular one cause of poor 
fusion was the use of a narrow bore pipette to transfer the agglutinated 
cells to the grovrbh medium, presumably the cells were separated by shearing 
forces and were unable to reagglutinate*
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Irradiation of the Cells
The hamster cells were irradiated before fusion to prevent subsequent 
cell division# Different cell variants reacted in different ways after 
irradiation* In some cases there was massive micronueleation and fragaien- 
tationi in others though a large pmportion of colls died, some survived 
in a morphologically normal state for up to a week. The optimal dose for 
the prevention of micronuoleation was 6000 rad* The cells were irradiated 
either from a cobalt 60 source or a Matson 90/30 trolley set producing 
80 kV X-rays,
Autoradiographs were exojndned using a Reichert Zotopan microscope* 
PhotomicrograplTy was carried out using a Leica camera# Ilford Pan~F film 
was used developed either in Diafine (Acufine, Inc*) or Contrast FR (Ilford). 
Printing was carried out using Ilford papers* I'or the measurement of nuclear 
areas photographs of the cells were printed at a constant magnification onto 
uniform paper* Nucleli could then be cut out of the prints and weighed*
The weight of a nucleus was proportional to its area,
ZïsMiLlsiilmEiMaa
The Lowry method used* The reagents wares 
1* 0,5 ml, 1% copper sulphate and 0*5 ml* 2% potassium tartrate
were mixed and added slowly with stirring to 50 ml* Z% sodium 
carbonate in 0*1 N sodium hydroxide* (Iteagent A),
2* Folin-Giocalteau reagent, 4 ml* diluted to 10 ml# with water*
3* Standard crystalline bovine serum albumin, 0*5 mg#/ml*
The cells had been f:lxed by metkuiol on. 13 mm* covorslips but could be tolcen 
into solution by heating In 1 N sodium hydroxide* Usually the cells from 
two covorslips were talcen up into 1 jïl!.* of the sodium hydroxide* 0*2 i%l*
of this was added to 3 aJ*, reagent A, mixed and left at room temperature 
for 10 alnutes# 0*3 ml* of diluted Folin-Giocalteau reagent was added, 
jQiixed well and left for one hour at room temperatui’e * The optice,l density 
of the blue colour was read at 750 mp# By referring to the standard curve 
obtained using know dilutions of the standard bovine serum slbUmin, the 
quantity of protein in the experimental smaples v;as estimated.
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5* mmLTB I* OR T m  VARIANT 0BLD8
Polyoma and tWlf varlrnita grow in eoft agar. This
property warn used to clone the oelle* Unlike cloning In liquid médium, 
there was no possibility that the cells could spread from the site of the 
clone and therefore no likelihood of croes^contamlnation between the clones* 
It was assumed that the clones originated from ein^e cells# The cell sus«* 
pensions used were checked during counting- end, less than of the celle 
were present as elm%)@* The variants were cloned In the presence of each 
purine analogue apart from .fubéroiclin (Table IX)*
There %fae absolute discrimination between the different variante and 
the wild type at the concentrations of the analogues used; The variante 
produced clones oiiLy in the preaenoe of the analogues for Which resistance 
had been eelected. The ^ dld type celle were unable to fom clonea in
the presence of any of the analogues* The morphology of the donee differed 
between come variants# All the donee of eny one variant were of the same 
morpholep but could differ in eiiae* Thoee of and the %rY TQ/TOR variant 
were mqrula^ like, being compact balls of cells* The Fyl AA/AAR and Py% 
M/mîi/to/TGE dohee were much less well**definecl forming fluffy patches. Two 
clones of each variant were grcm up and tested for their abilities to 
incorporate purines and thymidine# (See this Ghapter, Section 5#)
In addition to testing resistance in agar, the ability of the variante 
to grow on glaee surfaces in the presence of various concentrations of the 
analogue8 was examined# The cells were inoculated into baby feeding bottles 
in the presence of the emalogues and allowed to grow for one week# They 
%wm then trypsinised off the glass, reeuspended in growth medium and counted
TABLE IX , GROWTH OF CELLS IN AGAR
Cell Line
Analogue concentration pg/ml.
Control AA 100 TG 2
1
TGE 50 TG 2+TGR 50
fyï *" *
fyr M / M R * * - - —
lyX-TlVTGR it * it. *
Pyï M/MI/KI/TGR it it * it it
* Colonies present 
- No colonies present 
Inoculum 4 z 10^ cells/dish.
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either in a Coulter coimtor or a teeinoeytoir»eter ohemher* Figiirea V, VI, VII 
and VIII show the cell nurabore obtained plotted against the concentration 
of the analogue used ae a percentage of the cell number obtained from a 
control bottle not exposed to inhibitor# Figure V demonstrates tMt the 
PyX AA/AAE cells continue to gxww in &-ag;aadenine (M) at 250 the
cell number pmduced being reduced by 40^ * The ByX and Pyl TC/TGE cells 
were imablo to grow in the presence of M  at 20 j.ig/rol# There was a better 
growth of the PtyY TC/TGE cells timn PyX at 5 and 10 ^ g/m.1# Figure VI shows 
that the FyX M / M B  calls grew in tuboroidin (Tub) at 200 jAg/ml* Both 
the wild ty%30 and PyX TC/TGR cells -■ 'l. behaved similarly in Tub, being 
unable to survive at IQ pg/ml# Figure VII shows the susvival of the variants 
in the presence of 6**thiQgaanlne (TO), the Fyl TG/TGE variant grow in 
100 jüg/iifîl# of the analogue, Neither Pyl nor PyX M/MR cells wore capable 
of growing in TO at 1,0 jag/m3.* Figure VIII demonstra-bes that the FyX TG/TOR 
variant continued to grow in 6«^ thioguanosino (TOR) at 100 pg/ml* Pyl and 
Aà/Aà'R cells were unable to grow in TOR at 1 jig/rid. The variant cells 
continued to grow in analogues for which resistance had been selected at 
concentrations about 100 times higher than those at which wild type 
cells were killed#
It was possible to test the ability of the cells to grow in the 
presence of the analogues in a slightly diffex'ont way* The ability to ibm 
a cell sheet was used as a criterion of resistance instead of trypsinising 
the cells off the glass and counting them, Mmh variant was exposed 
separately to a series of concentrations of each inhibitor* The concentration 
at which a good cell sheet formed was taken as the level of the analogue 
to wliich the colls •were résistant. Table III Indicates the Mghest level 
of the analogues at which a cell sheet formed after growth for one week 
in the presence of each of the analogues. The deteriMnationa of resistance 
by counting end by morphological criteria agree well# Higher concentrations 
of M  were used in 'bhe latter. The M / M E  variant continued to form a sheet
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TABLE III. EE816TM0E TO BASE ANALOGUES DETEHMINEB VISUALLY
Level of inhibjLtor )ig/jol.
Variant G-Asaade-“ Tuber*- 6*"ïlîio*« 6-Thio- 5-bromo-
nine cidin guanine guanosine deo^yuridine
.... ................ ............
Pyl 2 ■ 0*2-0,5 0,1 lg-20
îyï A/s/MK lÜOO 200 0,2-0,5 m 15-20
Pyï ïq/TGE 10 # ■ 100 i 100 15-20
Pyï AA/MiS/W’ÎW. 1000 200 i 7g 1 100 20
Pyï-ÎCV'Caï/BUdR 10 m 20 20 1000
The maximufli level of inhibitor at uliioh a monolayer of cells 
grew in one week. Initial inoouXuiu of 1 x 10^ cells to a 
baby bottle* ND indicates a combination of cell and inhibitor 
that was not tested.
in 1000 yg/kl# M&
The P/Ï i\à./AàB/^£0/'SQU and Fyl f cyGar/BUdR variants wara only tested 
for rasiotanoe by the criterion of their ability to form a cell oheot, 
pyZ M/AaVtc/'TgE cells formd a cell sheet ih high eoneentratlone of all 
the purine analogues tested# % I  TC/Oar/BUdE cells 5md a very slightly 
increased resistance to S^amadenlne* Their resistance 'bo 6^-tMogpanine 
tvus lees then that Cff the PyY TG/TGR and $y% àk/Ai\ï^ TQ/T(B> variants but 
still increased lOü«^ fold over that of the mid type#
All the variants were also tested for their ability to for# a cell 
sheet in BUdB* The wild type and those variants for which resistance had 
not been selected were îdillod by BUdE at 15-20 The behaviour of
cells sensitive to this analogue'was unusual# In all other cases where 
cells were grown in an analogue at concentrations higher than their Xevol 
of resistanceÿ little or no growth took place before the cells were kidled# 
Growth appeared to be normal in BÎJdE for the first 5*^ 6 days but suddenly 
massive cell death occurred* Pyi Tü/Càr/BïïcîR cells were capable of growth 
in BlldE at 3,000 ^ Ag/m3,* while sensitive cells mT& kl3.1ed by 15-20 jag/ml*
îîoforrlng back to the previous section^  it should be nited that the 
levels of the analogues used for cloning the cells in agar t-mre lower than 
those for ce3,ls on glass# The mædLmum levels of the analogues tolerated in 
agar wars not determrlaed^  but it did appear that they would have been lower 
than those for growth on a glass surface* The cells were not nox’mally grown 
in agavi eo growbh under these conditions was in a general way more stringent 
than on the glass surface normally used*
:3#
Aniinopterivij, a folic acid antagonist» renders cells ammtrophlc for 
glycIniGg a purine source and thymidine by blocking de novo synthesis#
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Table IV shows the lethal level of sainopterin for PyY» PyY AA/aAK and 
PyY TG/TGH was the sar/ie* A good cell, sheet formed at 1 x 10“*^ M* but very 
few cells suivived after a week at 5 x 10“  ^H» Those levels agree well with 
those obtained by Kakola using G-180 cells (1969)#
It 'Was found that the rate at which the cells wero killed was 
proportional to the concentration of awinopterin used* Massive coll death 
took place within three clays in tl'.o presence of 1*5 x 10"“^  M* arainopterin* 
However in the presence of a purine source (which may either be adenine or 
l^ ypoxanthkie) » thymif3in© and glycine» wild type cells grew normally at this 
level of amlnopberin» more than fifty times the lethal dose determined 
above (Table IV)* PyY AA/AAR» being defective in their ability to use 
adenine (see this Chapter» Section 5) were unable to survive when the 
purine source iras adenine but grow normally in the presence of hypoxanthine* 
Likewise the B'yY TO/TGE cells wore unable to sui'vive using hypoxsjithine but 
grew in the presence of adenine* The concentration of l^ ypoxanthine was not 
criticàl» 1 x 10“^ M» was used, however adenine at this level was toxic 
for all cells and had "to ' be used at 5 x 10**^  M* It was possible to remove 
the cells from the selective conditions, supplementing 'bhe medium with 
thymidine ^ a purine source and glycine for the first day, after which they 
could be treated normally# The AAT end EAT selective systems, together with 
the use of the purine analogues 8-a^aadenine and 6-thioguanine should allow 
selection for the survival or death of either of the variants PyY AA/AAR 
and PyY TC/TGR (Table V)#
The beho-Yiour of wild type and variant cells was investigated using 
cells growing in baby bottles without change of medium* In the case of 
PyY and PyY M/AAB/tq/TCM complete growth curves were obtained* An initial 
inoculiM of 1 X lO'^  cells was placed in a series of baby bottles mlth 10 ml* 
of growth medium* At dai3.y intervals after Inoculation one bottle %'fas
TABLE XV* AMXNOPÏERXN BESXSTAM
Control
Aminoptorin H, 
S.ICT® 1.10-® 5.10“^ HAT AAT
: P # C — G 0 0 0
By% M/AAE G - G C 0 —
Pyl TG/TGR 0 - G G G
- Oeil sheet not formed
0 Confluent cell sheet produced after one weak,
Initial inoculum 1 x 10*^  colls,
TABLE V* BUmAEY OF SELECTIVE SYSTEMS
8-Asaadônine 6«Thioguanine AAT 1 îlâT 1
ipyï — 4 4
P yï M /M R 4 - 4
1 P yï ïü /îG R -* 4 4
+ Normal growth of cells.
- No growth of cellB*
AAT Adenine 5 x 10"^  ^M*, Aminoptorin X, 5 % 10""%., 
Thymidine 2 x 10**^  M* Glycine 3.10~^ M,
HAT l^oxantîîlne 1 x 10**’^' M*, Aminoptorin 1*5 x 10*"^  U*, 
Shymidloe 2 x 10“® M., cayolna 3.10"^  M,
■ S-Azaadenino 1000 ^ g/ml*
6-Thioguanlna 100 yig/ml.
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taken.» the cells removed by trypsinlEiation and coimted in a Coulter counter. 
Figure IX shows that the cell number Ijaoroased by 4-0 to 60 fold after a wo ok, 
but that the initial growth rate was not oustainod beyond the fifth day.
The growth curves of PyY and PyY M/AAH/'TG/TGE were very similar despite the 
prolonged seleotion the variant cel3.e Imd been subjected to# Cingle 
determinations of the numbers attained by the PyY AA/AAIl and PyY TG/TGH 
variants indicated that their growth rates were also identical with tliat 
of the wi3.d type. After ml3d.ng these two cell variants and allowing thorn 
to grow to confluence, there should be no preferential growth of one of them, 
and the initial, cell ratio should be maintained# In one e^ qjeriment using 
PyY cells, also shown in Figure IX, the modiiun ifas oMnged on the sixth 
day, resulting in a sustained increase in the growth rate for at least three 
days afterwards# The final cell number achieved exceeded that obtained in 
bottles ivithout a change of medilum. This stimulation of growth suggested 
that the number of cells was limited by exhaustion of some factor or factors 
in the medium needed for growth. The prolonged stimulation of growth is 
luilike the short-lived stimulation reported after addition of fresh serum.
It is also un].ike what would be expected if the cells were producing an 
inhibitor which on reaching a critical concentration prevented cell growth.
Such an effect would also be transitory since the large number of cells present 
at the time of the change would be able to rapidly replace the inhibitor 
discarded with the used medium#
pLo!T. CELL Nir;-i3ER O
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FIGUKI*: I>:. GAOLTlî CURVES FOR PyY and PyY WA^P/Td/TGR.
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amaÈlm
TM incorporation of tritiatcd nueloio acid praeursors auppllod in the 
medima Into nucleio aoid by tîie wild type celle and the variants waa assayed 
by scintillation counting* The cells to be tested were inoculated into petri 
dishes containing coversXips and incubated* After the cells had spread# 
ueually 12*^ 24 hours after plating, replicate ooversXips %-mre exposed to the 
labelled precursors for four hours* At the end of the period of incorpoi’ation# 
the cells were fixed, the fOA soluble material e,xtracted# and the quantity 
of labelled materia], incorporated determined by scintillation counting*
Table VI shows the incorporation of purine a and thymidine by clones 
of the variants* faira of dome wore independently isolated by growth 
in agar in tim prasenoe of purine analogues* (Soe this Chapter^  Section 1*)
The clones were then grown, up in liquid aiecHuia to produce cell linos* In 
each case, pairs of clones derived from the same variant had closely similar 
patterns of Incorporation* Pyf AA/AAR celle incorporated a reduced quantity 
of adenine* Fyf îc/fQE cells incorporated negligible quantities of 
liypoxanthine and gucuioslno. %% Aâ/MIV^TC/lGE cells incorporated negligible 
quantities of all purines tested* All incorporated largo quantities of 
thyîd,dln0* One of each of theso clones was continued as a stock cell line*
At .'Intervals, ehodes similar to that described above were carried out 
on the call lines being passaged* Table VII presents the results of one 
Bmh tost* The patterns of .Incorpoi'ation were very sijizllax to those shoim 
in Table VIp but the experiments are impossible to compare in detail because 
of differences in the concentrations and specific activities of the labelled 
precursors* The conditions of pulsing for the experiment shown In Table Til 
were as described in Chapter 4# The overall standard deviation of these 
counts for their means is ? . %  The counts obtained from whole cells on 
covorslips were thei*efora reproducible enough to allow the technique to bo 
used to investigate the defects in the abilities of 'the cells to incorporate 
purin© m d  pyrisaidAiio bases and nucleosides*
TABLE VI. TIffi mCOEPORATION OF ÏRITIATED NBOLEIC AGI!)
PïtSGBHæRS Bï C L O M  CELLB.
Variant GPM tritium incorporated
i^re cursor
A AE H GE ï
Pyï AA/AAR 1 275 1,608 585 4,460 29,348
208 977 781 5,854 32,195
Pyï AA/AAR 2. 223 1,004 804 4,407 18,455
185 738 839 4,154 22,664
Pyï TG/TGR i 2,689 532 7 27 11,431
3,003 564 1 9 7,688
Pyï TG/TGR 2. 2,384 563 6 23 15,321
2,581 562 23 30 9,282
Pyï AA/MB/T(/TGR 1 34 71 35 64 20,770
47 65 30 85 15,810
Pyï M/Mi/TG/TGE a 39 41 29 40 34,419
26 42 13 40 31,187
A adenine
AE adenosine
H hÿpoxanthiiio
GE guanosino
T thymidine
TABLE VII. THE ÏNCÜRFORATÏON UP TEITIATED HÜOLEIO AOID PiUilOÜHSOES 
BY PyY CELLS AND VARIANTS
Variant
Pyï
PyY A V m e  
PyY TO/TGR
PyY AA/AAï/ 
TG/TGR
PyY AA/AAH/ 
TG/TGR (R)
PyY TC/Car/ 
imiL
GPM tritium inûo3:T)orated
Precursor
A AE H GE dO T lï
29,186 57,404 20,044 11,824 13,010 25,4.99 28,122
23,%6 45,764 11,385 12,210 26,523 27,936
886 21,369 21,437 11,312 10*709 52,680 32,025
B34 25,698 24,150 10,609 10,169 54,825 25,556
20,896 776 236 248 17,840 6,164
12,724 644 232 260 17,152 7,392
103 176 211 114 4,04a 11,360 23,568
96 211 215 109 4,153 10,368 18,085
291 2,397 2,345 705 7,306 11,615 25,359
188 2,397 2,254 574 6,969 9,556 26,047
6,509 1,634 lOS 91 46 96 15,582
7,228 1,566 98 96 52 122 17,581
A adenine 
AR adenosine 
H hypoxanthin© 
GR guanosine 
dC deoxyoybl'din© 
T thÿ-niidino 
U uridine
TABLE Vin. BOiMALXm'XON OF RESULTS IN TABLE VII WITH 
msPEGT TO URIDim INCOITORATION
Variant A AH
Precursor 
% GE dC T V.
Pyï % 184 73 40 45 93 100
1 1>Ï M / M E 3.2 82 79 38 37 185 100
Pyï ïq/TGE 250 ' 10.5 2.9 2,6 110 100
I Pyï M/AAE/ 
1 TC/ïGK
0.9 1.8 2.0 1,0 39 100 100
Pyï M/MB/ 
TG/TGB (R)
0.9 9.0 8,9 4.0 35 41 100
Pyï ÏQ/Car/BUdR 42 9.9 0.6 0,6 0.3 0.7 100
6b
îo allow #0 reouilts to bo interpreted more easily and facilitate 
comparison between the incorporation by different variants^ each pair of 
counts was averaged and then norwialised with respect to the uridine 
incorporation of that variant, fable VIII.
The Fyïi. cells incorporated large amounts of every precursor tested.
The incorporation by the variant cells will be compared to the incorporation 
by the îyY. FyX M / M R  cells had a markedly reduced incorporation of adenine* 
an,d a slightly reduced incorporation of adenosine* but veiy similar 
incorporations of hypo%anthlno and guanosine* PyY TQ/TGR cells had an 
increased incorporation of adenine* a reduced incorporatioxi of adenosine 
and negligible incorporation of byposçanthino and j^ anosine, FyX Ak/AkB/TO/tQR 
cells incorporated negligible quantities of all purine precursors. Pyl ÎC/'Oar/ 
BUdR cells had a slightly reduced incorporation of adenine* a somewhat 
reduced incorporation of adenosine* but negligible incorporation of 
hypoxanthino and guano sine, lyi M/AAIV^ TCV^ TBR (R) cells had been passaged 
continually for five months without exposure to any analogues. In comparison 
with the Pyl AA/M1Vtc/IGE cells there was increased incorporation of adenosine* 
hypoxanthine and guanosiae but no increase in incorporation of adenine,
The 1^1 Mi/MB/fG/TQll (E) cells had‘“reverted” in three systems* but not 
the fourth* All the variants were PPhO negative.
The pattern of Incorporation of the Pyï AA/AAE/TQ/TGR (R) cells cannot 
be explained by contamination between the cell lines during passage, None 
of the cells had the ability to incorporate adenosine* liypoxantiiiae and 
guanosine* but not adenine. This pattern of reversion was found consistently 
in every line of FyY AA/AAJI/TQ/TGR cells carried for long periods without 
selection, A different reversion pattern was never observed.
All lines of cells not resistant to Car incorporated similar quantities 
of dcoxycytiJine, lyY TG/Oar/BUdE colls incorporated negligible quantities 
of deoxyoybiclixie. The incorporation of thymidine by cells not resistant 
to BUdR was sifidlar in all cases. The elevated incorporation of thymidine
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by the FyY M/AAE cello and depressed incorporation by the lyY AA/AAE/TQ/TGR (H) 
cells in this experiment wore not consistent findings, PyY Gar/BUdR 
cells incorporated negligible quantities of thymidine.
Those results are as predicted from the abilities of the variants 
to grow in the purine end pyrimidine analogues. Variants were unable to 
incorporate labelled nucleic acid precursors in oases where they were 
resistant to m  malogue of the precursor. There were some unexpected 
findings however:
1, fyX TO/TGR cells had an increased incorporation of adenine,
2, PyY AA/AAE cells incorporate adenosine,
3, PyY T<1/TGE and PyY T(yCar/B0dE do not incorporate adenosine,
4, PyY ïc/Car/BlîdE cells do not incorporate guanosine.
The normalisation of tîie incorporation to that of uridine assumes that 
all of the Variants incorporate siallar quantities of uridine.
Table IX shows another experiment; PyY* PyY AA/AAE* PyY TQ/TGR and 
PyY AA/AAe/Tc/TGR cells were pulsed with adenine* adenosine* hypoxanthine* 
guanosine and uridine* Table X shows these results normalised to the uridine 
incorporation as before. The patterns of incorporation seen in Table VIII 
are repeated. The results in Table VIII and Table X are directly comparable 
since the conditions of the pulses and the specific activities of the 
precursors were the same. The cells behaved in a similar manner in both 
cases*
The quantity of protein on the coverslips was estimated. The cells 
were dissolved off the coverslips in hot 1 N, NaOH and protein estimations 
carried out by the Lowry method. The cells from four coverslips wsie pooled 
and the estimation^carried out twice. The average of these values in 
mg/coversllp are shown in Table IX, Table XI presents the resu3ts from 
Table IX* but normalised to the protein estimation* this allows the uridine 
incorporation by the cells to be compared. There was a significant reduction 
in the incorporation of uridine by tho PyY TQ/TGR cells. The Incorporation
TABLE IX, TESTING INCORPORATION OF TRITIATBD NUCLEIC 
ACID PRECURSORS OF PÿK CELLS AND VARIANTS.
COlfflTS PEE MIHUTE IMGOKPOm'ED
Variant
A AB
Precursor 
H GK 0
Protein 
mg/covorelip
Pyl 18.741 
14,652
19.742
26,779
26,493
29,699
13,336
11,794
12,434
8,611
9,128
8,529
16,699
17,193
17,767
0,&25
Average 17,711 27,657 12,521 8,759 17,219
Fyl AA/AAR 730
655
604
19,263
18,049
14,121
8,720
8,120
7,120
6,764
8,499
8,131
15,309
15,565
17,001
0.150
Average 663 17,144 7,953 7,795 15,958
PyY TG/TGR 9,365
7,383
10,841
454
461
429
68
84
187
100
104
86
3,099
2,197
2,181
0.130
Average 9,196 448 113 96 2,492
PyY
AA/AAR/TC/TOR
277
122
189
244
254
208
157
14.0
199
142
104
91
14,815
16,376
9,141
0.180
Average 196 235 165 112 13,442
A adenine 
AR adenosine 
H hypoxanthino 
GR guanosine 
U uridine
lABUi X, aOEWALIZ&IIOa 01’ INCOÏÏPOiiàTIOH Oï’ JESSUiÆB IW
TABU: IX VJITH KESPÏÏCÎ TO BRIBING IHCOEFOiiàTIOM.
Variant A AR
Precursor
H GR U
PyY 103 160 73 51 100
PyY AA/Mil 4,1 109 50 49 100
Fjl TG/TGll 340 18 4*5 3.8 100
jpyY
aa/aiuV tq/tgr
1.4 1.7 1.2 1.1 100
ÎABLE IHGÛKPOmTXOI OF FliFCU.TOEO miMM TO PROTEIN 
ESTIMATION
All GE
10,000 7,000 13,800
Pyl AA/AAE
7,070
131
(Quantity oi brltiatQd preouï*por incorporated by the >riXcL type and 
three variants expressed as counts per ininute per 0,1 mg, protein.
TABLE XII, MOEMALIZATIOK OF INOOBPOBATIOB OF RE8ULT& IM
TABLE IX WITH BEBFEGT TO PROTEIN ESTIMATION AND 
INCORPORATION OF 9RIDINE BY THE WILD TYPE CELL8
cm
160 100
0,6 16.2
0,8
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wao raduood to 16?^  of that of the FjY celle. The uridine Incorporation of 
tho % Y  M / M R  cello mm and that of the P/I A.â/Aàt/TO/THhi celle mxo 
24f^  t‘ïhen compared to the wild t/pe. The reduction of incorporation in the 
F/X M / M R  cello wae probably not oignificmt* The reduction in incorporation 
bÿ- the ‘Fyl AA/AAR/Td/TGR cello wae probably eignifleant^ but the experiment 
ehou3.d be repeated,
Tho variation between tho variants in their abilities to Incorporate 
uridine mlces its use ao a base for normalisation invalid. Title affects 
one of, the unexpected results obtained,. The increase in the relative 
incorporation of adenine by the, FyX Td/TGR when normalised to the uridine 
incorporation is clue to a reduction in the incorporation of uridine, not 
an increase in the incorporation of adenine. The adenine incorporaMon 
appears, in fact, to be reduced by 20$ in comparison to the F/I oells^
To enable comparisons to be made more easily, these counts/0,l mg, 
protein were normalised to the uridine incorporation of the wild type cells, 
Table XII, There was good Incorporation of all the precursors by the Fyl 
cells. The incorporation of uridine by the Fyl M / M E  and PyY àà/MiB/TQ/Tùll 
variants was reduced slightly^  but much less then that of the % Y  T(i/TGE,
The incorporation of hypoxanthine and guanosine was as expected, the 
PyY AA/AAE cells continuing to incorporate Mgh levels but the cells resistant 
to their analogues, PyY Td/TGE mid %rl AA/AAP/TCV'TGR incorporating 1$ or 
less in comparison to the wild type. The incorporation of adenine and 
adenosine by the PyY AA/ME/TG/TGE variant was reduced to less than 1$ 
in each case, but their Incorporation by the PyY M/AAE and PyY Tg/TGE 
variants was not quite as expected. The Incorporation of adenine by the 
% Y  M / M E  cells was reduced to 3$, that of adenosine was reduced by 50% when 
compared to the Giells, The incorporation of adenine by tho PyY TQ/TuR
variant was reduced to 21$ and that of adenosine to 2,2$,
Experiments are in progress to assay the activities of the enzymes 
involved in the purine and pyrimidine salvage pathways of these cells using
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oeil extracts* It will be intereetiog to eeo if there le a correlation 
between en%ymo activity in vitro and the incorporation of proc&raor by 
intact celle* Thla part of the investigation is being carried oat in 
collaboration with A* Jamieson*
In addition to scintillation counting* the incorporation of radioactively
labelled purine and pyrimidine precursor# by the variant cells was detected
/
by autoradiography* Figures Tho variants were pulsed with tritiatod
precursor for 13 hours, processed for autoradiography* and exposed to stripping 
film for 19 days*
Figure ix'demonstrates the incorporation after jpulsing with adenine*
Pyï Aâ/AâH and ïÿï M/ââV'i'ti/ïGB celle ara unlabsXlsd while % %  l'C/ïaR aScl 
Pyï SiVCar/BIÏdü celle sre heavily labelled.
Figure X shows the incorporation after a pulse with adenosine* 
ey% AA/AAB» ;%#m Tq/TQ& and 2y% Tq/G&%/BUd& cells are lightly labelled^
FjY Ai/âAi^ Tcy'TGE are unlabelled*
%%lg9are 33C sjbotfs IWbe djiQK%rp()r@dbicwa OJP I%y%x%%ewat)xiKW3* 3%r% 'fcy/TGR, 
Aj\/AAR/%CGy'TCB& GWid $(%/(%%%/'&%(%& (SGÜJls lare UBiledbGüLleia, RyTC AJ^ /AJIR are 
%K9a%üLlgF l(Lb€&led* %%3B (same ipatytesgi (%f JLalxallzlng; ifa GLLec) pgreewandb aJftcwr 
pulsing with guanosine, Figure III*
Figure XIII demnetrate# the inwrporation of both dwxyoytidine end 
tAsyodLdine l%y jAAy/AAJt tdilcli aa%3 %%&ewKilar Ij^ bcOLled, jgycf SXl/Ckir/ïïUoUR eupe 
very lightly labelled in both cases*
FyY cells are heavily labelled by all these precursors.
FyX A^/AAE, FyY TG/TGR and ^y% T^/Oar/BUdR variants are all of similar 
morphology and sise, They are maihly large fibroblastic cells but some 
epitheloid cells are also present, The fyX AA/AAB/TQ/TGR cells are generally 
smaller and very few cells are seen that do not have a fibroblastic morphology.
nThe PjY TcyOar/BB# cells commonly had a "bubbly" appearance. The 
'bubbles protruded from the cell surface avid stained heavily with Giemsa,
Their nature is at present not understood. Filtered medium from confluent 
cultures of .FyX TC/Car/BlTdE cells failed to produce tumours after injection 
xB'bo newborn hamsters,
TlilB experiment was carried out Independently of those previously 
discussed in which the incorporation was assayed by scintillation counMng,
The agreement between the patterns of incorporation deteriïdned by scintillation 
comvting and autoradiography was good in all oases.
FIGUE3 IX
Adenine incorporation by DliK 2 1 /Cl3/PyY c e ll variants
a) PyY A V aAR b) PyY ÏG/TGR
»
c) PyY AA/AAR/TC/TuR d) P}-Y TG/Car/BUdR
FIGURE X
Adenosine incorporation by BUR 2l/C13/FyY c e ll variant,'
■ A  t
a) PyY M/AAR b) PyY TG/TGR
/*
c) PyY AA/iiAz/TG/TuR d) PyY TG/Car/EUdR
FIGUHE XI
H^ ’poxanthine incorporation by BHK 2 l/C 13 /Fy ï c e ll variants
oV
PyY AA/ÀAR/ÏG/ï GR
b) FyY TQ/TGR
d) PyY T'O/Car/EUdR
.FIGUifi XII
Guanosine incorporation by BM 2 l/C 13/iyY  c e ll variants.
a) FyY AA/AAR b) PyY TQ/TGR
—
CD
c) PyY AA/AAR/TQ/TGR d) PyY TG/Car/BUdH
FIGURj, XIII
Boacycyticline and thymidine incorporation by Bhil 2l/C13/PyY c e ll variants.
#
a) FyJ aA/AAH pulsed with thymidine b) PyY An/nAR pulsed with 
deoxycytidine
c) Fyl TG/Car/BUdH pulsed with 
thymidine
d) PyY TG/Car/BUdli pulsed with 
deoxycytidine.
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6. RESULTS II, DOUBLE; LABEL AUTORADIOGRAPHY USED AS A MARKER TO
DXSTXNaUISH DETVfEEE TWO VARIANT CELLS ÏM A MIXTURE
HetaboXio co^-opemtion was first described by SubaR-Sbarpe, BRrk and 
Pitts (1966) occurring between PyY TC/TGE cells that wore unable to incorporate 
hypoxanthine, and wild typo cells able to incorporate hypoxanthine* The 
phenotype of tho PyY TQ/TGR colls in contact with the incorporating cells 
was aitered. The PyY TG/TGR cells became able to incorporate label presented 
as preformed hypoxanthine into their nucleic acid. The phenomenon was 
confined to those cells that could be seen to be in contact when using an 
optical microscope, PyY TU/TGH cells close to, but not actually in contact 
with incorporating cells retained their variant phenotype, so the possibility 
of complementation by the excliange of metabolic intermediates via the medium 
was eliminated* When fibroblasts derived from patients with the Hunter and 
Hurler syndromes woro co**oultivated, there was mutual correction of their 
defects. The exchange of metabolic intermediates between the cells took 
place via the medium and the cells did not have to W  in contact for their 
defects to be corrected (Eratontoni, I96B),
The initial observations on metabolic co-operation were confirmed 
and extended (Bi\rk, Pitts and Subak-Sharpe, 19681 Subalt-Bharpe, Bürk and 
Pitts, 1969 and Subak-Sharpe, 1969)# All the cells were shown to be 
potentially capable of metabolic co-opoi'ation and the phenomenon could 
also be demonstrated with another purine salvage pathway. When in contact 
with PyY TG/TGR cells, PyY AA/AAR cells became able to incorporate adenine.
A donor-recipient relationship is implicit in all instances of metabolic 
co-operation. The cell normally capable of incorporating the precursor being 
the donor and the variant normally incapable of incorporation being the 
recipient, Since metabolic co-operation was demonstrated between FyX AA/AAR 
and PyY TG/TGR cells using both adenine and hypoxantîiine, one type of cell 
may either act as tho donor or the recipient depending on the precursor 
available.
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Using fibroblasts derived from a patient suffering from the Lesch-Nyhan 
syndrom© and therefor© lacking the ©nsyma lii, Friedman, bsegmiller and 
Bubak-Sharpe (1968) and later Cox, Krauss, Earl Balls and Bands, (1970), 
demonstrated that metabolic co-operation took place between mutant cells 
and normal human fibroblasts, When Lesch-Ryhan cells were gro\m in contact 
with normal human fibroblastS| which are able to incorporate hypoxanthine, 
their defect was corrected and they became able to incorporate hypoxanthine 
into their nucleic acid. Thus metabolic co-operation is not a unique 
property of the PyY laboratory variants. It has boon shown to occur between 
cells of heterologous species, for example the hamster and rat or mouse, 
so is not species specific, Tho capability of taking part in metabolic 
co-operation is not imivorsal to all cell types. Mouse L cells are unable 
to co-operate either with each other, or with BHK 2l/C13/PyY Cells (Pitts, 
1971).
One of the problems in conducting ©jjqperiments on metabolic co-operation 
is that of distinguishing between the two types of coll after they have 
been mixed 'bogather. Morphological criteria are of limited reliability, 
in tho initial experiments different proportions of tho two cell types wore 
used, and the proof depended on stastioal considerations. Stoker (1967) 
using carbon and carmine particles to prelabel the cells, demonstrated that 
the defect of the PyY TG/TGE cells was corrected on contact with freshly 
isolated mouse fibroblasts, Tho marking technique did not allow the 
unambiguous identification of Individual cells. It was found impossible to 
remove all the material adhering to tho outside of tho colls. This remained 
available for phagocytosis by the other cells after mixing, so criteria 
were chosen to distinguish the cells on a stastical basis.
In my own work I attempted to repeat those experiments using PyY M/AAR 
cells prolabolled with carbon granules and PyY TG/TGR cells prelabolled 
with cairaine granules. Many of tho granules were phagooytosed by the colls
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and oonoontrated in a ring around the aitclous* #re than 95# of tho cells 
became labelled after one day in the presonoo of the granules. The system 
xms found to be limited by tmnsfor of particles between the cells, so a 
double-label autoradiographio technique was developed in an attempt to 
distinguish the cells with more certainty.
A preparation labelled only i&th 14*G thymidine was autoradiographed 
to demonstrate the degree of labelling in the first laycjr. Figure XIV shows 
such a preparation. There are very few grains in the AE 10 layer over the 
cells, however in the G 5 layer there is a very heavy labelling over the 
cells, showing that good differential labelling between the layers îmd been 
acMeved. It can also be seen that the grains duo to the 14-0 extend far 
beyond the boundary' of the cells from which the B particles originated.
A good comparison of the resolution of autoradiogreaphy using 3-H 
and 14-G is obtained from Figure XV* The autoradiograph is of a preparation 
containing cells pulsed with 14-0 thymidine for twenty-four hours before 
plating to petri dishes containing coverslips# Then after tho cells laad 
spread, the culture was pulsed for four hours with 3-H thymidine* The grains 
:ln the loimr layer due to tritium are confined to the nucleus, those in the 
upper layer due to the carbon 14 spread far beyond the cell limits. The source 
of these tracks was also the nucleus of the cell* All the cells in the 
preparation wore labelled with 14-G thymidine. The prosonoe of grains in 
one layer is independent of graiis in the other, confirming the previous 
observation on 14-0 only labelled material and extending it to ahoif that 
tritium had no effect on the second layer of film. It is also a good 
demonstration of the difference in resolving power of autoradiography using 
14-G labelled and 3-H labelled material* The photographs were taken in 
different focal planes and distinguish between the grains in the two layers well*
The -feoeJmiquo was next applied to cell adxtures* In on effort to reduce 
the spread of grains in the G 5 layer the emulsion we.s made thinner and the 
e:q)0sure time shorter*
FiGU.iE XIV
PyY AA/AAR cells labelled with I4-C thynddine for 2/+ hours,
AR 10
V
FIüURù XV
PyY AA/Aü R cells labelled with 14-C thymidine for 24 hours before 
plating and 4 hours with 3-H thymidine after they were fully spread.
%
«
AR 10
%
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Autoradio graphs woro prepared ÎTom preparations of mixtures of PyY 
AA/AAR and PyY TG/fQE cells in which one of tho variants had boon prelabolled 
with 14-^ 0 thymidine. After the cells luid been minced and allowed to spread 
they wore pulsed with either tritiated adenine or hypoxantMne, Figure XVI 
shows a clump of ualabelled cells and a solitary labelled ceil* Since tho 
preparation had been pulsed vdth hypoxantiûno the unlabollod cells are 
PyY TG/TGE cells and the labelled cell is a % Y  AA/AAll cell* This inter- 
probation can be confirjaed by examining the photograph taken in the focal 
plane of the second emulsion* Only the solitary cell is labelled and so 
identifiable as a PyY AA/AAR cell since these were prelabolled wibh I4-G 
thymidise* Figure XVII shows tho converse situation in which the PyY TG/TGE 
cells were prelabolled end the preparation pulsed with adenine. The same 
result was obtained* It confims that metabolic co-operation does notJbscbe 
occur when the cells are not in contact*
When cells from the same preparations wore examined where there was 
contact between the two variants metabolic co-operation was demonstrable•
Figure XVIII shows such a situation where the lyi TG/TGE cells were pre­
labelled with 14“C thymidine end the jiïixtur© pulsed with adenine. ï’igure XIX 
shows a situation where the PyY jIA/AAE cells were prelabelled with 14-thymidine 
and tho ml2Cture pulsed with liypojcanthine# In both oases* cells in contact 
with the 14-C labelled cell which are not themselves labelled with I4-G, 
have incorporated the tritiated precursor. Hon-14-G labelled cells in the 
same preparations not in contact with I4-G labelled cells are unlabelled.
The incorporation of the tritiated purine precursors by the non-14-0 
labelled cells in contact with the I4-O labelled cells is therefore due 
to metabolic co-operation*
The double label technique provides a visual demonstration of metabolic 
co-operation between PyY AA/ME and PyY TC/TGR cells using both adenine 
and hypoxantMno as precursors. Both variants can act either as the donor 
or the recipient depending on the precursor provided,*
FIÜURÜ AMI
PyY iU\/üAR cells  prelabolled v;ith 14-C thymidine thon resu.soendod
and mixed with PyY Ïu /T lit  c e lls .^Yter the c e lls  had spread tho
preparation was pulsed with t r i t ia te d  hypoxanthine.
%
AR 10 only the solitary cell is labelled
#
G 5 only the solitary cell is labelled and therefore a 
a PyY iu\/AAR cell. The other is a PyY Tl/TGR cell.
FIGURE XVII
FyY iG /’i\ul ce lls  prolabelled with LA-C thymidine then resuspended and
mixed with FyY Aj\/AAR ce lls . A fter the ce lls  had spread, the preparation
was pulsed with t r i t ia te d  rdenine.
#
*»-
AR 10 one heavily labelled cell in contact with a lightly labelled 
cell. The solitary cell is unlabelledo
G I labelling only over the cell that incorporated a large amount of 
adenine which is therefore a PyY TG/iuR cell. The other cells are 
unlabelled and are PyY AA/nAR cells. The solitary one retains its phenotype, 
the other which is in contact with the PyY Tu/TGR cell has incorporated 
adenine due to metabolic co-operation.
FIGURE X V III
PyY TG/TG'R ce lls  prelabolled with I 4.-G thymidine then resuspended and
ji'ixed with PyY iLi/iU.K c e lls . A lte r the ce lls  had spread, the preparation
was pulsed with t r i t ia te d  adenine.
AR 10 two heavily labelled cells in contact with four lightly labelled 
cells. Five unlabelled cells also shown.
Ir
G 5 only the two cells heavily labelled by adenine are labelled and 
therefore PyY Tj/îGR cells, all the other cells are PyY AA/^LiR cells, 
those in contact with the PyY TG/xuR cells incorporated adenine because 
of metabolic co-operation.
FIGURE XIX
FyY AA/âAR c e lls  prelabelled  with l/.-G  thymidine and then resnspended
and mixed w ith FyY TG/ IGR ce lls . A lte r the co lls  had spread, tho
preparation was pulsed with t r i t ia te d  hypoxanthine,
AR 10 one heavily labelled cell in contact with two lightly labelled cells,
Ji .
i .
G 5 labelling only over the cell that incorporated a large amount of 
hypoxanthine which is therefore a PyY Aii/AAR cell. The others aie PyY 
TiyIGR cells that incorporated hypoxanthine by virtue of metabolic 
co-ooeration.
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Theso experlfiîonts thereforo confirm the preirioue work on metabolic 
co-operation but with individually identifiable cells.
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7. ÏIÏÏSÜLÎ3 III, SELECTIVE COEDITIONS APPLIED TO CELL MIXTURES
TiiQ IPP gene in man is X-»linkecl and fibroblasts from females carrying 
the recessive al.ielo for the Lcsch***%han syndrome are or two types^  as 
expected from the Xyon hypothesis (Lyon, I96I), Cells in which the 
X«ohromosoiUQ carrying the nomal allele is active have normal levels of IPP 
activity, and those in i^ hich the X chromosome carrying the defective allele 
is active lack IPP activity (Rosonbloom, Kelley, Henderson and Seogniillor, 
1967), Individuals expressing the Lesoh-Nyhan syndrome are males whose 
X chromosome carries a defective allele for IPP. The coraj^ let© syndrome has 
been described earlier (ÎDhapter l), it is untreatablo and is associated 
with seyore mental retardation, No female homozygous for the defective 
allele has been reported as affected males are unable to reproduce, A 
progranmie for the control of the Losoh^Nyhan syndrome is possible by prenatel 
diagnosis and therapeutic abortion of affected foetuses. Foetal cells may 
be obtained by amniocentesis and assayed for IPP activity by incubating with 
radioactive hypoxanthine emd autoradiographing. Cells from affected 
individuals are unable to incorporate hypoxanthlne (Fujimoto, EeegmilXor, 
Uhlendorf and Jacobson, 19685 DeMara, Sarto, Felix and Benke, 1969, and Boyle, 
Raivio, Astrin, Eohulman, Graf, Saogmillor and Jacobson, 1970),
It is also possible to dotermino which female relatives of an affected 
individual are carriers of an allele for the Losch-Nyhajti syndx’ome and so 
at risk for giving birth to an affected individual (Rosôïibloom et al. 1967).
A fibroblast biopsy may bo taken and the cells autoradiographed after 
pulsing with tritinted hypoxanthine. However, tho proportion of cells 
capable of incorporating iiypoxanthino varies between individuals and also 
between replicate cultures from the same iïidividual. In one example en 
obligate hétérozygote had only 5% of cells able to incorporate Ijypoxanthino 
(Fujimoto and Seoginiller, 1970),
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The variability may be due to several factors and is not at present 
fully undorstood. The inactivation of the X chromosome may be random but 
an early event in development. A heterozygous individual woiflxl therefore 
be composed of large clones of norma], mid defective cells and serial biopsies 
from the same individual could contain different proportions of normal and 
defective cells. The X inactivation may not be randojii, one chromosome may 
be pz'eferentidlly inactivated in some cases. The X inactivation may be 
random, but after inactivation there mmy be selection in favour of cells 
having- a particular X chromosome active. Another complication is that of 
metabolic co-operation. Under culture conditions in< which the majority 
of cells touched, the genotype of the mutant cells was obscured by 
metabolic co-operation (Friedman, Seegmiller and Bubab-Sharpe, 1968). The 
ratio of wild type to mutant was thus to some extent a function of the 
plating density. Metabolic co-operation can cause confusion ii‘ its presence 
is not app3:^elated (Albertini and DeMars, 1970). It also explains why 
some groups have only been able to demonstrate the mixed phenotype of the 
heterozygote by cloning techniques (Migaon, dor Kaloustian, Nyhan, Xoung 
and GMlds, 1968, and Balzman, DeMars and Banks, 1968). They have been 
working with dense cultures of cells. The ability to select for phonotyplcally 
normal and mutant cells in cultures from heterozygous individuals would 
make diagnosis easier*
Fujimoto, Subak-Sharpe and Beegfidller (1971) demonstrated the feasi­
bility of applying selective conditions to cultures from.heterozygotes, 
and showed that metabolic co-operation affected the outcome of selection. 
Metabolic co-operation results in ah alteration in the phenotype of the XPP 
deficient cells* They either gain the ability to incorporate hypoxonthine, 
quanine, 05? their analogues into nucleotides, or receive nucleotides formed 
by the wild type calls (See Chapter 8). In the prasenoa of azaserina IPP 
deficient calls were killed if the sola purine source was hypoxanthiae. 
(Azaaerine,-likQ--fol-io acid antagoniste  ^blocks a step in the do novo synthesis
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of purinep and converts noriiial colls to tho equivalent of purine-roquiring 
auxotrophs.) Through metabolic contact with the wild type colls, the deficient 
cells received "the kiss of life" and survived under these conditions* In 
the presence of thioguanine the IPP deficient cells survived if grown alone, 
but those in contact with the wild type incorporated the analogue and were 
killed* Under these conditions the effects of metabolic co-operation has 
boon described as "tho kiss of death".
The availability of biochemically marked variants Pyl M / M R  and 
Pyï TCV^ TGR allowed selection to bo studied using conditions wMoh selected 
for the growth or death of cells through the presence or absence of APF 
or IPP activity* Selective systems wore potentially available to select 
for survival or death of either of tW variants in a mxod culture. Those 
studies are compMmontary to sjud extend those described above using primary 
human cells where only selective systems depending on the presence or 
absence of IPP could be used (Fujimoto et al# 1971)*
To set up the experiment 1 % 10^ of the following cells were inoculated 
each to five baby bottles: Pyï AA/MR, PyX TG/TGE and PyX, A set of five 
baby bottles was also set up using a mixture of 5 x 10^ ' oach of Pyl AA/AAR 
and Pyl TC/TGR* Tliis was analagous to the situation in some biopsies from 
a carrier of the Lesch-Myhan syndrome, half the cells being IPP deficient 
but in addition allowod the simultaneous study of a system lacking APP,
Af ter two days grot-rth, ÏÎAT and AAT were added at the optimal concentrations 
described previously, each to one separate complete sot of bottles# On tho 
fourth day, 8-asadonine 1000 (M) and 6-thioguanine 100 ^ g/mX. (TG)
were added, each to a further complete set of Wttles. In two of the 
experiments shown AA 100 ^ %/ml. and. TG 10 pg/ml, vrare used, the exposure 
being for ? days# One complete set of bottles was left unrestricted as a 
control# After one week, the cells were trypsinized off the glass, suspended 
in growth medium, washed cud resuspended in a Jmown volume of PBS* The 
concentration of cells was then determined using either a haemooytometer
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ohsiabor or a Goulter eountor*
Table XIII shows the results of four such experiments. The numbers 
of FyX cells produced in the control, M T  and EAT wore similar, indicating 
that those conditions aXLowed a normal growth of the wild type cells* The
numbers of %"% colls produced after exposure to M  and TG wore dramatically
reduced*
The application of the selective conditions to the variants alone 
produced the esgpocted results,* Pyl M / M E  cells grew in AÂ or EAT, but 
not in TG or MT. Conversely, TCt/TGR cells grew in TG or MT, but not 
in M  or IM* The M / M R  suiviving in TG end PyX TQ/TGE surviving
in AA would have died had the experiiaont been continued* In long-tem
experiments cells grew neither from 10^ Pyï AA/ME in 10 ^ g/s'ol* of TG nor 
from 10^ îyï TQ/TGE in 100 p,g/m3.# of M  (see Chapter j), Section 2)# The 
"survivors" referred to above had incorporated lethal quantities of the 
analogues and wore In a moribund state, but not actually dead*
Tho variants generally produced nearly as many cells under those 
selective conditions allowing growth as under no restrictive conditions* 
However, the M T  system reduced the number of cells produced, this ims 
partioulef'ly marked with the TC/TGR cells alone# As previously 
mentioned, the concentration of adenine used in AAT was only just below 
the level at wîiich inhibitory effects tjere produced, i^Mch is probably the 
main reason for this observation* To enable comparisons to be made mre 
easily, the numbers of cells obtained under tho selective conditions are 
expressed as a percentage of those obtained under non-rostrioted conditions, 
Figure XX#
The numbers of cells obtamed from the Wttles containing a 50:50 
mixture of the two variants were similar under all conditions# This would 
be predicted from the behaviour of the cells when gmwn independently.
Pyï M / M R  cells continued to gzww in M  and HAT, and Pyï TG/TGE cells
TABLE XIII# THE NUMBER OF ÜELLB P.BDDUCBD AFTER GROWTH OF THE 
VARIANTS UNDER A VARIETY OF SELECTIVE CONDITIONS#
1 X 10^ cells plated par baby bottle# AAT and HAT selection 
from day 2# 8-azaadenine end 6-thioguanine selection from day 4* 
Read at day 7#
Call ExperimentNumber Control
Cell nuiûber x 10^ 
AA TG HAT AAT
Pyï 4 8.4 0*08 0,06 7.2 5.1
3 7*3 0.1 0.35 8.0 5.0
Pyï kk/km 4 6.9 2.3 0.29 6.4 0.64
3 4*3 3.4 0.1 5.8 0.3
2 5.4 4.0* 0.5* 5.1 0.2
1 7.8 9.6* 0.02* 8.0 0,04
Pyï iVl’GR 4 1 2*8 0.06 1.0 0.09 0,87
3 1 8.0 0.8 6.9 0.25 4*6
2 1 4*8 0.05* 2.6* 0.05 1.3
........
1 1.4 0.03* 0.6* 0.02 0.5
Pyï M/US. and 4 6.9 5.5 2.9 7.9 3.5
Pyï T(VîüIl
3 3.5 2.5 1.1 3.1 3.2
2 7,5 4.7* 4.2* 1.5 6,1
1 2.4 5.1* 2.5* 7.7 2.2
M  1000 pg/ml# (except where 100 pg/ml# added at . day 2)
TG 100 ^ g/ml# (except + where 10 pg/ml# added at day 2)
Four separate determinations apart from fft where only two 
are shown»
Control À.A. TG HAT AAT
100/b
0
I I
0
100^
0
1
L'ili tfl'isikâ
I I
a
Pyl AA/AAR
j
Pyï TG/mx
r1
É I
f I
lOOfo
0
Experiment No. 4321 4321
pJV
4321 4321
M k
': ,g
4321
FyX AA/AAR + Pyl TG/TGR
FIGURE XX. TEE NUMBER OF CELLS OBTAINED UNDER SELECTIVE CÛNÜITICNS 
EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF THAT CF THE CONTiDL..
'Expressed as a percentage of the cell number in HAT medium,
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continued to grow in TG and RAT. However since metabolic co-operation takes 
place between these cel3.s "the kiss of death" would be expected to reduce 
the cell nuniber produced in the presence of AA and TO. Such a reduction 
was not apparent, despite the fact that only ï:ialf the number of cells of 
each variant were seeded as the mixture than when seeded alone. A similar 
number, of cells was produced by the cell mixture and PyX M/AAIi alone in 
AA, and also similar numbers were obtained from the cell mixture and Pyl 
TO/TuB alone in TO#
The selective conditions were modified in an attoiript to enhance any
possible affects of metabollo co-operation. In the first two experiments
AA 100 ^ g/rol* and TG 10 ^ g/ml. were added at day 2* It was thought probable 
that the selective conditions were being applied before sufficient growth 
had taken place for all the cells to be in contact, so metabolic co-operation 
could not affect all the resistant cells*
In the two later experiments the cultures were allowed to become
semiconfluent before the addition of the inîiibitors» Higher concentrations 
were used, AA 1000 ^ g/ml* and TG 100 pg/riU were added at day 4« The 
modification to the selective conditions did not slgnificmitly affect the 
oo3.1 .numbers produced* It is probable that at the higher levels of 
inhibitors overkill occurred# The majority of the sensitive cells weio 
killed too quickly to allow enough of the analogues to become incorporated 
into the resistant cells by metabolic co-operation to kill, them# The 
resistant cells then continued to grow s.nd formed a confluent sheet#
The numbers of cells produced by the mixed culture after growth in 
MT and AAT approached that in the unrastrioted bottles of mixed cells 
in many cases# The nurabo.rs produced ware very similar to the numbers of 
Pyï M/Mil ;ln M'S Euid Pyï Tc/BüR in MT, The phenotype of the cells 
growing in the mixture was detarminod in order to ascertain if "the kiss 
of life" had talcen place*
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The propoztions of the two variants present in the mixed culture after 
selection was determined in two ways, by cloning in the presence of inhibitors 
and by autoradiography# Table XIV shows the numbers of o3.oïieB produced by 
the cells of experiment 1 after growth in agar either without restriction, 
in M  100 pg/ml# or in TG 10 jtg/ml# The cells were counted and in cases 
where significant numbers wei^ e present, cloned in agar# 500 cells were 
inoculated into each dish and incubated for two weeks# The numbers of 
clones present in oach dish was then scored visiW.ly, each estimate being 
the average of two dishes# The cloning efficiency of the Pyï AA/AAR colls 
was between 5  ^and 25%? that of tho Fyl TG/TGE cells was only 2.$ to 4/^.
When cloned in the absence of Miibitor, both variants were free to 
grow# In the presence of AA 100 ^ g/m3.#, only Pyl AA/AAR cells grew, and 
in TG 10 ^ ig/ml# onJ.y % %  X'tyTGR cells g'.row# It was hoped that for each cell 
mixture the sum of the numbers of clones produced in the inhibitors would 
equal the number that grew under noneelectlve conditions, allowing some 
quantitation* Tliis was not Lhe case, indeed the lyl AA/AAR cells produced 
more clones in the presence of M  than in the absence of inhibitor# The 
numbers of Pyl TG/TGR clones produced were too small to be statistically 
significant# A qualitative analysis can be made however# No TG/TGR 
cells were present in the mixed bottle after selection in M, and no 
pyf AA/AAR cells were present after selection in TG# After growth in 
HAT and AAT, the mixture retained both types of cell demonstra-ting tliat 
"the kiss of life" had occurred#
The piwportionsof colls present were also determined by autoradiography# 
Samples of the cells from oach bottle were plated at low density to petrl 
dishes containing coverslips# The colls were allowed to spread, pulsed 
with either tritiatod adenine or hypo3canthine and xjrocessod for autoradiography# 
The numbers of labelled and unlabelled cells on each of the covorslips 
wore counted# To eliminate metabolic co-operation only solitary cello 
were scored. Table XV shows the results obtained using the cells obtained
TABLB XIV# Tm  FHBN0TYFB8 OF 0ELL8 IN  Tm  MIXTURE OF
Fy% M / M R  0ELL8 A #  ?yï Tq/TüR CELLS AFTER DBESmiT 
SELECTION PmCECURES AS DETmaNED BY CLONim IN AGAR. 
(EXPEBimm' 1),
m i#WA#Li >*,*1#
Control M TO mT mT
“ 25 45 36
i fyï M / M R  A 80 120 83 1
! $ 1 0 0 0
I
i ! 14 18 ?!
1 FyX îq/iGR a ! 0 0 oj
Ï 1 2
i
6
/g lyX M / M R  w 1 37 55 a 13
!
13
1 -» A 105 130 0 13 5 j
lyi TC/TGR T 4 0 5 a 3|
- Control
A 8-azaadenlm 100 jz^s/ra].*
T 6-thioguanln© 10 ^ g/iml*
Cloned in agar, eaeh figure is the average of two plates,
TABLE XV# œ  PmNOTÏPES 0? CELLS PÆSEN'T IN  TM  mXTUm OF ly ï  AA/MR 
MW % rï Td/TGR CELLS M ïER  DIFAERoNT SELECTION PBOCEDUmiIS AS
DETEmimD BY AUTUmDIOaBAPHY (Escperimmt
*  i fKr<nrw# l#w«5K#impÿJTaW * t ll#w v a tM *
Adonine f I%)oamathlm
0 labelled % unXaballed | % labelled % imlabeXXecl
(PyX TQ/'i'üR) (Pyl M/AAR) (Pyï Aâ/AàR) (Pÿï l’q/ïüR)
wuwiw3*v»mwwnm .fiLi:,!r a .i6aAw,m**%»#«&' w #$k ,#*
Control
8-âzaadonine
6-TJxlogiianiïie
M T
mT
61
1
100
73
31
39 
99 
0 
27 
69
m iM i* , J,I 4 W . V # * 1 M  I r * ( ^  :»X i f l .'« M « l (i' 1
36
98
3
64
a
97
75
71 29
In each case 100 solitary celle were scored at random.
A two-sample t-teet was used to estimate the significance of 
tho shifts in the proportions of the two variants present after selection 
in BAT and AAT*
The difference in proportions between the control and the AAT bottles 
was aignifleant at the 5)6 level (t - 6*38) «
The difference between the control end the HAT bottles was 
significant at the 1% level (t r»- 18,03)*
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in ozîporJLraont 4# 100 cells wore scored on each covoi’oXip.
The Gontï'oi irnsoXoctecl bottles contained between 36% and 39% Fyï M / M R  
cells* (labelled by hypomathlno but not %- adoziine) mid 61% to 64% % %
TQ/TOR oollo (labelled by adenine but not by hypo^nnthlne) * The two 
estimates using different labelled precursors were independent but agree 
well in their estiimto of the ratio of the two variants present* Indeed they 
agree so well that perhaps there was some bias in the sampling* The counts 
were not carried out blind* and during counting a selection £ov solitary 
cells to be coimted was necessary#
After Qxposuz‘e to M, -fciie propoz’tion of Fyl TC/TGE cells was reduced 
to 1*2%, After TG the pmpori;,ion of the Pyï M/AAR cells was reduced to 
less than 3%# Under these conditions* the selection proceeded in the 
mixture as predicted by the behaviour of the variants whoa gr^wn sia^y, 
there being selection for the variant resistant to the analogue present.
In each case two estimates were again obtained which agreed well.
The miicture continued to contain both variants after selection in 
HAT and MiT, Their behaviour in the mixture was different to that when 
plated singly because of the phenotypic change resulting from motabolic 
co-operation* In each ease, the proportion of each variant present was 
altered in favour of the one capable of growing alone under the selectivo 
conditions. In îET the number of cells able to incorporate hypoxanthine 
(PyX M/AAE) increased from 36% in too control to 71%, In M T  the numbex* 
of cells able to incorporate adenine (PyX TcVtge) had Increased fro# 61% 
to 75%, In each case the independent estimate of the cell ratios detexmlned 
by the second label confirmed the shift. These results demonstrate the 
presence of "the kiss of life", confirming the result obtained in a 
separate eiiperiment by cloning in agar,
"The Idas of life" has been shown to allow survival of APP deficient 
cells in AAT and XPP deficient cells in HAT when in contact with cells 
capable of surviving alone under these conditions, "The kiss of death" 
could not be demonstrated.
3^o
8. mSULTB #* m  MOLECULAR BA8I8 OF MABOLIO CO-OPERATION
Siibak-Bimrpe (1969) outlined five possible molecular baeea for motabollo 
Qo-opemtlon# Tho phenomenon could be duo to the exchange of either*
1, Nucleotides*
2. Radloaetlvoly labelled nua].eic acid*
3* Informational nucloio acid (mossengere IWA or DNA) carrying tho 
genetic information lacîd.ng in the variant cell*
4. Preformed polypeptide*
5, Regulating molecules*
By studying the half life of the phoaotypie alteration caused by
metabolic oo-opex’ation after dissociation of co-operating cells it is
theoretically possible to dlst.ingulsh between some of these possibilities
(%bak-8harpe 196$)) * The first two would be oxpected to result in
instantaneous reversloii of the cells to their nomol phenotype* Both
possibilities depend on the continued contact of the cells* The last three
possibilities would be expected to result in a prolonged "phenotyiiic lag"
after separation, during which tho cells would continue to behave as if they
were still co-operati%* The assumption is made that the half life of the
tx’^ansferred molecules is detectable* Ohicken APF activity was found to be
stable In AA/AAI%/TQ/TGR cells, having a half life of about one day
(see Chapter 9)* IFF activity in Lesch-Nyhan colls was found to be stable
for 12 hours (Cox, Krauss, Earl Balls and Danois, 1970)* Using Lesch-Nyhan
cells, Cox et al, (1970) showed that the half life of metabolic co-operation
was short in the case of IFF* Pitts (1971) using Pyï TîI/TQR colls also
showed that the half lifo of any phenotypic lag after separation was less
than ton minutes* These experiments thus suggest that metabolic co-operation 
depends on one or both of the first 1>wo alternatives*
These observations were confirmed in the following ex|)erim©nt* Figure 
XXI* Pyl M/AAR, Fyl TU/TGR and a 50s 50 mixture of the two wore eadi seeded
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to a 20 OS* and 'Wo 6 0%# bottle8 end allowed to grow to ooii^ luenoe. Tho 
6 00. bottlee were them pulood In eaoh ease either adonlno or hyposcaathine 
1 jxQi/ïiû.* for two hom?e before tiypolnlRing, washed In groxrth mectWm and 
plated at low deasltloe in po'tri dlehes containing eoveralips. The cells 
from the 20 o k * bottles were trypsini^ed off^  washed and then treated in 
either of t%# ways. First a odmpla of each was pulsed In suspension In 
growth medium Immediately after trypsini^ation with either 1 pÙi/i\A* adenine 
or hypozanthine for three hours at 3?^ . During the pulse, the cell suspension 
was shalsen gently. At the end of the pulse the cells were spun gently# 
washed twice in growth medlmn to remove unincorporated label and plated 
sepai’ateXy to petrl dishes containing covorslips* Second, cells were 
plated in the normal way and allowed to spread onto ooverslips. Itro densities 
of inoculation were used, 1 x 10*^  cells per dish and ‘j % 10*"^ cells per dish#
In the lightly inoculated preparations' few cells touched, the more heavily 
inoculated preparation contained few cells that were solitary. %mnty hours 
after plating, covorslips were reraoved for pulsing with either adenine or 
liiypoxanthino at 1 jxOiAil. for three hours* They wo.to then fixed, together 
with the covorsllpB carrying the cells pulsed prioa:* to splitting and with 
‘those pulsed in suspension. All three sets of coverslips were extracted with 
TGA and autoracliographed as usual.
The phenotypes of 'the cells pulsed alone prior to splitting were as 
expected (Table XVI), Pyï Aâ/ME cells being heavily labelled with hypoxanthine 
and slightly labelled (less than i50 grains/cell nucleus) with adenine and 
Pyï îo/tüE cells heavily labelled with adenine unlabelled (less than 3 
grains per cell nucleus) by hypoxanthlne* The phenotypes of the cells grown 
and pulsed as a mixture (in the 6 os, bottlos) before being plated were 
altered, there being hea-vy laWlling of virtually all cells îxïth with 
adenine and with hypoxanthine* This was clearly caused by metabolic 
co-operation. The nucleic acids labelled during the pulse roma:bied in 
the cells throughout %lio time they were trypsinlKOd and plated until fixation.
TABLE XVI. THE ABILXTI OF VArJAWT GELLS TO ÏNCOKFOMTE AJDMim AND
HÏPOSAKTHINE AFTER PULSIHG XNDEFEilDENTLÏ AND AS A MIXTURE
Pulse
1. Pulse prior to 
split
Pyï M/AAE
lyi Tq/TGR
pyl M/AAE+
Pyï TG/TGR
adenine bypoxojathine
^  go grains %K,50 grains % labelled % unlabelled
(Pyï TG/TGR) Pyï (AA/AAR) (Pyï AA/AAR) (Pyï TC/TGR)
0
97
100
a
3
100
0
99
0
100
1
a# Pulse in 
suspension
Pyï AA/AAR
Pyï TXVl'GE
Pyï M/AAR+
Pyï TG/TGR
3* Pulse after 
splitting and 
plating at 
g X 102/dish
Pyï AA/AAR
Pyï TG/TGR
pyï aa/aaih
pyï TC/T
0
100
6a
100
0
38
100
0
26
2
100
93
98
0
100
0
98
0
100
74
70 grains % ^ 70 grains % labelled % unlabelled
0
100
a
4. Pulse after 
splitting and 
plating at 
1 X 102/dish
Pyï AA/AAR
Pyï TC/TGE
Pyl AA/AAR+
Pyï TcyTGR
3
100
80
93
0
20
100
0
43
0
100
37
The grain number over the nucleii of 100 cells counted in oach case. In 
sections 1, 2 and 4 ohly solitary cells scored. In 3 oonsecutivo cells 
were scored*
The background incorporation of hypoxanthine by the Pyï TC/tgR cells was 
less than 3 grains/cell nucleus*
The background incorporation by the Pyï M/AAR cells was under 30 grains/cell 
nucleus in sections 1 and 2, but under 70 In sections 3 and 4*
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In the preparations pulsed In suspension, Pyï M / M R  and i^ï TG/TGR 
celle a3.one behaved as before • Tho mixture however produced different 
results from those when the cells m m  pulsed while confluent in the 6 oa. 
bottles* After pulsing the mixture in suspension with adenine, there, was 
a irdxture of 62/S heavi3.y labelled cells and 38/â slightly labelled cells.
After pul.aing, the mixture :ui suspension with hypoxanthine contained 
labelled cells to unlabelled calls in the ratio of 26% to 74/^,- The ratios 
of the cell types present in the ffdxture as estimated by the independent 
pulsing t/itli the two labels agree well, Thera ware 62-74% Pyï TG/TGE 
(labelled with adenine, unlabelled' %rlth bypoxantklne) and 26-36% Pyï AA/AAR 
(slightly labelled with adenine, heavily labelled with jhypoxanthine).
It was occasionally noted that after pulsing with hypoxan.thlne tliaro was 
slight labelling of a cell in contact with a very heavily labelled cell. 
Apparently a Pyï AA/AAR cell in contact witli a Pyï Tc/TG-E cell taking part 
in metabolic co-operation. The lightly labelled % %  TQ/TGR cell eou3,d have 
derived its label from the following sources:
1, Prolonged pheaotyplo change caused by metabolic co-operation 
having a slow rate of decay,
2# Incorporation of residual quantities of label present in the 
growth medium by metabolic co-operation,
3# OontinuQd sticking Initiated in suspension,
4# Incorporation of labelled iiwiteriaX derived from the intracellular 
pools of the cell with wlbLeh it is in contact. Some labelled material may 
remain in the pools of cells for some time after the end of a pulse# due 
both to recycling of the label and to the time taken for the pool specific 
activity to become diluted by do novo synthesised material.
The first possibility can be discarded because the solitary cells would 
be expected to behave similarly. The second seems unlikely because tho 
cells were washed kwice before plating* Tho last two possibilities cannot
be distinguished ou this data# A reconstruction o^ cporiment is presen-tly 
beiiig imdortatei in an attempt to do so# Xf the last interpretation is 
corraotÿ motaWlio co-operation can take place in the absence of external 
precursor* and wuld involve the passage of labelled material' between 
co-operating cells#
The last section of the experiment confirmed that the cells were 
still capable of participating in metabolic co-operation# The cells were 
pulsed after plating either at a high or a low density while attached 'bo 
the glass# Either adenine or hypoxanthine'trere used, the pulse lasting 
three hoars,.- The immixed cells behaved as before* their phenotype reflecting 
their pattern of resistance# The lyï TC/TGE cells had a background of leas 
than four grains/nucloua after pulsing with hypoxanthijKe# Tho background 
of tho lyX AA/ME cells after pulsing with adenine was less than seventy 
grains/nucleus# The background was too high for this section of the 
oxporimant to be interpreted reliably# The reason for the high background 
is Wmoim#
In fflixecl culture at the Mgh density 93% or more of the cells were
labelled after pulsing with either adenine or hypoxanthine# Tho proporbion
of unlabellod cells in ‘the mixture pulsed idtb adenine shifted from
in the dense preparation to 20% in the lightly* seeded prapara*bion# After
pulsing with hypoxmrWiime the proportion of unlabelled cells increased from 
2% in ‘the dense preparation to 57% in the lightly seeded preparation*
The phenotypes of the variants in dense culture mx^ altered because of 
metabolic, co-operation* confirjiiing the result obtained after pulsing the 
mixed culture befoz^  splitting# On the Msis of the result obtained after 
pulsing with hypoxanthine the mixture contained Pyl AA/AAR and Pyï TC/TGR 
cells in about equal proportions#
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9. BJîtmïa ¥, moïTOïioH o? chxc« ESïKffiooœ wcLsii wiraiH 
MK 2l/0i9/3?yS Ottli YAHiMSïa.
hs PyX M/.iiAîyïtyïitE and SCr/Oar/iîUdK variant» botweon them offer
the possibility of following tho reactivation of tho chicken eryt'tocyte 
nuolQus with respect to six enzyme activities not previously documented*
The Pyl m/AAI/TG/TGE variant lacks detectable âPP and IPP activity and, 
though this Is not proven with complete rigour* the permeases involved in 
the passage of purine nucleosides through the cell membrane# The Pyl TO/Oar/ 
BUdE variant lacks detectable XPP* dooxyoytidlne kinase (clOK) and TK activity 
(Edwards* 1970)#
The kinetics of the appearance of chicken surface antigen* IFF 
activity and sensitivity to diphtheria toxin In heterokaryons formed from 
mouse A9 cells and chicken erythrocytes are well established (Harris et al*, 
19695 Harris and Cook, 19695 Oook, 1970, Dealc et al,, 1972, and Dendy, 1972)* 
The appearance of chick specific nucleolar material has been followed by 
immuuoflùoresoent techniques in heterokaryons formed from HaLa cells and 
chick erythrocytes (Bingerts et al*, 1971)*
The BBIl 21/013/PyY. cell varis-pts were fused with orytiiroeytes obtained 
from eggs of varying ages using BPL inaotiv8;bed Sendai virus* BsEperiments 
described here utilised erythrocytes from either ten, twelve or fifteen 
day old eggs*, Erythrocytes from adult hens were difficult to fuse efficiently. 
The reactivation process proceeded within BHK 2X/013/PyY cell variants 
as described in other cells* The rate of reactivation was dependent on 
the age of the egg from which the erythrocytes were obtained, the younger 
the egg the quicker the reactivation proceeded. When used in long-tom 
e:Eperi;iients the variants were pre-irradiated with 6000 rade of X-rays before 
fusion in order to prevent cell division which uiay result in the disruption 
of the nucleii within the heterokaryon (Harris et al*, 1969)* The cells 
were plated to a series of petri dishes containing coverelips after treatment
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with the Bendal virus# The ability of tho hetorokaryons to Incorpomto 
radioactive auoXoic acM precursors was assayed at intervals by transferring 
replicate coverslips to medium containing appropriate label* After terminating 
the pulse, the coveralips woio prepared either for scintillation counting 
or for autoradiography*
The orythi'ocyte nucleii began a process of en].argoment imrnediateXy 
after fusion# During this process the ohrojuatin expanded, the erythrocyte 
nucleii stained less densely and the nuclear bodies (Davies, 1961) ceased to 
bo prominent# Within one day of fusion some erythrocyte imoleii developed 
structures resembling small nucleoli# These structures wore present in 
Giomsa-kiay-GrimwaXd stained material, being compact bodies having similar 
staining properties to the hamsterr nucleoli* Their number varied, some 
erytJirocyte nucleii having one, but others Imving two or occasionally three* 
They appeared in a progressively greater proportion of erythrocyte nucleii 
as the reactivation process progressed and became larger and more densely 
staining# Sometimes erytlwocyte nucleii that appeared to have reactivated 
normally in other respects failed to develop nucleoli*
Figure MIX demonstrates the morphoXogicaX. changes that took place 
during the reactivation of erythrocyte nucleii from fifteen day old eggs 
in Pyï AA/AAI/Tc/ïGE cells that had been pre-irradiated with 6000 rads 
of X-rays prior to fusion* The morphological changes during reactivation 
were the ssjko in Wth Pyl TQ/Car/BUdH and Pyl AA/AAP/T(^TdE cells, Nucleolar- 
like structures h;id developed by twenty four hours after fusion in 50% 
of erytWocyW nucleii from twelve day old eggs after fusion with 
PyX Td/Oaxy.BMH cells* The development of the large nucleoli from the stmill 
nucleolar-like structures was a gradual process lasting several days# It 
took place at vsrying rates in different he to rolmryons within the soim 
preparation* The time of appearance of nucleoli therefore was not defined 
using morphological criteria alom*
FIGUH2 lŒll.
The reactivation of nucleii from fifteen day* old eggs after fusion
Y.dth X-irradiated lyX M/lXni/TG/TGR cells. All were supplied with
initiated hypoxanthine for four hours before fixation apart from
a),h) and c). All printed at the same magnification»
a) Erythrocytes from fifteen day old eggs. Tlie nucleii contain 
heavily staining nuclear bodies.
b ; A dikaryon eight hours after fusion. No enlargement of the
ei'ythrocyte nucleus, the nuclear bodies are peripheral*
c) A dikaryon eight hours after fusion. There has been some
enlargement of the erythrocyte nucleus, the nuclear bodies 
are peidpher^il.
d), e), f) One day after fusion. There has been considerable 
swelling of the ei'ythrocyte nucleii, d) end e) show ery throe te 
hucleii that have lost their nuclear bodies, they may 
contain primitive nucleoli, f) shov/s an erythrocyte with some 
nuclear bodies remaining at the periphery. None of these 
dilzaiyons v/as labelled.
g), h), i) T\s^o days after fusion. The nucleolar structures are 
more prominent. Tv/o of the dikaryons are labelled.
j), k),l) Three days after fusion. Both the hamster and the
erythrocyte nucleii have enlarged. The nucleolar structures 
are ve3T3' prominent. The three dikaryons are labelled,
m), n), o) Four days after fusion. A. similar pattern. The hamster 
nucleii have become larger. Two of the dikaiyons are labelled.
p)> r) Five days after fusion. A similar pattern to day three and 
four M l  th]"ee of the dikaiyons are labelled.
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Both the orythrocyijG nueXeuo £uid the haroeter ïiua3.euo of the hetemlmiyoA 
fomod between X-dra?adiated %rX M/Ml/TC/0?GE eellN and ehioken erythi^ ooytss
enlarged as the time after fusion inoreased* Figure XXIII shows the Increase
in the area of the erythrooyie nucleii from fifteen day old eggs during
reactivation in Fyï M/Mî/lC/ldE cells* The measurements were carried out
by cutting out the areas occupied by the chicken nucleii- from unselected
photographs of diltaryons W e n  at various times after fusion and printMg
them at a constant magnification on uniform paper* These pieces of paper
were weighed^ and since their weights were proportional to their areas
a measure of tho increase in their area was obtained* The area of nucleii
witMn intact erythrocytes vm forty units on the arbitrary scale chosen#
As soon as eight hours after fusion the process of enlargement had been
initiated in some erytkt’oeyte nucleii# The proportion of erybhrocyfce nucleii
that Imd enlarged increased Tilth tho tlm after fusion# By tt-m days af-ber
fusion most had undergone at least a two-fold Increase in area# Tho process
of enlargement produced up ‘to a ten-fold increase in the area of the
erythz'ocyte nucleii after five or si% days# The process was biphasic with
a lag at two to three days by which time the average area had increased
three-fold;
In Figure XXIV tiie increase in the area of the FyY AA/AAR/'iq/TG-E 
nucleii from dikaryons is plotted# The average area of these nucleii Increased 
two-fold during six d%ys, the majority of the increase taking place during 
the latter half of the experiment by which time the heteiWmiyons had bacome 
radiation girnit cells* The second phase of the enlargement of the cxythrooyte 
nucleii could be correlated with the time during v/hlch most of the enlargement 
of the hamstei' nuclei! took place* The enlargement of the erythrocyte 
nucleii m y  be due to two processes usually taking place sequentially^ 
the first being due to tho reactivation of the erybhrocyte nucleus within 
the foreign cytoplasm of the hamster cellg the second being duo to the
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presence of tho orythrooyto auoleli witliin a radiation giant cell, and was 
caused by whatever processes also caused the enlargement of the Imins'ter 
nucleus*
Tho .Increase In the volume of the erythrocyte0  ^If meaauredj would 
have been groat or thai tho iucreaee in area#
j)# m m
Tho incorporation of tritiatod thymicM-no by the reactivating e%ythrooybe 
nuclei! indicated DIA replication taking place* îton present the labelling 
was usually heavy and evenly dletributod over the reactivating nucleus^
I'igure XX¥* Bryb^ irocyte nucleii from in-jolve day old eggs fused with non- 
irradiated Fyl Ah/Mil cells after a two hour pulse were labelled in 25% 
of cases at fifteen hoursg 51% at eighteen hours and 6l% at twenty-six 
hours after fusion* Most often both chick and hamster nucleii in a 
heterokeryott were labelled^  but each could be labelled independently on 
occasions, Figure XXV,
4.
The time at which the erythrocyte nucleii commenced to incorporate 
uridia0{, and therefore ina.ke RMA was detemiined* After fusion with 
unirradiated Pyl AA/AAR cells^  erythrocyte nuoloil from twelve day old ogga 
ware labelled in 63% of easoa by thirteen hours after s. pulse lasting thirty 
minutes* This short time did not allow a sign;lficant proportion of the %#IA 
synthesised during the pulse to become processed and eztported to the 
cytoplasra* The grains produced by the decay of the tritiatod uridine incorpo­
rated were therefore situated over nucleii that had been synthesising
By eighteen hours of tes? fusion virtually every erytliroeyte nucleus 
was incorporating uridine and therefore synthesising lliA,
HeteroIcaîTyons formed fr<3in unirradiated i.-yY .--à/AikH/TG/TGR cells and 
erytiirocytes from 10 day old eggs, one day after fusion. Incubated 
vrLth tritiated thymidine for four Viours before fixation.
a; both hamster and eiytlirocyte 
nucleus labelled.
b) Hamster nucleus labelled. Two 
small nucleolar-like structures 
Cf-in be seen in the unlabelled 
erythrocyte nucleus.
c) Erythrocyte nucleus labelled. 
Slight labelling of nucleolar 
regions of the hamster nucleus.
d) A polykaryon containing two 
labelled and one unlabelled 
hamster nucleii and three 
erythrocyte nucleii. Only one 
of the erythrocyte nucleii is 
labelled, two nucleolar-like 
stinctures can be seen in the 
lower of the unle.belied erythrocyte 
nucleii.
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A functional oritei'lon of nucleoleu? aetlTity ip hoavy labelling after 
puXaop of au hour or more ijith tritiated #A precurporp, Figure XXITI 
demonstrate p heavy labelling over the nucleolar*t*lll{:o structure e within 
erythrocyte nucleii from ten day old eggs twenty-nine hours after fusion with 
non<lrrad:lat0d Pjl TC^Gar/BME cells* The preparation had boon pulsed with 
tritiated adenine for four hours px'ior to fimtion and then autoradiographedi 
In one region of the coverslip there had been slippage of the filrn^  allowing 
both the hoterokaryons and the grains produced by them to be viewed* The. 
small structuras referred to as nuoleolar-Xi3.ce are seen to be labelled more 
heavily than the surrounding nueleoplasm of the reactivated erythrmcyte, 
Therefore on the basis of both tWir morphology and tholr pattern of labelling 
at least some of these structures are functional nucleoli* Quantitation 
is at present lacking, but heavy labelling of a similar pattern was often 
seen over reactivating erythreoyW nucleii when the grain density was 
suitable*
5, teb ateX lc .ca-om m M oa.JatH em  h9:bsgsl5srffima.oM..a.d:lacon-li.Wmmte c  aBlXs
Erytlirocytes from ten day old eggs were pulsed in suspension with 
either tritiated adenine, hypozanthlne, deo^ycytidine or thymidine* Virtually 
all were labelled to Some extent by adenine, int of cases the labelling 
was heavy* 10)15 incorporated very small ojnomits of l^ poxanthiiie* were 
slightly labelled after .ueo^ gcytidine. were lightly labelled and 1)@ 
heavily labelled l:y thynndine* Erythrocytes from fifteen day old eggs 
were lightly labelled with adenine but not the other precursors*
Within a day of fusion there was b&avy_labelllng of heterokaryons 
formed from fyï AA/AAIVtQ/TOE cells mid ten day old eiythrocytes after 
puls:lng with tritiated adenine or liypoxantklne, Figure XXVII* This early 
labelling was due to the passive transfer of preformed ensymo (or perhaps 
m#A) to the heterokar^on at the time of fusion*
EIGL3Z IvDvl.
Eeterokapi'ons formed from unirradiated lyï ÏG/Gar/hUdR cells end erythrocytes 
from 10 day old eggs, fixed 29 hours after fusion. Tlie preparation was 
iru^uhated with tritiated adenine for four hours before fixation end then 
autoradiographed using 23.10 stripping film. Over some regions of the preparation 
the film had slipped after exposure, adlov/ing the cells and the grains 
produced by them to be viewed separately.
Direction of grain shift.
a.y. On the right is a dikexyon. Some debris lies over the upper pole of the 
cell. Below the hamster nucleus, which has a bilobed nucleolus, there is an 
erythrocyte nucleus with two primitive nucleoli. Tlie grains produced by the 
dikaryon are on the left. Tlie hamster nucleus and nucleolus are labelled more 
heavily than the cytoplasm. The grain distribution over them matches the 
morphology of the debri s and the hamster nucleus and nucleolus. Tlie erythrocyte 
nucleus is lightly labelled. The primitive nucleoli within it liov/ever are 
labelled much more heavily, liaving a. grain density approaching that of the 
hamster nucleolus.
b). A second example from the same preparation. Tlie heterokaryon contains two 
hamster nucleii and one erythrocyte nucleus which has two primitive nucleoli.
In contact with the heterokaryon is an unfused hamster cell. The grains produced 
by t}je cells have shifted to the left. Again the distribution of the grains 
matches the morphology of the hamster nucldi." and nucleoli. The erythrocyte 
nucleus is more heavily labelled than in a), but again there is heavier labelling 
over the primitive nucleoli. To emphasise the situation a more contrasty print 
of the grains is mounted as a flap over the heterokaiyon.
FIGURE X m i
Keterokeiyons formed from unirradiated lyY TG/Car/BUdR cells and erythrocytes 
from 10 day old eggs. Fixed twentyone hours after fusion.
#
ay Incubated with tritiated adenine for four hours before fixation. The 
dikaryon is heavily labelled. The unfused cells in the prepBration 
were unlabelled.
I
b) Incubated with tritiated hypoxanthine for four hours before fixation. 
The dikaryon is lightly labelled. The unfused cells in the preparation 
were unlabelled.
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Though fondai virus haemolysod adult hen ezyWwooytes, those from 
eggs %#re more resistant and not all were teomoXysed* When using erythrocytes 
from eggs some orythrooyte cytoplasm containing onsyme or m#A may enter 
X'dth the avian nuoleuE) at the time of fusion*
The half life of the AFP activity in the heteroîcaryons was long 
enough for the activity to remain detectable for tvie or more days. The 
labelling by hyposcanthine was lighter and passively transferred activity 
was rarely detected after two days* The difference in the degree of 
labelling by adenine and liy^ joxanthino liiay be due either to differences 
in the quantity of the onmymo transferred, or to differences in the activities 
of the two enzymes. Intact erythrocytes also incorporated more adenine than 
hypoxanthine# Both AFP and IFF of the chicken remained functlomil In the 
onvironmont of the hamster cell.
ÏÏsing either tritiated adenine or hypo%anthinB metabolic co-operation 
was demonstrable between the heterokaryons and cells that had not undergone 
fusion, Figure XXVIII, Bells not actually in contact, though close to the 
hetorokaryons wore usually imable to incorporate the label and retained 
their variant phonotyp>e* 8ome unfused hamster cells not in contact \dth 
heterokaryons were also capable of incorporating purines, these had presumably 
taWn part in an abortive fusion and had retamed soiao passively transferred 
ansyme activity# Metabolic co-operation could therefore take place in 
situations where the wild type donor cell was'Uhable to syirttesise the enzyme 
whose activity was lacking in the moiplenb cell. The presence of the 
passively transferred chicken specified engiymes not only allowed the variant 
to lncor|K)rate purines in*to nucleic acid, but also these heterokaryons 
were fully competont to take part in metabolic co-operation#
The presence of metabolic co-operation impeded the analysis of the 
reactivation of the chicken erybhrocytes by grain counting# Heterokaryons 
containing reactivated erythrocytes were also capable of taimig part in 
metabolic co-operation, Figure XXVIII, Only solitary cells could be utilised
FIGUES
Metabolic co-operation between unfuaed hamster cells and heterokaryons formed bj 
fusion of erythrocytes from fifteen day old ergs v/ith ly'I 23/2311/11/103 cells. In 
both cases the preparations were incubated with tritiated adenine for four hours 
before fixation.
a). Fixed at one day after fusion. The 23? activity of the heterokaxyon was 
derived from the erythrocyte by passive transfer at the time of fusion. The 
unfused hamster cell is labelled by virtue of metabolic co-operation with the 
heterokaryon- Unfused hamster cells in the sarae preparation not in contact vith 
heterokaryons containing erythrocyte nucleii were very occasionally lightly 
labelled.
ii •
b). Fixed at four days after fusion. Kote the enlargement of all the nucleii. The 
heterokaryon contains a reactivated erythrocyte nucleus with a large heavily 
labelled nucleolus. Ti\e iu-r activity derived by passive transfer has decayed and 
been replaced by enzyme synthesised within the heterokaryon. The unfused hamster 
cell in contact with the heterokaryon is labelled because of metabolic co-operation 
with the heterokaryon containing a reactivated erythrocyte nucleus.
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for graiîi comité bôoauao tho phonotype of cells In contact eonld Wve been 
altered by metabolic œ-operation* Even tîien metabolic co-operation could 
not KWays be totally eliminated because the cells may move apart during 
the experiment or a bridging cell become detached during the processing,
The effect this had on the counts was to transfer some of the heterokaryons 
from the unlabelled class to the labelled class and to increase the background 
labelling of some unfused cells. Of course metabolic co-operation did 
not work in the opposite direction end transfer the cells from the labelled 
to the unlabelled classes. Since the class of cell being searched for was 
labelled, heterokaryons containing reactivated erythrocytes, the result 
in qualitative terms will not have been affected by metabolic co-operation,
6, Reactivation of the genetic information of the erythrocyte nucleus
Figure XXÏX demonstrates the ability of some heterokaryons formed 
from erythrocytes from ton day old eggs and unirradiated Py% TO/Car/BUdE 
cells to incorporate hypoxanthino, deoxyoytidine end thymitllno by twenty 
nine hours after fusion, Some heterokaryons were also labelled by these 
precursors at twenty hours after fusion. Since at this time all of the 
heterokaryons were making any having IFF activity were labolled,
The TK and dCK activities however were only deraonstrablo in heterokaryons 
containing nucleii passing through 3 phase during 'Wie pulse.
On the basis of the biochemical and morphological changes that have 
taken place in some of the erythrocyte nucleii by twenty nine hours after 
fusion it is probable that some of the heterokaryons contained roaetivated 
erythrocyte nucleii. Borne erythrocyte nucleii had enlarged, were synthesising 
Mà and had one or more functional nuoleolii. In some cases heterokaryons 
were labelled that contained erythrocyte nucleii that were not fully 
reactivated. In these oases the activity was due to passive transfer 
(see previous section).
Heterokaryons fonncd by fusion of eyrthrocytes from ten day old eggs and 
unirradiated xyY TG/Cur/iiUdR cells. Incubated with tritiated nucleic acid 
precursors for four hours prior to fixation. Fixed at twenty nine hours 
after fusion.
♦ **
«
a), low power view. Pulsed with
thy nidine. The only cell labelled 
contains two erythrocyte nucleii 
pnd a hamster nucleus, all labelled.
b). Higher power view. Pulsed with 
tritiated thy nidine. A heterokaryon 
containing one labelled, hamster nucleus 
and two labelled erythrocyte nucleii.
A second unlabelled hamster nucleus is 
present.
c). Pulsed with tritiated deoxycytidine. 
The hamster nucleus is labelled, the 
erythrocyte nucleus is unlabelled but 
contains a nucleolus.
d). Pulsed with hypoxen-^ne. The 
heterokaryon contains one hamster 
nucleus end three erythrocyte nucleii, 
two of which have labelled nucleoli. 
The heterokaryon is labelled, the 
adjacent unfused hamster cell is 
tailing part in metabolic co-operation 
with the heterokaryon.
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EzyblirooyteG from fifteen day old egge were need In order to redaoe the 
passive transfer of enzyme activity* the passive transfer iJas less both 
because the enzyme activities in the erythrocytes from older eggs were lower 
and also because there was greater îxaemolysis and therefore perhaps not so 
much oyboplasmic transfer at the time of fusion* The process of reactivation 
was sloT^ Jor In the erybheooyte nucleii from older eggs and so there was 
more time for decay of the p^assively transferred activity to occur*
The hamster cells wore pre-irradiated prior to fusion to prevent 
nuclei! within hetex’okaryons entering mitosis* fyY. TC/Oar/BUdH cells 
underwent massive niieronueleation after irradiation with doses of X-rays 
ranging Srom 1*000 to 10*000 rads and could not be used for long term 
experiments* The Pyl âà/MîyTG/ïGE cells ceased to divide and many 
cases retained a single nucleus for several days after 6*000 rads* There 
was however a reduction in the numbei* of cells on the coverslips by up to 
80# over the first four da,ys after fusion.
Tiie ability of the dikaiyons formed between erythrocytes from fifteen 
day old eggs and pre-irradiated Pyl M/Mr/TG/TGH celle 'bo incorporate 
adenine* adenosine, hypoxanthine and gunnosino was followed at daily 
Intervals after fusion by autoradiograpliy* The number of grains over the 
hamster nucleus of forty <H.karyons were eoimted at each point* Dikaryons 
were used 'bo eliminate differances possibly present due to variations in 
the numbers of nuclei! within the heterokaryons. Only solitary dilcaryons 
wore used to avoid the effects of metabolic co-operation* At one day after 
fusion there was heavy labelling of dlkaiyons after Incubation for four 
hours with tritiated adenine, and some labelling after incubation with 
tritiated hypoxanthine. This labelling was due "bo passive transfer of APi 
and IFF activity* There was no labelling of the heterokaryons at this 
time after incubation with adenosine or guanosim*
The results obtained by grédn counting over the hamster nucleii of
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dlk&ryons are h^owa in Figaro XXX* The passively troiisforrod activity allowing 
adonino incorjporation doolinod over tho firot throe days boforo initiating 
a riso that continued im'lAl the sixth day. The other activitios showed 
a rise on the second day after fusion that continued throughout the experi­
ment. The rise in the incorporation of adenosine and guanosine was just 
detectable in tlilrj experiment. Both behaved in a sindlav f asMon an! the 
rise was çimultenaoUe with those of adenine and IpypoxontMne incorporation.
The control cells counted wore solitary hamster cells with single 
nucleii in the same preparations as the dikaryons* The rise in the grain 
counts over the controls during the experiment was due lio two effects#
Firstly metabolic co-operation could not bo entiroly eliminated for reasons 
that have already been mentioned. Secondly since the average area of the 
irradiated hamster nucleii doubled during tW experiment, tîie counts due 
to autoreadiographic background would also be esspactod. to double* The 
initially raised level of adenine incori:)oration was probably due to passive 
transfer of enzyme activity at the time of an abortive fusion*
The ability of the heterokaryons containing reactivated erythrocyte 
nucloil 'feo incorporate various purine precursors differed# The incorporation 
of adenine was the highest followed by hypoxanthine, lowest of all was that 
of the nucleosides adenosine end guanosine*
Figure XXII shows Some of the d5.karyons pulsed tilth hypoxantj^ in© 
that wore used for obtaining the grain counts plotted in Figure X3QC, The 
dikaryon© that have incorporated hypoxanthine contain erythrocyte nucleii 
with nucleoli* The sise of the nucleoli In the reactivated erythrocyte 
nucleii varied* Occasionally a heterokaryon with an erythrocyte nucleus 
without a nucleolus was labelled# The label, may have 1)een incorporated 
either by virtue of metabolic co-operation with a heterokaryon containing 
a reactivated erythrocyte nucleus, or enzyme activity transferred at the 
time of fusion m y  remain# Some dikaryons containing erythrocyte nucleii 
with large nucleoli failed to incorporate any label. The erythrocyte nucleus
Grains/40 nucleii. 
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may not h&ve reactivated it8 ability to ppeoify XFj? or the boterokaryon imy 
have boon syntherising very little nudeio acid during tho pulae,
figure HXX shows a hetezoîmryon four days after fusion widch contains 
two reactivated erythrocyte nucleii both of iMch have nucXooll* The 
unfUsed lisimster cell partifdly in the photograph was one of those used as 
a control. Tho preparation fed been pulsed with tritiated adenine for four 
hours before f:feation* OiD.y the heterokaryon is labelled and therefore 
capable of incorporating adenine. The unfused fyl AA/MB/lu/TGR cells in 
the preparation rojiiain incapab3.e of incorporating adenine.
The ostlmatlonBof the Incorporation of preformed purines by the 
heterokaryons was open to subjective errors of judgement since it ms 
impossible to perform them bl;lnd jn this system. The reactivation was aiso 
followed by scintillation counting in su attempt to ©liirdnate observer error. 
The coversllpSj instead of being mounted md autoradio graphed^ were counted 
in a scintillation counter after pulsing aa usual with the labolled precursors.
figure XXJ.XX shows the results obta:uiod after fusing erythrecybes 
from sixteen day old eggs with ifVirradiatod PyX AA/MF/TG/TGE cells. Sach 
point is the average of tho counts inoozporated by two coverslips. There 
was a decay :ln tho incorporation of each purine precursor during the first 
three days after fusion baforo it rose again to nearly return to the initial 
levels by the sixth day. The siMlm'ity in the behaviour of all the activities 
is striîîiing. The incorporation of uridine was determined in parallel and 
is also plotted as a percentage of the initial value on Figure XXXII. It 
dropped rapid].y until the fourth day after fusion after which it settled 
at lO-15/â of the initial value. The decay in the incorporation was due to 
the loss of cells from tho coverslips because of their X-drradiation before 
fusion. The uridine incorporation by the fused preparation and control 
unfusod X-irradlated % X  i\A/MïVTCV^ TGR cells were identlcaJ, throughout 
the experiment. Treatment with bendal virus and the process of cell fusion 
therefore did not grossly alter the ability of the variant cells to
FIGURE AÂXI
A heterokaryon four days after fusion v/ith fifteen day old 
egg erythrocytes. Two reactivated erythrocyte nucleii, both 
of which hsvc nucleoli, are present in the heterokaryon. An 
unfused hunster cell is partially in the photograph. The 
preparation m b s incubated with trirlated adenine for four 
hours before fixation. Cnly the heterokaryon is labelled.
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FIGURE XXXII, INCORFQRaTION OF HETEIiOKARYONc Ab DEîEiûaUED BY 
BCINTILAITION COUNTING,
Tritiated precursor sup»plicd :
•©-Adenine -Br^denosine -v-Hypoxanthine -^-Guanosine
— O— Uridine fused A Uridine control (unfufcd).
incorporate uridine.
The drop in the Incorporation of uridine by the coverellp preparatioxis 
necessitated the normal!nation of the incorporation of the labelled purine 
precursors before the incorporation at different femes could bo compared. 
Figure XXXII1 shows tho counts obtained due to the incorporation of the 
four different purine precursors normalised to the incoi'poration of uridine. 
The initial plot on each curve is the incorporation expected by unfusod 
Pyï M/AAiyTC/TUE cells. There was increased AFP activity in tho fused 
preparation at one day after fusion^ this was due to passive transfer.
Little if any increase in activity occurred before the second day. Between 
the second and the fourth days after fusion thei'e was an ilncroasQ in i/he 
incorporation of all four purine precursors. The Increase in the aotivitlee 
of the piulne salvage enssymes was closely similar to that obtained by 
grain counting (Figure XXX) both in the tiiïiing of the reactivation process 
and the relative incorporation of the different precursors. In both cases 
APP was by far the most active. The two determinations were carried out 
using matoîial obtained in different experiments.
Tho loss of colls males interpretation of this experiment difficult. 
Prollmimry results indicate that it will ho possible to reduce the loss 
by lowering the dose of X-rays given to the m/aAIV'TC^TGE cells to 
1000 rads.
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The growth curve8 for the % %  and ?y% M/ÂÂiyîi^TGU cello wore
identical. Single point detezmixmtiono of the nuïaber of Fyl M / M E  and
F^'Y, TC/fCiE oollo at 7 daye after plating indicated that theeo too had similsu*
growth rate©, The similarity was oosfifirmed by results shown in Chapter Y,
%
After inoculating X z 10 cells to a baby bottle, there was about a fifty­
fold increase in the number of both Py%, ïyf m/aae emd PyY TG/TGE cells 
dur:lng tho week after plating. The rate of growth was not constant, thoro 
being a aLo^ 'dng after 3*4 days, until by 6-7 days the number of cells in tho 
monolayer coased to increase* Changing tho medium at 6 days stimulated 
growth and higher cell, densities m m  achieved* Otsiilea (197S), also 
using polyoma transforined BHk 21/013 colls, obsoznred tho some phenomenon, 
and bhowed that stimulation could be achieved without changing tho medium 
by adding serine, glycine or pyruvate* limitation of these substances may 
in some way cause the cessation of growth#
The process of biochomic^ Cl, selection had thus not affected the rates 
of growth of the variants in liquid medium and all continued to be capable 
of being cloned in agar suspension.
When exjposed to purine and pyriioidina analogues for which resistance 
had not been selected, the vaillent cells showed the saiuo sensitivity as the 
wild typo cells* Tm development of resistance was not a blanket one to 
all purine or pyrimidine analogues, but specific to each analogue. An 
exception was the lyf TQ/Cai/BME variant being resistant to TOE, which 
will toe discussed later, and perhaps another exception was in the case of 
the % Y  TC^TGE cello surviving slightly better than the PyX cells at low 
coneentrfcitions of AA# Slight alterations in sensitivity such as this 
coiü.d foe achieved by an increase In the da novo synthesis of purines, diluting
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out tho analogue and competing with it inside the cell* TM.s alteration 
might be selected for by growth in the other inhibitors*
The phenotypes of the variants were also confimed by growth in 
aminopteaeln irl'hh. either adenine or hypoxanthine as a purine source#
PyX M/aAE cells grew in MT but not M'S and 'Bjl TQ/TGR cells grew in AâT 
but not in RAT* The Pyl M / M E  cells could not utilise preformed adenine 
as a purine source and Byi TO/fGE could not utilise hypoxanthine.
The incorporation of preformed purine and pyrimidine nucleic acid 
precursors was directly tested by supplying the cells with tritiated material* 
The iïiGorporation of the tritiated purines and pyrimidims into maoromolecules 
was assayed both by scintillation counting and by autoradiography# The 
patterns of incorporation by the variants were as expected* Those resistant 
to an analogue of a purine or a pyrimidine were, in general, incapable of 
incor|3orating significant quantities of that purine or pyrimidine#
In the case of one variant there was unexpeoted incorporation* 
ïyY AA/AAE cells continued to inoozporate small quantities of adenine end 
had only a reduction in their capacity to incorporate adenosine* Borne 
adenine may have become deaminated, either intracellularly or extracellularly, 
to produce hyijostothine which the Fyl AA/AAR cells were capable of Incorporating, 
In the case of adenosine deamination by adenosine deaminase to produce 
inosine is well established# Tuberoldin does not undergo deamination 
(Eoy^Buwm, 1970) and so since the ensysne adenosine deaminase does not 
take part in a lethal synthetic step, there is no selection for its absence# 
Golls resistant to tuberoidin therefore might bo osqïdcted to continue to 
be capable of incorporating adenosine via the deamination pathway* They 
would be expected to have a reduced ability to incorporate adenosine via 
adenosine kinase since tubercidin is capable of phosphorylation to an 
Inl'iibitoi’y derivative, tubercidin monophosphate, by this enaymo* %rmal 
levels of adenosine ld.nase activity Jiave however been found in the PyX AA/AAE 
cell variants (Edwards, 1970)# The biochoiidcal basis of resistance 'bo
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tuberoidln is mot fully understood, but there is evidence to suggest that 
there may have been a modification in the permeability of the calls to 
tuberoidin#
Conversely, there are exmiples of variants being unable to Incorporate 
purines and pyrimidines to whose analogues they had not prceviously been 
exposed* PyY Tq/TGR cells have a reduced capability to incorporate uridine* 
Pyl TG/TGE a,nd Pyl TcVOar/BME calls have a reduced capacity to lncorpo:oa.te 
adenosine# Pyl TCV^ Gar/BUdE colls incorporate very little guanosine#
The FyX TG/TGE variant had not been selected for resistance ’bo any 
analogues of urid:lne and there is no reason to consider there to have been 
any selective preseuz’O in favour of a low uridine Incorporation, The Pyl 
AA/AAIV'TQ/TGR cells, which had been exposed to the analogues TG and TGR 
in exactly the eame manner as the TO/TGE cells cUd not have such a 
drastic reduction in their uridine inooz’pora’tion. Impurities were not 
present in the preparations of the inhibitors used that selected for the 
inability to incorporate uridine* It is of interest to note, however, that 
SyabaXaki et el* (1959) found tliat D 98/AG cells resistant to S^asaguanine 
were three^fold mom résistant to the pyrimidine analogue g-fluorouracil 
than the wild type D 98* Mo testing of the resistance of the Fyl variants 
has yet been carried out using luorouraoll*
The reduced Incorpcsration of adenosine by the Pyl TC/TGE and Pyl 
TC/Car/BUdR ce3J,s could be explained by suggesting that the majority of the 
adenosine was Incorporated as inoslne after deaioination# Since the Py'I 
'liyTGE and FyX TQ/Oar/BMR cells were unable to incorporate Inoslne, label 
presented to them as adanosjj^ ie was poorly incorporated# The deamination 
may take place extracellularly (Bakala, 1969) and so is not incompatible 
with the suggestion that resistance of these variants to nucleosides lies 
in an alteration in their permeability (Edwards, 1970)*
FyZ To/Oar/BMR cells were found to be cross-resistant to TGR and 
mzable to incorporate labelled guanosine, though not selooted for j^ esis'taneo
1U3
to Î’GH* These observations suggest that the routes of incorporation of 
guanosine and guanine have one or more steps in cowaon* Binoe the resistance 
to TG is a single step process and the FyX TG/TGE cells have been shomi to 
lack detectable IPP activity, guanosine may nomally be acted on by 
nucleoside phosphorylase and incorporated as the base fey the ensyme IPP* 
However other pathways may also fee used because there was no crossM.rosistance 
between TG and TGE during the initial selection of the Fyl TG/TGE and 
PyY âà/MP/'rcy'TGR variants (8ubak-Sharpe 1969)»
The PyX M/AAR/TG/TGR variant was shown to fee capable of reversion 
in three activities after long periods of growth in the absence of the 
analogues, becoming capable of incorporating adenosine, hypoxanthine or 
guanosine# No reversion a-dth respect to APJ? siotlvity was over seen* Those 
findings confirm those obtained fey hoekhart (1972)# In those cases where 
reversion was seen the resistance to tho analogues could not have been duo 
to a deletion*
2. M ^ ^ P l i e ^ - p p p ^ i p n
The presence of metabolic co-operation was demonstrated using double 
label autoradiography to distinguish the two variants after mixing* The 
results obtained fey BErk et al# (1968), Sufeak-»Sharpe ct al* (1969) and Sufeak** 
Sharpe (1969) were confirmed using double label au'boradiography* Metallic 
co-operation occurred between cells in contact at light microscopic level 
and caused an alteration in the phenotype of the co-operating vendant cells 
to that of the cell with which it was in contact* Metabolic oo-operation 
requires a donoi^recipient re3.ationship between two cells, mth the cell 
exhibiting the enayme activity being the donor# Depending on the precursor 
provided a particular variant may act either as the donor or the recipient. 
When a mixture of Fyl ââ/âAR and Fyl T(%/TGE cells was pulsed i-Jith aden:lne 
Pyï M / A A R  cells were the 3?ec.ipient, but when hypoxanthine %fas used they 
acted as the donor* Oonversaly the Pyï Ti/TGE cells acted as the donor
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during pulsing with adenine and the recipient during pulsing i-jith hypoxanthine<
Under eeXeotivo conditions, the phenotypic change caused by metabolic
co-operation may result in either of two effects depending on the type of
selective eyetern being used (Fujimoto et al,, 1971), When the cells were
made uuxotropktc for a purine source an intact salvage p^ ith allowing thq
incx>rpo-vation of preformed purine from the medium was essential for their
survival, do-operating cells, though nomially incapable of incorporating
the puïine supplied, survived and grew under these conditions because of
their phenotypic change# In this situation metabolic co-operation has been
termed "the kiss of life". In the presence of a purine tm^dogue £in intact
purome salvage pathway was letha]. for the cell* Oo-operatmg cells were
killed under these conditions because of their phenotypic change* Metabolic
co-operation in these ciroumstanoea has been teimied "the kiss of death".
The IdLss of life and the kiss of death were first demonstrated using
mixtures of IPP negative and wild type human fibroblasts*
AAp TG, HAT and AâT pzwidod four selective symterns to test for the
presence of "the kiss of death" and "the lîlss of life" using Pyl AA/AAE
and FyX TG/TGR cells both as donors and as recipients, "The kiss of life"
was demonstrated using either variant as the recipient., Conditions allowing
"the kiss of death" to affect the selective process were not aoMeved*
It was pTObable that an overk:Ul situation was pîi’esent* The sensitive
cells were killed rapidly and perhaps also some of the co-operating
cells, but enough z’osistant cells survived to grow to confluence, "The
kiss of death" might be demonstrable in this system by using different
initial proportions of the two variants. If the sensitive calls were present
i.
In excess^  the resistant cells wou3.d have less chance of escaping the effects 
of metabolic co-operation*
The half life©of the phenoty%)lc change in the incorporation of adenine 
by the AA/àAïi cells and that of hypoxanthine by PyX T(^ /T(ni cells brought 
about by metabolic co-operation were investigated* They were found to be
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too short to dotoot by romispondlng a eonfluont oulturo eoatalnlng a mixture 
of both variants and pulsing Immodlatoly in auapension# Tho Inooiporatlon 
of adenine and hypoxanthine due to metabollo co-operation was almoot certainly 
in both oases dependent on continued cell contact# %tabollc oo-operatlon 
in these ayateme was therefore due to the transfer of labelled nucleotide 
or nucleic acid between the celle» Cox et al. (197C) using Leeoh-Nyhan 
GellSj^  and Pitta (1971) using TC^TGB celle; showed that tlie half life 
of metabolic co-operation i-me negligible in the case of hypoxantlTlne 
incorporation#
A second line of evidence pointing to the molecular basis of metabolic 
co-operation was obtained* After fusing Fyl Ait/MI^/TG/TGE cells with chicken 
erythrocytes there w s  in some cases passive transfer of APP and IPP 
activities to the heterokazyons, ^hterokaryons containing non-reaotivated 
erythrocyte nucleii could take part in metabolic co-operation by acting 
as donors of the ability to incorporate either adenine or hypoxanthine to 
unfused lyX M/M^/T(yT(B cells in contact with them* Metabolic co-operation 
in this situation could not liave been due to the transfer of informational 
macromolecules because they irfere not being synthesised, (assuming that tho 
passively transferred activity from tho chicken erythrocyte was due to the 
transfer of protein and not m%A)* The transfer of regulating molecules 
can be discarded for the same reason# The remaining possibilities are the 
transfer of labelled material; either nucleotides or labelled nucleic acid, 
or the transfer of preformed ensyme* The former possibility is probably the 
case* A limited number of molecules of the chicken engyme enter the hetero- 
Itaryon at the time of cell fusion and it Is unlikely that these would be 
transferred to tl]^  unfused co-operating c^ls*
Bom evidence suggested that metabolic co-operation could take place 
in the absence of labelled precursor In the medium# After mixing prelabelled 
cells with unlahelled cells, some of the cells in contact with heavily 
labelled cells became lightly labelled. If the light labelling can be shown
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to be due to metabolic co-operation, the moleculaz* basis could only have 
been by the exchange of labelled material between the cells. The labelled 
cells were the sole source of labelled material during the time the cells 
were in contact.
More tlîEm one mechanism of metabolic co-operation may act in any one 
cell typo, and in tho case of different cells and different ensyrae activities 
involve the use of several moch^ misms. however all the above evidence points 
to there being a transfer of nucleotides or labelled nucleic acid between 
co-operating BÏEC 2l/013/PyY cell variants.
Autoradiography is a hlgiBly sensitive technique for detecting enayme 
activity. The presence of the protein is not detected directly, and very 
few molecules of an active ensyme need bo present in a cell in order to 
produce detectable labelling. The position of the labelled material in the 
cell at the time of fixation may bear no relationship to the location of 
the enzyme causing the incorporation. In the case of the purine and pyrimidine 
salvage pathways, once the precursor has been phosphorylated it is free to 
travel anywhere inside the cell either as a nucleotide or a macromolocule.
The cell luembran© is normally impermeable to nucleotides and macromolecules and 
the labelled purine precursors are retained within the cell after phosphory- 
la;tion. However, during metabolic co-operation either nucleotides or labelled 
nucleic acid are capable of passing between cells iïi contact at the level of 
the light microscope# Because of the degree of labelling of co-operating 
cells and the passage of significant quantities of labelled material over 
distances of several cells within a few hours the small rapidly diffusing 
nucleotides are most probably transferred between co-operat3ng cells.
Excitable animal cells are in ionic contact by mans of low resistance 
pathways (Wwenstein, 1966). Ionic coupling also can exist between both 
normal and transformed cells in culture (3}\trschpan and Potter, I96S).
Studies on the oeU contacts between coupled colls have suggested that tlie 
gap junction servos as the low resistance pathway (Payton, Bennett and
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Pappas, 1969). Gilula, Waves end Stainfeaoh (1972), have correlated the 
presence of gap jimetlons, Ionic coupling, and me-fcabolic co-operation using 
two cells unable to luicorpomto hypoxanthine when gromi alone, DA and A9, 
and cells capable of inoorpo:eating hypoxontb3rio, Don cells. In mixed culture 
metaîDolio co-operation took place between Don: DA cells, but not between the 
DonsAÇ cells. Don cells wem ionically coupled and also made gap Junctions 
with DA cells. Neither ionic coupling nor gap Junctions were seen between 
A9 cell© and Don cells. These result© are etibng circumetanti&l evidence 
that the pz'asence of gap Junctions is needed betvjeen cells to allow them 
to be in ionic contact and to take part in metabolic co-operation. They are 
eJ.so compatible with tho molecular basis of metabolic co-operation being 
the transfer of nucleotides between cells via gap Junctions* It Is not 
îmowB wiy L cells and their derivatives should be incapable of forming gap 
Junctions and paiticipating in, metabolic co-operation.
Metabolic co-operation has been demonstrated to occur over long 
distances and to imolve several cells (Subal-c-Bliazpe et al., 1969).
Metabolic co-operation has been shown to take place between hman cells 
in vitro (Freedman et ad.*, 1968), and in vivo. Turaours in hamsters foraied 
from Pyl TO/TGR cells wez's capable of Incorporating tritiated hypomntbino 
(Pitta, 1972). Within the body, metabolic co-operation may be an important 
fom of intracellular communication avez* quite laz*ge distances. It may 
explain wliy hétérozygotes for the hesoh-Nyhan syndrome are phenotypically 
normal. Crick (1970) lent weight to the theories based on the formation 
of gz’adients that Imve been advanced in attempts to understand morphogenesis*
There appears to be no physical reason why molecules about the size 
of cyclin sîiould not be able to set up gradients over distances of 
30 cells or more and influence the behaviour of the cells. Crick termed 
such molecules eiorphogens. The sotting up of a gradient over a line of 
colls will bo conaidorod as a model* At one end of the line there is a 
source of the moaqahogon which produces the chemical and maintains 0. constant
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concentration* At the other end of the J,:ine there is a einlt;, destroying 
the iuoiphogen an,d Iceeplng the concentration at a fixed low 3-evel* The 
morphogen diffuses from one cell to the next dowxi the line and after a time 
approaches a dynemio equilibrium. If the diffusion constant is ©vo:oywhero 
the (Same, the concentration gradient of tho n;oxphogen will bo linear* At 
(my one point the conoentratilon of the morphogen is unique and a3.1ows the 
coll at that place to i*elat© its position to those of the source and the 
sink*
It would be inefficient to have the cell meiabrmies easily permeable 
to the morphogan and there may be a special nïeclaaniuiïi allowing the rapid 
past.aga of morphogen between the colls withlai wMch the gradient has been 
set up* Orick suggested that tight jimetions may be Involved. In practice 
gradients may be set up in three dimensions, and a single cell may bo 
siraulteneoualy oflected by several gradients. If, as seems likely, metabolic 
co-operation Is due to the transfer of nucleotides between cells, it provides 
a model system for the study of concentration gradients witliln cells.
mil MiAirw fifcwryw
Tlie reactivation of the chicken ez^ ythro cyte took place t-jithin the 
Pyï variante. It followed a similtu* pattern to that described in mouse A9 
cells, (Harris et al*, 1969; Harris and Cook 1969g Cook, 1970; De& et al., 
1972 and Dandy, 1972). The avian erythrocyte is a metabollcally inactive 
and highly specialized cell, but after fusion with a matabolically active 
cell the pattern of drlffe.rentiation of its nuo3,eus can be altereed. Other 
examples of nuclear reactivation occurring are sperm pronucleii following 
fertilization and nucleii from Xenopus brain cells after injection into 
activated eggs (Ourdon and Woodland,1968). In loth cases the sequence of 
events was the same as within the reactivating old ok erythrocyte nucleii. 
The mechanisms by wlHch chromatin is packed in those condensed nucleii are
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milmom Wt #0 ohick QiythipOjrte aueleii and apgm EUOX0Ü  have digitinotiv© 
hlBtoneà "whieh mgr in aomo way foe related to the packaging*
The reaqtivation proQceB of chicken ezybforocytea from eggo of the came 
age within the B M  2l/CX3/FyI hamster cell variants took place moi^ rapidly 
tîian iîTi the A9 mouse cell. However the appearance of all "the chick specified 
ftmctlona followed to date (IPP activity^  chick surface antigen mid seneltivity 
to diphtheria _to%in using L cells, nucleolar material in Hefoa cells, and 
IBP, APP, the two purine nuc).eoside permeases and perhaps also dOît and Tit 
using B M  ,23./C13/Py^  variants) could foe correlated trlth the presence of a, 
functional nucleolus within #0 erythmcyte nucleus of the heterokaryon* 
Itlngerts et al* (1971) followed the process of reactivation in HoM 
cells using fluorescent .labelled antifoody against various nuclear components# 
They demonstrated the entry of human proteins into the erythrocybe nucleus 
during reactivation* The appearance of nucleoli was followed using antisora 
to both human and chick nucleolar material. Material reacting with an 
antiserum to human nucleoli was present In some fifteen day old erythrocyte 
nuoloii less than ten hours after fusion# The pattern of fluorescence 
altered fx'om a few wealîly staining spots to two or three distinct nucleolar 
bodies as the nuc3.ous enlarged and reactivation progressed* Positive 
results using anti-ehlck nucleolar antiserum were initially obtained in 
20^ of the erythrocyte nucleil by twenty hours after fusion. The reaction 
with the auti'^ hi'ütwm antiserum was stronger than with the anti-cMok# At 
later times the nucleoli of the Hela nuclei! of the heterokaryons became 
positive when treated with anti.-chi ok nucleolèîr anti serum, Beactivatoel 
erythrocyte nuc3-eii also reacted with anti^human nucleoplasm antiserum.
Human nucleolar antigens accumulated in a specific manner within tîio 
reactivating erythrocyte nuclei! perhaps because of an affinity for the 
nucleolar organising regions* Whether the affinity was sufficient to allow 
nucleoli which i?rere composed of human material to function within erythrocyte
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nuoXeii has yet to be eetabllshec'L The appearance of ohickon nucleolar 
material within the lieha nucleoli of the hotemkaiyona» which there was no 
reason to suppose were non«funetioï?.al, supporte the notion that nucleolar 
material, can function within the nucleolus of another species, The 
nucleolus is elosely Involved in the expression of the genetic information 
within it© nucleus. The reactivating erythrocyte nucleus within a. Hoha 
cell may require the formation of a functional primary nucleolus from human 
material to allow synthesis of material needed for the production of a 
chicken specified nucleolue*
The email nucleoli seen ;ln the Py% variant© may initially be formed 
of hamster material* . The timing of their appearance and their morphology 
are very similar to those described, by Bingerta et oJl, (19?1) being present 
in of erythrocyte nuoloii from twelve day egg© at twenty^four hoiira 
after fusion* .Wrradiatioa of the Fyl variant© before fusion had no effect 
on the course of reactivation or the appearance of nucleoli. These ©mall 
nucleoli irere shotm in some eases to be heavily labelled by MA precursors* 
Muoleoli were present in 3,0$ of the dikaryons forwed between eleven to fourteen 
day old egg erythzocyte© end X^irradlated mouse A9 cells on the fourth day 
after fusion (Harris and Cook, 1969)# The cliffomuce in timing of the 
appearance of nucleoli in eryWirocyte nuoloii fused with different cells 
may be due to the use of different criteria for the appearance of nucleoli 
(which in the FyY cells was a gradual process) or to a difference in the 
process of reactivation.
The entry of foreign proteins into the erythrocyte nucleus is an integral 
part of the reactivation process* The ability of the foreign material to 
function within the erythrocyte nucleus may be critical in determining the 
rate of reactivation, m d  may differ between host calls. The formation of 
a functional primary nucleolus from foreign material may foe one ouch critical 
step. Perhaps nucleolar material from Hofoa and % %  cells acts more 
effectively than that of the 49 cells and allows the production of detectable
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ohlck##spQOified fimctions after a shorter time*
The biochemical defects present in the lyi M/MH/tg/TGE ceils have 
Wen precisely determined in two of the four systems* The enzyme activities 
AFP and IFF were lacking from these cell© by in vitro assays# Howevoz*, normal 
levels of AÏÎ end ï/Gli were present despite the inability of the cells to 
incorporate trltiated nucleosides (Edwards, 1970)* There was no cross*» 
resistance between any of the analogues so all four resistances were 
genetically distinct* It is thought most likely that resistance to tuheroidin 
and 6*thiogmnosine was due to the loss of a specific permease in each case* 
Whatever the precise nature of the defects* heterolmryons formed between 
these calls and reactivated eryWirocyte nuclei! were capable of incorporating 
every purine precursor tested* Probably at least four different chicken 
proteins needed to foe specified in order to repair the genetic defects of 
the hamster call variant*
It might be suggested that enaymcs involved In the purine salvage 
pathway of the chicken have a different specificity to those of the hamster* 
For example, there may bo only one phosphorylase for all the purine bases* 
so simultaneous appearance of APF and IFF activities would be expected.
It is doubtful if there would be any permease activity for nucleosides 
resulting from the production of a pyrophosphoiylaso, so differing substrate 
specificities between the eneymes of the chick and the hamster do not explain 
the %'epair on the basis of a sJrigle chick enayme# Chicken AFP and IFF 
activity can be separated because fifteen day old crythrocyfcos incorporate 
significant quantities of adenine* but very little liypoxanthine* Therefore 
a minimum of tl'iree chick proteins need to be specified in ordez" to restore 
the purine salvage pathway of the % %  aVMJV^TG/TGE cells* AFP* IFF and 
one (or two) nucleoside permeases* The appearance of all of these in 
heterokoryons followed the seme time course*
Anothes? explanation could bo that the onsymo activities wore iiamstor 
specified and induced by the presence of the reactivated erythrocyte nucleus.
Thor© was reversion in three of the système* allowing the colle
to incorporate adenoBino, hypoxanthine and guanooine* The structural genes 
for these activities were still present in the genome of the Pyl Aà/MlV^Tc/ïGE 
cells and thus potentially available- for transcription. In the case of AFP 
activity revez'slon wa© never detected, so the structuml gene could have 
been deleted# To prove the production of chick specified purine salvage 
ensymoB, it would be necessary to extract them from heterokaiyone containing 
reactivated erythracyte nuoloii and show a difference in properties from 
the emymoB of the Py'I cells and a similarity 'bo those of chicken cells#
Cook (197c) shotrecl the IPP acbivi’by in hetorokaryons containing 49 cells 
and reactivated erythroc^ rte nuclei! differed in its properties from that 
of the mouse enayma and was indistingulel'iabl© chick IPP.
The striking similarity in the kinetics of the appearance of all four 
actlvl'bies in heterokaryon© formed from Pyï Aà/Aàïi/TG/TGE calls and 
reactivating erythrocyte nucleli* their biochemical diversity* genetic 
i.nd0p©nctoce and association with a reactivated ezytîiïoeyte nucleus containing 
a auoXooXus ahl point to their being due to chicken specified pzotelne#
It has been suggested that the nucleolus is in some way involved in 
the transfer from the nucleus to the cytoplasm of îtîA carrying information 
for the synthesis of specific proteins (MiuXs et al#, 1969)# Oonfiraation 
that some function at or near the nucleolus was essential for the full
o^ qpression of genetic information was obtained after inactivating the
nucleoli of reactivated erythrocyte rmcXeii in 49 cells by irradiating with 
a n^V niicrobesm and following the ability of the heterokaryon ‘bo incorporate 
hypoxanthine (De4k et od#* 3,972). It was found that there was decay in 
the incorporation after Irradla'bing the nucleolus if only one was present 
in the erythrocyte nucleus, 13oth nucleoli had to be. irradiated if two were
present to achieve a reduction in the incorporation# Irradiation of only
one of two nucleoli or an extranudeolar area did not achieve a reduction 
in the I^ncorporation of hypoxanthinG#
mThe manner in which the nucleolus or p0,m#*nueXeolar structures aro 
Involved la the os^ prasslon of genetic information is unlmown* The production 
of processed mM# and rïiiâ may be intimately linked* mcleoleT participation, 
may In some way be essential for the ej^rt of mEM to the oytoplasra* the 
nucleolus may be involved in the oohtrol of translation or the relationship 
may be more distant through mechanisma at present miïniown*!, Heaiilts obtained 
using the syl variants confirm that some relationship exists but throw no 
further light on the mechanism*
4»
Genetically marked cells were used In this study for two avenue© of 
investigation* metabolic co#»operatlon and the reactivation of the avian 
erythrocyte nucleus# Both involve the alteration of the phenotype of the 
variant cells and have implication© for the treatment of human genetic 
diaeaee*
The way in which., metabolic co-operation affect© the diagnosis of carriers 
of the hofioh*»Hyhan eyndrome and the use of selective procedures to overcome 
the effect have been discussed*
At present* rjnibom eri'OZ's of metabolism are treated symptomatically 
:ln one of two ways* Firstly* by restricting the intake of compounds tmable 
to be metabolized, For example* a diet low in phenylalanine reduces the 
incidence of mental retardation in phenylkotcnurics# Secondly* drug, therapy 
can prevent the accumulation of harmful metabolites by da novo synthesis*
The enzyme xanthine oxidase can be inhibited by allopuzinol* reducing the 
excess production of uric acid in the lesch**%han syndrome and. gout. The 
majority of these diseases have no ti'oatment however* With the ability to 
transfer genetia information between cells, there arises the possibility 
of removing the symptoms by repairing the genetic defect in the somatic cells 
of the patient.
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The proseitco of a roinute fraction of the ohiqkon goaomo is suffielent 
to correct the 49 cell defect (Bchwartz* at al#* 1971)* Cells from a Lesoh™ 
%haa patient might be able to be manipulated ira a sifidlar fashion and 
rolffiplahted In the patient. The presence of metabolic oo^operatdon implies 
not all the cells of a defective iadivMuaX need be treated in this way, 
but the presence of a few cells of nomel genotype may be able to modify 
the phenotype of a whole organ, Though theoretdeally possible at present* 
and perhaps practieable in the near future, such techniques may be of value 
in only a few situations, The hesch»-Hyhan syntome pmduoes brain damage 
that is irreversible* probably at an early stage, and any treatment after 
this has occurred could never produce a full return to normal. Hor is it 
3mow whether the syndrome is to some extent due to a function of IPP not 
connected with the phosphorylation of hypoxant|ilne or guanine but necessary 
in certain target cells*
Metabolic co#operaticn has implications in the field of cancer chemor. 
thempy* tht success of which depends on exploiting any differences that 
may exist between nomsl emd malignant cell to selectively Id'll the malignant 
cells* Metabolic co-operation obscures differences in the behaviour of 
cells in contact and reduces the discrimination that can be achieved by 
a selective system* It üiay remove the possibility of achieving selective 
conditions discriminating efficiently between pome malignant and normal 
cells in vivo unless metabolic co-operation can be temporarily prevented* 
However, the cells §i some tumours are not electrically coupled (Lowenstein* 
1972) and therefore may foe. incapable of talcing part in metabolic cp-operatlon 
and more amenable to chemotherapy*
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